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Introduction 
EFI Technique software offers an end-to-end software solution from the point of sales through production to the 
shipment of goods. It has the comprehensive capabilities of a world-class MIS software system, while fitting the 
unique business processes of publication and commercial print companies. The solution’s comprehensive 
capabilities are able to address the needs of print companies with complex operating environments such as 
multi-site, multi-currency, multi-language and multi-product production processes. 

Contact Information 
EFI Support 

Web Site: https://customer.efi.com/support 

UK Phone: + 44 (0) 1246-298085 

US Phone: +1-855-EFI-4HLP 

E-mail: technique.support@efi.com  
Regular USA Service Desk hours are 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Eastern Time, Monday – Friday. 

Regular European Service Desk hours are 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Greenwich Mean Time (British Summer Time 
during summer), Monday – Friday. 

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

UK Phone: + 44 (0) 113 3836000 

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software plus offer a range of training option.
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About This Guide 
EFI Technique Order Management provides you the ability to prepare an order for issue to plan, prepare detailed 
Works Instruction, and generate demand for materials and monitor costs and price. 

To aid you, its main features include: 

• Intuitive traffic light status indicators to provide job status display 
 

• Assembly of Versions and Editions, management of Insert details, Packing and Dispatch instruction 
 

• Re-calculation of costs and price 
 

• Ability to issue jobs directly to the Planning application 
 

• For multi-site users, the ability to issue jobs to other sites involved in production 

Order Management provides a natural flow of work from estimate or contract, to job ticket on the planning board, 
utilizing the calculation module and data held at Estimating stage and linking this directly with the actual data 
received from the Production Schedule and SFDC. In order to do this it offers a set of states both at estimate and 
order level. 

Workflow 

 

About the Order Management Setup in Technique 
To set up Order Management, you need to configure settings located in several modules in EFI Technique. In 
summary these are as follows. For further information see System Admin for Order Management 5.4 User Guide. 

• Information Console > Tools > Application & Languages > Application settings 
 

• Information Console > Tools > Users & Profiles > Profile Groups 
 

• Order Maintenance > Resources 
 

• Order Management > Tools > Options 
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Set Up Order Management  
The following section provides details on the set up and configuration of Order Management: 

• Configure the User Profiles for user access 
 

• Configure the Application Settings per site 
 

• Configure the resources within Order Maintenance 
 

• Tools > Options in Order Management 
 

• Customizing the display 

User Profiles 
There are multiple profile options, that need to be considered when deciding the roles of users who will access 
the application. Full lists of options are included within the System Admin for Order Management 5.4 User Guide. 

Reference to specific profile options will be included throughout this guide when explaining the different 
scenarios available to you. 

Application Settings 
Order Management has a number of Application Settings that control various aspects of the module’s operation. 
The system administrator can maintain application settings within either Information Console or MIS Console. 
Full lists of the settings are included within the System Admin for Order Management 5.4 User Guide. 

Reference to specific application settings will be included throughout this guide when explaining the different 
scenarios available to you. 

Order Maintenance 
The Order Management application has a separate maintenance application for configuration purposes. The 
application provides the means to configure Order Management in its environment to work with the Estimating, 
Planning, Job Costing and SFDC applications. Full details are available within the System Admin for Order 
Management 5.4 User Guide. 

Order Management > Tools > Options 
You can enter additional options from the Tools > Options menu. Options available enable you to customize the 
display and choose the way the application behaves, for example, prompting you when exiting the application. 
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General 

Name Description 

Show Popups If selected, notifications will open when modifications are made to an order when a 
print or finishing operation is issued to the plan. 

Show Toolbar Captions If selected, this will display the caption of the option on the toolbar when the cursor is 
hovering over the option. 

Prompt on Exit If selected, this will prompt you to confirm that you wish to exit the application. 

Open Order immediately 
on creation 

If selected, the new order will open when it is created. 

Group similar press 
routes 

If selected, the application will group like routes together within the Print Routing tab. 
For example, 320pp printed as 10 x 32pps will display the ten 32pp sections plus a 
summary line. This allows you to amend the summary line rather than updating all 10 
rows, for example, changing method of working once rather than 10 times. 

Always recalc load 
pallets after editing 

Packing 

If selected, when the loads within a job have already been entered, the calculation will 
automatically be applied if there is an amendment to the packing details. If cleared, 
you will receive a prompt asking if you wish for the load allocations to be amended 
automatically. 

Parts format in Grids 

Each printing and finishing operation of an order is given a part reference number by the application. The 
following options allow you to determine how the part reference will appear in the application within specific 
windows and tabs. For example, on the Packing Details tab, Ancillary Items tab, Despatch Details tab and within 
the Load Allocation window. 

Name Description 

Reference If selected, only the Part reference will display. The part reference format is: 
Print Parts: order number-signature, for example 4410-001 
Finishing Parts: order number-operationfinishing style. For example 4410-3PB. 

Description If selected, only the description of the Part will display. 

Both Both the part reference and description will display where appropriate. For example 
4410-3PB – Perfect Bound. 

Customizing the display 
You have the ability to customize the display by configuring certain profile options and tools within the orders list 
views. 

Adding fields to the orders list 
You can customize your own display of the orders list, choosing which fields you wish to see, and any filtering 
options you wish to apply. Any changes you make are saved against your login. 
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To choose fields in the orders list 

1. With the cursor anywhere in the field headings area, right click to open the shortcut menu. 

 

2. Click Field Chooser. 
 

3. A list of fields not currently included in the view will appear. 

 

4. Click on the required field name and drag it into the heading toolbar. Insert arrows appear, to indicate 
where the field will be placed. 

 

Note The columns available for selection are pre-entered. 

Removing fields from the orders list 
To remove fields from the orders list 

1. With the cursor anywhere in the fields headings, right click the mouse to open the shortcut menu. 
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2. Click Field Chooser. The Field Chooser window will open. 

 

3. Select the field you wish to remove and drag it into the Field Chooser window. 

Sorting columns  
Sometimes you may want to see information sorted a particular way, for example, by CSR name or delivery date.   

To sort columns 

1. Click a column heading to sort information in the list by that column in ascending order. For example, 
you may want the information sorted by delivery date. 
 

2. Click a column heading a second time to reverse the sort order. 

Tip A triangle in the column heading indicates whether the sort is ascending (a to z) or descending 
(z to a). 

Changing the sequence of columns 
You can move the columns to display in the order that is most useful to you.  

To change the column sequence 

1. Select the column and drag to its new location within the orders list. 

Using Group by 
The orders list can be utilized as a To Do list by grouping by the column headings. 

To group by a column heading 

1. With the cursor anywhere in the column headings, right click the mouse. A shortcut menu will appear: 

 

2. Select Toggle Group By. A gap will appear above the orders list. 
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3. Drag the column heading into the gap. 
 

4. The orders list will now display based on the group. The example below is grouped by CSR. 

 

5. You can choose to expand or collapse the groups as required. 

Adding Multiple Group by column headings 
Following the process detailed above, continue selecting the column headings and drag into the group by area.  

In the example below the orders list has been grouped by CSR and then Delivery.  

The Group By CSR has been collapsed and the individual delivery date of 22/05/2016 has been expanded. 

As a CSR you can then view your own list of active orders based on the delivery date. 

You are also able to sort the list when the column headings are placed in the group by area. 
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Collapse/Expand All 
To expand or collapse the group options in one go 

1. With the cursor anywhere in the column headings, right click the mouse to open the shortcut menu. 

  

2. Select Expand All Groups to show the full list of orders, or, 
 

3. Select Collapse All Groups to hide the orders list per group. 

Removing Group by column headings 
To clear any group settings simply select the groups entered in the group by area and drag and position back in 
the main column list where you now want the column to display. 

Note You can set whether to open the order list in collapsed view via an application setting (id 67) when 
grouping is invoked. 

Views 
When Order Management is opened (and dependent on user profile options and licensed modules) there is a list 
of possible Views: 

 
Every job within the application has a status and this in turn determines whether the job appears in the Current, 
Pending or Completed list. The status of a job enables you to see the stage that the job is currently at, for 
example, has it just been created, or is it close to completion and delivery to the customer. 

Status and Views 
When an order is created it automatically appears within the Pending Orders view. If an order is created from an 
estimate, in other words, it is a one off job that has been estimated and priced within the Estimating application, it 
will be assigned a status of Commercial. This is the beginning of the order’s life cycle. As the status is changed 
the job will appear within the different views. The job will appear in the various views when the status is as 
follows: 

View Status 

Pending Orders Commercial, Forward Plan 

Current Orders Await Start, In Production, Complete Not Invoiced 

Completed Orders Complete & Invoiced, Closed, Cancelled 
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Profile Options 
Choosing which view to display by default, when opening Order Management, is often determined by the role 
you have in the organization.  

You can configure which view of orders is displayed when the application is opened. The two options are as 
follows: 

• Members start in Pending Orders view 
 

• Members start in Completed Orders view 

If neither option is allowed then the application will default to the Current Orders view when opened. 

The visibility of the views of Open Invoices, Payments Received and Events are controlled by profile options 
and are available by default. 

Company indicators 
The Orders list can also display whether the customer is marked as a Gold, Silver or Bronze (as entered within 
Company Management) account and this indicated by the appropriate color of star that appears next to the 
customer name.  

If the star is red this indicates that the customer is In Dispute (a check box is ticked against the company record 
in Company Management). It does not prevent creation of the order but does display a warning and the presence 
of the red star is a constant alert to the you, unless application setting id 49 is set to 1 (True) that will prevent the 
order creation. 

Indicator Lights 
The orders list provides a certain amount of detail for each order such as, Order and Customer name, 
pagination, status, dates, etc. You will also see that there are columns represented by an indicator light and 
abbreviations that offer a visual display of the progress of the order. These will be red, amber or green and the 
display on the orders list is to provide an overview to the progress of the order. The columns available are PPE 
(Pre-Production Estimate), PS (Paper Sourced), OO (Official Order), CA (Credit Approved), JDF, and IO 
(Internet Order). As with all the columns on the orders list these can be displayed or hidden. 
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Managing the Order 
The following chapter will provide details of how to enter the requirements of an order to provide the necessary 
information so that all parties are aware of its current status and requirements.  

Workflow 
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Creating a New Order 
An order can be created by the following methods: 

1. Within Order Management: 
a. Create from Estimate 
b. Create from Contract 
c. Create from copy 

 
2. Within MIS Console: 

a. Using the order creation wizard 
i. By changing the status of an enquiry 
ii. By selecting to create order from the estimate 

 
3. Within Contract Management: 

a. Creating an issue as part of the Forward Plan 
b. Copying an existing issue  

Note An order can only be created for a company that has a Customer classification. For details on how to 
change the classification of a company record please see the MIS Console User Guide. 

Order Management 
Create from Estimate 
Before creating an order from an estimate you should ensure that the customer’s purchase order matches your 
estimate. If there is a discrepancy then the new requirement from the customer should be passed back to the 
Estimating team for estimating. 

Creating an order from an estimate 

1. From the toolbar, select New > From Estimate. 

 

2. The Create Order from Estimate window will appear. 
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3. You then have several options, either 
a. Type in the Enquiry Number, or select the options from the field, or 

 
b. Click Find. Use the search criteria within the Enquiry Search window to find the enquiry. 

 

Note The list of available enquiries will be dependent on whether the profile option Members can 
only use estimates from their site is true. 

4. When creating an order from an estimate and the above permission is allowed against the profile 
group, if you enter an enquiry number that has been estimated by someone who’s user profile is set to 
a different site to your own, the following message window will appear on the screen. 

 

5. Alternatively if the Find function is used the Site field will be locked down to the your site. 
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6. Once you’ve selected the appropriate enquiry you must ensure that the mandatory fields (highlighted 
yellow in the diagram below) are entered. 
For multi-site installations, the Managing Printer field will default to the site that is calculated to receive 
the largest amount of added value. However, if application setting id 111 is set to 1 (True) then you will 
be forced to manually make this selection. 

 

Note If the enquiry has multiple quantities, finishing styles or version options you will need to select 
these. If there is only one option the application will automatically populate these fields. 

7. Click Confirm to create the order. If the company record is entered as In Dispute (in Company 
Management) then a warning message will appear informing you but will not prevent you from creating 
the order. 
 

8. The Order Detail window will open. 

Note If application settings id 123, 124, 125, and 126 are set to True (1) then the application will attempt to 
automatically apply these functions. Further details on this option are available at the end of this 
chapter. 

Create from Contract 
If you need to create an order based on a contract and it’s pricing, but it is not part of the title issues, for 
example, an anniversary edition, you can create the order from the contract within Order Management.  

Creating an order from a contract 

1. From the toolbar, select New > From Contract. 
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2. The Create from Contract window will appear. 

 

3. You need to select the Contract name and Title. 
 

4. The Quantity field will populate with the default quantity set at the Contract Title within Contract 
Management. You can amend this prior to creation if you know that the quantity is different at this 
stage. 
 

5. Enter the Delivery Date. 
 

6. The Publication Date will automatically populate with today’s date and can be changed if required. 
 

7. If the Contract Title is entered as including a BOR then this too will automatically populate. If this has 
not been set, you are still able to select this by clicking the BOR check box and then select the 
appropriate Finishing Style, Product Template and Product Style, followed by Build Routing. 
 

8. If the BOR option is not selected, click Add to select the components required. For further information 
see Create from Contract later in this chapter. 
 

9. Click OK to confirm the specification and create the order. 

Create from Copy 
It is also possible to create an order based on an existing order if the new order is similar to the specification of 
the order that is to be copied. It is not dependent on the method used to create the base order, i.e., from 
estimate, contract, within Order Management, Contract Management or MIS Console. 

Note This option should only be selected where the pricing detail upon which it is based is valid. 
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Copying an order 

1. Select the existing order. 
 

2. Click the Copy button from the toolbar. The Copy Order window will open. 

 

3. Enter the Start Delivery date and amend the Quantity for the new order as required. 
 

4. Select the Order Details elements that are to be copied to the new order.  
 

5. Select the Toggle button is you wish to clear the Order Details check boxes that are previously 
selected. 
 

6. Click OK to confirm the requirements and create the order. 

MIS Console 
Create from Estimate 
An order can be created from MIS Console > Estimate > Quotes. This can be used when the customer 
confirms that the quotation has been accepted as an alternative to creating the order directly in Order 
Management. Using MIS Console to create the order instead of Order Management may be the preferred 
method for a variety of reasons: 

• You do not have permission to access the Order Management application  
 

• You do not have access to the Order Management application but can gain access the MIS Console 
website 
 

• You wish to use the Order Creation Wizard 

Before creating an order from an estimate you should ensure that the customer’s purchase order matches your 
estimate. If there is a discrepancy then the new requirement from the customer should be passed back to the 
Estimating team for estimating. 

When creating an order from an estimate and the Members can only use estimates from their site permission is 
allowed against the user profile group, the Submit button is greyed out, preventing the you from being able to 
create the order.
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Creating an order from an estimate 

1. Select the estimate from the grid. 
 

2. Click Create Order. 
 

3. Enter the mandatory fields within the Create Order window. 
 

4. If applicable, enter the Purchase Order Reference to indicate that the Official Order has been 
received. 
 

5. If available, click Attachments, Ancillaries and Special Inks to include this information. 
 

6. Click Managing Event Dates to enter the schedule information. 
 

7. Enter custom text within the Additional Information so that this can be visible within the order in Order 
Management. 

 

8. When all known information has been entered click Submit to create the order. 
 

9. You will receive a notification confirming that the order has been created along with the order number. 

 

10. Click x in the top right hand corner of the window to close the message. 
 

11. An email will be sent to the email account that is specified within application setting id 41 informing 
them that the order has been created. 
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Create from Sales Enquiries 
An order can be created from MIS Console > Sales Enquiries by changing the status of the enquiry.  

Note To use this function you will need the profile option Members can edit Enquiry Status for the Sales 
Enquiries application. 

Creating an order by changing the enquiry status 

1. Find the appropriate enquiry. 
 

2. Click the Status. 
 

3. Within the Update Status window change the Status to Order. 
 

4. Click Update. 
 

5. The Create Order wizard will open. 
 

6. Enter the details as appropriate and Submit to create the order. 

When creating an order from an estimate from the Sales Enquiries menu and the Members can only use 
estimates from their site permission is allowed against the user profile group, when you change the Status of the 
enquiry, the option to change status will also be locked down and unavailable to change. 

Contract Management 
Create from Contract 
For regular repeat issues that are based on contract pricing you can create an order from Contract 
Management > Contract > Contract Title > Issues window. This option is chosen for magazine titles that are 
printed daily, weekly, quarterly etc. 

Creating the order 

1. Select the contract and double click to open or choose Open from the toolbar. 
 

2. Select the Title. 
 

3. Click Issues. 
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4. Click Add and the Create from Contract window will appear. 

 

5. The Quantity field will populate with the default quantity set at the Contract Title within Contract 
Management. You can amend this prior to creation if you know that the quantity is different at this 
stage. 
 

6. Enter the Delivery Date. 
 

7. The Publication Date will automatically populate with today’s date and can be changed if required. 
 

8. If the Contract Title is entered as including a BOR then this too will automatically populate. If this has 
not been set, you are still able to select this by clicking the BOR check box and then select the 
appropriate Finishing Style, Product Template and Product Style. 
 

9. Click Build Routing. 
 

10. If the BOR option is not selected, the Build Routing button will not be available. Instead, click Add to 
select the components required. In the following example, the order specification contains 1 x 4pp 
cover and 96pp text, priced as 3 x 32pp. 
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Note The method chosen for the creation of the order must be based on how the invoice is to be 
generated and not on how the order will be produced. For example, if the customer expects to 
be invoiced for 1 x 4pp cover and 1 x 96pp text then the component selection should reflect 
this. If, however they expect to be invoiced based on 1 x 4pp cover + 3 x 32pp, (as detailed in 
the example below) then this is how the order should be created. 

 

Note Components (Cpt) can be the same where the ink and paper requirements are identical. 
11. If the order contains plate changes that have been priced separately within the contract, click Define 

Plate Changes to enter these. 

In the example below, the customer has indicated that there will be 3 different printed versions to the 
order and that these changes affect the text (Number Like This (NLT) is 3). Each change will incur 4 
plate changes to the front and the back of the web, therefore 8 plates per change. Multiply this by the 3 
x 32pp and 24 plates would be required per change. As the order will produce 3 different versions, the 
application calculates that 48 plates are required as this is in addition to the number of plates that 
would produce the base version. 

 

12. Click OK to save the plate change requirements. The Create from Contract window will appear. 
 

13. If Inserts are to be included in the order click the Insert tab and select the Inc. check box to include the 
insert requirements. Only options available within the Contract Pricing will open. 
 

14. If ancillaries are to be included in the order click the Ancillary tab. If any ancillary options are to be 
included, enter the number of for each ancillary item required within the No Of field. Only options 
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available within the Contract Pricing will open. 
 

15. Click OK to confirm the specification and create the order. 
 

16. The order will appear within the Manage Issues window. 

Create from Copy 
The Copy function within the Manage Issues window enables you to copy forward a selected issued a specified 
number of times.  

Note When first setting up the issues for a Contract Title, we suggest that as much information as possible is 
entered into the initial issue so that this information can be copied. The more information that is added 
to the initial issue will avoid repetition for the subsequent issues. 

Copying an issue 

1. Select the existing order to be copied from. 
 

2. Click Copy. 

  

3. The Copy Issue window will open. Based on the application settings entered for Contract 
Management, the list of default items to copy will automatically be selected. 
 

4. Enter the number of orders you want to create within the No of Issues to Create field. 
 

5. Enter the frequency for the issues. By default, the application will already include the frequency based 
on the value specified against the contract title, but this can be amended if required. 
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6. Ensure that the elements that are required to be copied are selected. If the current order has sections 
issued to Production Scheduling, the sections for the new orders will be copied forward. 

 

7. Click OK to start the process to create the new orders. 
 

8. The new orders will appear in the Manage Issues window without an Order number. This enables you 
to amend any of the Event dates prior to creating the order. 
 

9. Click Commit to create the order. 
 

10. The order will appear within the Manage Issues window. 

Event Templates 
During the order creation process an Event template needs to be associated with the order. This will 
automatically be the template that has been entered as the default template within Order Maintenance, or the 
template that is assigned to the contract title. You can change the template that is automatically selected either 
at the point of order creation or after the order has been created using the Assign Job Number & CSR window. 

Event templates can be created and configured within the Order Maintenance application to match the life cycle 
of orders, for example, to allow for certain elements of the order to be sent to an outworker and received back in. 
Details on how to configure the templates can be found within the System Admin User Guide for Order 
Management 5.4. 

Note The ability to create and configure multiple event templates is a licensed module (CSR Checklist) and 
therefore if you do not have the appropriate license there will only be one template to select from the 
list. 

Opening the Order for the first time 
When an order is created and opened for the first time the order should be re-estimated prior to any further 
information is entered. This is to ensure that all of the routes chosen, methods etc., are valid. For an order from 
an estimate, however, there should be no discrepancy, as the estimate upon which the order is based should 
have been checked as valid prior to order creation.  

Note Multiple orders can be open at the same time if you enter application setting id 50 to 1 (True). 
The Order Detail window can be maximized so that you have the ability to view more information. 
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To help you with this process, there are a series of application settings that can automatically apply certain 
functions to the order when it is opened for the first time. These are setting ids 123, 124, 125, and 126. 

With these settings are entered as 1 (True), the application will attempt to run the following processes when the 
order is opened for the first time: 

• Calculate the Pre Production Estimate (PPE). (Setting id 123.) 
 

• Generate the Confirmation Letter. (Setting id 124.) 
 

• Update the status for the order to Await Start (setting id 125) and issue to plan (setting id 32). This can 
only take place if the PPE calculated successfully and if the Official Order and Credit Approval have 
been set. The Official Order can only be set prior to order creation using the method of creating the 
order from estimate via MIS Console. 
 

• Assign paper (setting id 126). This can only take place if the status has changed to Await Start. 

As the option to change the status and issue to plan is dependent on the successful PPE, then this setting (id 
125) can only be entered as 1 (True) if the setting for the automatic PPE is also entered as 1 (True). 

As the option to assign paper is dependent on the status of the order being changed to Await Start, then this 
setting can only be entered as 1 (True) if the setting for the automatic status change is also entered as 1 (True) 
and the order is able to have its status change successfully by the automatic process. 

The above processes will attempt to run when an order is created from new, either in Order Management, 
Contract Management or MIS Console. The processes will not be attempted for orders that are created by 
copying. 

If the order is from a contract, then you will need to ensure that the appropriate default methods have been 
selected against the print sections in the Print tab in the Contract. 

Setting the Status 
Each job has a status that is used in conjunction with your own procedures to inform everyone of the stage of the 
job and it’s position in its life cycle. This is, in general, a manual change that can be performed from the Update 
Job Status window. However, there are certain stages where this change can be made automatically as follows: 

• Automatically update status when opening an order for the first time. See chapter Creating a New Order 
 

• Changing status from Complete Not Invoiced to Complete and Invoiced via the Invoice Generation 
application 

For each status there is an option to also enter a Sub Status and these are both customizable and optional.  

Changing the status can also force certain functions to take place automatically as follows: 

• Application Setting id 32 will automatically issue un-issued print and finishing operations to the plan 
when the status is changed to Await Start. Outwork routes will also be issued automatically to the plan 
when the status is changed, if they have been entered as being able to be planned in Estimating 
Maintenance. 
 

• Application setting id 107 controls the status at which automatic jobs costs are posted to Job Costing. 
Valid options are AST (Await Start), PRO (In Production), FIN (Complete not Invoiced) and INV 
(Complete and Invoiced).  

Note This setting will only be used when changing the status in OM. The invoicing module will continue to 
check at the point of marking the job Complete and Invoiced and if not already posted, will run the auto 
post routine regardless. 
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Changing the Status 
From the Orders List 

1. Highlight the order within the Orders List. 
 

2. Click Update Status from the Actions menu. 

 

3. The update Job Status window will appear. 

 

4. The status can then be changed as required by selecting the option from the New Status field. 
 

5. If a sub-status has been entered this will also be available for selection. 

From within the Job 

1. Open the job. 
 

2. Double click either the Official Order or Credit Approved button. 
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Example status change 

An example of the workflow and change of status of an order created from an estimate is as follows: 

 

 

Note The status names detailed in the example are the system standard but these can be changed using the 
Language settings controlled in Information Console to be more suitable to an individual company and 
its procedures. 

There is an additional status of Cancelled and orders that are assigned this status automatically display in the 
Completed Orders view.  

The status changes follow a certain direction and this is as follows:  

• From Commercial a job can only change status to Forward Plan or Cancelled   
 

• From Forward Plan the status can only change to Await Start or Cancelled 

Note Orders cannot have their status changed to Await Start without a valid Pre-production estimate.  
 Also the status cannot be changed to Await Start if (a) Official Order has not been received or (b) the 

check box denoting that the job is allowed to proceed without an official order has not been selected, or 
if (a) credit has not been approved or (b) the check box denoting that the job is allowed to proceed 
without a credit check has not been selected.  

 This is the only status change where the system places restrictions. 

• From Await Start the status can change to In Production, Cancelled or back to Forward Plan 
 

• From In Production the status can change to Complete Not Invoiced or Cancelled 
 

• From Complete Not Invoiced to Complete & Invoiced or Cancelled 
 

• From Complete & Invoiced to Closed 

Note When updating an order’s status to a type of Closed, the system will check to ensure that there are no 
outstanding provisions for the order (these can be provisional PO’s, or provisional revenues created in 
Job Costing).  

Once an order has a status of Closed it is no longer available for editing except if you belong to the Profile Group 
that contains the permission to be able to edit jobs with a status of Closed. 

Note Within a multi-site environment, if an order has an element that has been issued to a sub-site, then the 
sub-site job status cannot be progressed further than that of the Managing Printer. 
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Note Status changes are an integral part of the integration of Order Management with the other Technique 
applications, such as Inventory Management and Job Costing, and should be adhered to as much as 
possible at all times. This will ensure a smooth and effective workflow of the data throughout the MIS 
applications.  

Changing the status of multiple orders in one go 
You can change the status of multiple orders in one go from the Orders List, although this can only be successful 
when they have the same current status, and where the rules of the Official Order, Credit Check and valid 
Estimate are met. 

To update multiple jobs in one go: 

1. Highlight the selection of orders from the orders list either by using the standard SHIFT+SELECT or 
CONTROL+SELECT. 
 

2. Click Update Status from the Actions menu. 

Reverting the status of a job 
You can also reverse the status of an order if you have the appropriate permissions allowed within your profile 
group. Using the Actions function from the toolbar, you are also able to Undo Last Status of an order. Selecting 
this option enables you to change the status back, (one status at a time) and records the audit trail within the Job 
History tab of the order. 

 

If, however, the status of the job is Closed or Cancelled, then you must use the Restore Closed/Cancelled 
Job… option from the Tools menu within Order Management.  

 

Template Jobs 
You can choose to select a status named Template for a job. This is a special status that allows you to use a job 
with this status as a template to create additional jobs from, using the copy function, and removes all values 
associated with the job with the Template status from any reports. 

Official Order and Credit Approved 
From the Update Job Status window you can also enter the details of your customer’s order and their credit limit 
for the job. In order to do this the appropriate permissions need to be set within your profile group. 
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Official Order 
If the Official Order has not been set as part of the order creation process from MIS Console, then you are able 
to enter this information within Order Management. 

Setting the Official Order in Order Management 

1. Open the Update Job Status window. 
 

2. Select Official Order Received check box. 
 

3. Enter the customer’s PO reference. 
 

4. Click OK to save and close the window or Apply to save but keep the Update Job Status window open. 

The Set By and On fields will populate with your user name and today’s date. The Official Order indicator light 
will also change color to green. 

If the Official Order has not been received but you have the appropriate permissions, you can enter that you 
allow the order to have it’s status changed without having received the official order. To do this, select the Allow 
Order to Proceed without Official Order check box. The Official Order indicator light will change color to 
amber. If you do not have the permissions this check box will not be available for selection.  

Credit Check in Order Management 
Setting the Credit Check 

1. Open the Update Job Status window. 
 

2. Select Credit Approved check box. 
 

3. Enter the Limit for Job (this will default to the value of the order). 
 

4. Click OK to save and close the window or Apply to save but keep the Update Job Status window open. 

The Set By and On fields will populate with your user name and today’s date. The Credit Approved indicator light 
will also change color to green. 

If the Credit Check limit has not been set but you have the appropriate permissions, you can enter that you allow 
the order to have it’s status changed without having confirmed the credit check. To do this, select Allow Order 
to Proceed without Credit Check. The Official Order indicator light will change color to amber. If you do not 
have the permissions this field will not be available for selection. 

Credit Check via MIS Console 
Within MIS Console users are able to enter credit limits, sales ledger and contingencies within the customer 
record. In conjunction with application setting (id 21), the credit checking functionality within Order Management 
can be auto set dependent on various criteria: 

• An order is checked for credit when it is estimated, or when the CSR attempts to update the status of 
the order from commercial to forward plan.  
 

• If the order has already been credit approved and the order value does not exceed the credit limit for 
the order then the credit check is automatically passed. 
 

• The sales ledger value is added to the sum of the credit value for any other outstanding orders and the 
sales value of the order being checked, with contingency. If this exceeds the customer credit limit then 
the check fails. 

Note Outstanding orders are any live orders that have credit approved, or live orders that have been 
applied previously for credit approval but is not currently credit approved, providing those 
would commence delivery before the order being checked. All live credit approved orders are 
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outstanding regardless of delivery date. The credit value of outstanding orders is the credit limit 
if credit approved, or the sales value plus contingency if not. 

• Orders that have not been credit approved should not be progressed, and cannot have documents 
printed for them. This includes commercial orders for which approval has not been sought.  

Note The allow proceed option is unavailable with this functionality. 

Credit Check via Contract Management 
Within Contract Management you have the ability to set automatic credit approval for the Title. With this set, 
when the order is created, the credit approval is automatically approved. 

Assigning the Customer Services Representative (CSR) 
From the Orders List, you are able to assign the CSR to the job (if the appropriate permission is allowed for your 
profile group). This is the person who is responsible for managing the job. You can also select multiple jobs (for 
the same site) and perform this function in one go. 

Assigning the CSR in Order Management 
To do this: 

1. Select the order from the list. 
 

2. Click Assign Job Number & CSR from the Action menu. 

 

3. Select CSR. 
 

4. Click OK to save and close the window. 

Assigning a Default CSR against a Company record 
The above process can take place automatically for an order created from an estimate upon order creation. To 
do this, ensure that a CSR name has been selected against a company record in MIS Console. 

Assigning a Default CSR against a Contract Title 
You can assign a default CSR name to a Title within Contract Management. This will also automatically assign 
this CSR to any job created from the title. 
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Changing the Default CSR to a job 
If the default CSR is no longer able to manage the job to which they have been automatically assigned and you 
need to change the CSR for the job, you should use the assign function detailed above and select a different 
CSR for that individual job.  

Note This will not change the CSR assigned to future orders created unless the Copy function is used. 

Assigning Job Number 

Order from an Estimate 
When an order is created it will automatically be assigned an order number. This is a non-editable value and will 
sequentially follow on from the previous number used. The Job number can be automatically created if you have 
the application setting id 15, entered as True. It will use the Site Code plus Order number to create the job 
number, for example, if the order has Leeds as its managing printer, order number 1234 will adopt a job number 
of LS1234. 

Even with the application setting place you can still change the Job Number and also increase the length of the 
job number from the standard value to 12 characters long by invoking application setting id 13. 

The use of a separate job number from order number is to support the multi-site functionality within the 
application.  

Assigning/changing a job number 

1. Select the order from the orders list. 
 

2. Click Assign Job Number & CSR. 
 

3. Change the job number as required. 
 

4. Click OK to save the change and close the window. 

Order from a Contract 
When an order is created from a contract, by default the application will generate a different job number based 
on the site, contract title id and volume/issue number. For example, if the site ID is LS, the Contract Title Id is 
HW and the Issue number is 88 (the volume number does not need to be specified against the title), job number 
LSHQ0088 will be generated. 

Note For single site users, an application setting (id 109) that controls whether the job number is set to the 
order no upon creation.  

However, you can still change the job number from the system default using the steps detailed above. 

Searching for an Existing Order 
The Find function allows you to search and filter for a particular order/job. There are two levels of this function. 
The initial Find allows you to enter a job or order number to display within the list that you are placed (for 
example, Current, Pending). You also have the ability to search for a job or order number within all of the lists 
and to do this you must select Search all Status. 
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There is also an Advanced Find that allows you to find an order or job using a wider criteria range. Click 
Advanced to open the Job Search window. 

 

The results will include all orders that match the selected criteria. A description of the filter applied is displayed in 
the heading of the Orders List. 

You can remove the filter by either selecting a different View or click Clear.  

If the order/job exists, it will be displayed on its own in the Order List. A message window will appear informing 
you if the order/job that you have entered does not exist. 

Opening an existing Order 
You can open an order that has already been created using any one of the following methods: 

Within Order Management 
• Selecting the order from the order list and double clicking the order, or 

 
• Select the order from the order list and click Open from the Toolbar, or 

 
• Select the order from the order list and click File > Open 

Within Contract Management 
1. Open the Contract, select the Title, click Issues and double click the order number. 

Note If another person already has the order open then you will receive a warning message informing you of 
this to prevent any duplication or mismatch of data entry, however it will not stop you from opening the 
order. 

Traffic Light System 
Order Management operates a traffic light system that enables you to visually monitor various states of the order 
and these indicator lights are visible when each order is opened. As the order develops, the indicators will 
change from red, to amber and eventually green. The aim is to turn all indicators green to confirm that the order 
detail is complete.  
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 Estimate 
The Estimate status light is used to indicate if the current Pre-Production Estimate (PPE) is valid based on the 
latest order detail.  

ESTIMATE Indicates that the PPE needs to be calculated. 
 

ESTIMATE Indicates that the PPE is calculated. 
 

Once the PPE calculation has successfully been performed, the Estimate status indicator will turn green and you 
will be notified. 

Note In order to produce PPE calculations, the Calculation Engine Web Service must now be running. 

Official Order 
The Official Order status light is used to indicate whether a formal purchase order has been received from the 
customer and is red, amber or green. This needs to be set to allow an order to change status from either 
Commercial or Forward Plan.  

OFFICIAL ORDER Indicates Provisional Order 

 

OFFICIAL ORDER Indicates that the user is allowed to proceed to 
manage the order without official order 

  

OFFICIAL ORDER Indicates Confirmed Order 

Credit Approved 
The Credit Approved status light is used to indicate whether the customer has passed credit check procedures or 
not.  

CREDIT 
APPROVED Indicates that credit has NOT been approved 

 
By default each newly created job in Order Management will have a non-approved status. 

CREDIT 
APPROVED 

Indicates that the user is allowed to proceed 
managing the order without credit approval 

 
CREDIT 
APPROVED Indicates that credit has been approved 

Paper 
The Paper status light is used to indicate if the paper required for the order is available and can be used in one of 
two ways (application setting id 5). The two options allow you to choose when the Paper indicator light turns 
amber. 
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For both options when an order is created in Order Management, the Paper status is set to red and assumes that 
no paper is available for the order.  

PAPER Indicates that no paper has been sourced to 
meet the requirement 

 

Entering the dates when paper is expected: 

On the Events tab, enter the Required date with the Paper Date field when the paper needs to be onsite 
and available, or enter the date for each print section on the Print Routing tab. 

If Application Setting id 5 is set to False (0), the paper indicator light will turn amber.  

PAPER Indicates the paper receipt dates have been 
entered for the order 

 

Assigning a paper stock code: 

On the Paper Details tab, source the appropriate stock item for the paper demand. 

If Application Setting id 5 is set to True (0), the paper indicator light will turn amber.  

PAPER Indicates a stock code has been assigned to the 
paper requirements 

 

Marking the Paper flag as complete can be achieved as follows: 

1. Click the Paper receipt flag on the Print Routing for each section from  to  or, 
 

2. Selecting Yes for the Complete field in the Events tab for the Paper Date field will mark the selected 
component as having paper available, or 
 

3. Selecting Yes for the Complete field in Production Scheduling will mark the selected component as 
having paper available, or 
 

4. Installing a service to auto-update the paper events within Production Scheduling based on the 
associated requisitions in Inventory Management. For further information on this service see the 
Assigning Paper chapter. 

PAPER Indicates that ALL paper is available for the job 

File/Data 
The File/Data status light is used to indicate that all files or data required have been received. 

Setting the File/Data Date: 

1. On the Events tab, enter the Required date when the data needs to be available to the Data Date field, 
or enter the File Date for each print section on the Print Routing tab. 

When an order is created in Order Management, the File/Data status is set to red and assumes that no file/data 
has been received for the job. 

 FILE / DATA Indicates that none or some of the file/data has 
been received 
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After entering all of the File/Data dates in Order Management or planner, the File/Data indicator light will turn 
amber. 

FILE / DATA Indicates the file/data receipt dates have been 
entered for the order 

 

Marking the File flag as complete can be achieved as follows: 

1. Click the File receipt flag on the Print Routing for each section from  to  or, 
 

2. Selecting Yes for the Complete field in the Events tab for the Data Date field will mark the selected 
component as having data available, or 
 

3. Selecting Yes for the Complete field in Production Scheduling will mark the selected component as 
having data available. 

When all files or data is marked as received the Paper status light will turn green. 

FILE / DATA Indicates that ALL file/data has been received 

Planning 
The Planning status light is used to indicate if the items on the Press and Bindery routing tabs have been 
planned in Production Scheduling.  

When an order is created from new, the Planning status is set to red indicating that the press sections and 
bindery operations have not been planned. 

PLANNING Indicates that none or some components have 
been issued to planning 

 

Once all components have been issued to the Plan, the Planning status light will turn Amber 

PLANNING Indicates that all components have been issued 
to the Plan 

 

Once every component has been transferred from the To Do list on to the Plan the Planning status light will turn 
green. 

PLANNING Indicates that all components have been planned 
 

If any of the job components are subsequently placed back in the To Do list then the Planning status light will 
revert to Amber. Likewise, if a component is removed from the To Do list the Planning status light will turn red. 

Also, each Press section and Finishing operation carries its own traffic light indicator allowing you to track the 
status of each component and view the planning ID. 

Changes in component quantity or routing made directly in Planner will not invalidate the Planning light. Instead 
the application will raise a Job Warning highlighting the inconsistency and highlight the affected field on the 
component route. 
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Job Bag Ready  
The Job Bag Ready status light is used to indicate a final check over all components. 

JOB BAG READY Job detail not complete 
 

Once all the other status lights have turned green (except Credit Approved and Official Order that can be amber) 
and no job warnings exist the Job Bag Ready light will turn green. This indicates the application can detect no 
reason not to produce the Works Instruction ticket. 

JOB BAG READY All job detail complete 
 

If any other light should change state then the Job Bag Ready light will revert to amber.  

JOB BAG READY System advises job detail was previously 
complete but may still require further action 

Deleting an order 
When an order has been created in error, it can be removed by using the Delete button on the toolbar. In order to 
be able to delete the order the following must be available: 

• Profile group permission to delete jobs 
 

• Press and finishing routes issued to the planning need to be tombstoned 
 

• Press and finishing routes issued to sub sites need to be issued back to the Managing Printer defining 
the order 

Review Order Detail 
The Order Management application allows you to make sure that all the necessary information pertaining to the 
order is captured, and that it is also sending correct information to other modules of the Technique suite. It also 
enables you to gather information to be used to construct the Works Instruction (Job Bag). 

To enable the input of the information, you will have access to various tabs and buttons. Each tab concentrates 
on a certain aspect of the order. 

Tab Name Main Purpose 
Main Contains customer requirements and top-level component information.  

Print Routing A list of all press components and their section breakdown.  

Finishing Details A list of all finishing operations. 

Packing Details A list of all operations that require a packing instruction to be specified. 

Ancillary Items The Ancillary tab is used to capture all additional costs, whether chargeable or not, over 
and above that already calculated for print and bind. 

Paper Details Itemizes all generic paper requirements for each component and actual paper either 
sourced or allocated from stock to satisfy that requirement. 

Material Details Material requirements and specific stock items sourced to satisfy the demand. 

Pricing 
Summary 

A breakdown of all pricing information associated with the order. This is a Read-Only tab. 
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Tab Name Main Purpose 
Dispatch Details To allow you to enter the allocation of loads and displays all planned loads to be 

dispatched. 
Contact Details A reference tab to provide a list of customer contact and address details. 

Purchase 
Orders 

To view and create Purchase Orders directly associated to the job. 

Job History To display all notifications and records order creation, XML generation and status change. 

 

Regardless of which tab you currently have selected, the indicator lights (described previously) and a series of 
buttons are constantly displayed along the top and bottom of the Order Detail window respectively.  

Button Name Main Purpose 
Order Status For multi-site users only, toggle functions to display the status of the order at sub job 

level or whole order level. 
Cost Analysis Displays the allocation of estimated, provisional and actual costs. 

Custom Fields Customized page layouts so that additional information, not able to be recorded 
elsewhere in the order, can be captured and output on documentation, such as the 
Works Instruction. 

Work Notes To enter additional notes to support Works Instruction. 

Print Generate documentation including Order Confirmations, Works Instruction and Sales 
Invoices. 

Versions To enable you to enter press and bindery component version/edition. 

Parts List To track the individual parts that are delivered from each printing and binding 
operation. 

Issue For multi-site users to issue sub jobs to and from the Managing Printer. 

Warning/Information Displays when the application detects missing or mismatched information. 

Apply Save changes. This button will only become available when the application recognizes 
a change has been made. There is no undo button within the application so if you wish 
to discard your changes then you can simply click on a different tab and when 
prompted click No to not save the changes. 

Close Close the Order Detail window. 

 

Upon confirmation of the order detail, a review of the information contained within the order is required in 
preparation of issuing the print sections and binding operations to the planning board. 

Main tab 
When an order is opened the Main tab opens. This tab is split into distinct areas: 

• Summary 
 

• Detail 
 

• Components 
 

• Schedule 
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• Trims 

Summary 
This contains the Title of the order, customer and contact name. The Title can be amended if required. The 
Customer name can also be amended if required but to be able to do this, application setting id 1 needs to be 
entered as 1 (True). 

If you wish to enter information that details the market the product belongs to you can enter the Classification. If 
you wish for this to be a mandatory field then application setting id 94 needs to be entered as 1 (True). 

If the customer has requested paper that has Certification then this too can be selected. This will ensure that 
only paper stock that has the matching certification can be sourced against the demand. The field is populated 
by the list of certifications that can be entered in application setting id 80, 81, and 82. 

The Managing Printer is set at the creation of the order and if a CSR has been assigned to the order this will be 
visible within Managed By field. 

If the order has been created from a contract the Contract id will open, and if the order was created within the 
Manage Issue window of the contract the Issue number will also be visible. The Frequency field will 
automatically populate if the order was created via the Manage Issues function but can be selected within the 
order for information purposes if the order was not created using this method. 

If the order has been created using the copy method, then the Source Order will display the order number upon 
which this order was copied from. 

Detail 
This area of the tab contains the Nett Quantity of the product required. It is this value that determines the 
subsequent quantities that are referenced throughout the order that, in turn, calculates the requirements of the 
order for paper, packing, and deliveries. It is also this value that is used when generating the Sales Invoice. In 
summary, the value entered here will influence both the cost and the price of the order and should match the 
quantity requested by the customer.  

This area of the tab confirms that the order is either Printed or Bound, or both and confirms the trim size for the 
product. If the customer requests a change in product size, you are able to adjust the Depth and Width of the 
order but this should only be done if it does not affect the pricing of the. This can be controlled in conjunction with 
an application setting (id 22).  

Changing the Depth and Width: 

1. Enter the new Depth/Width. 
 

2. Click Apply. 
 

3. The application will ask you if you wish to adjust the component size. 
 

4. Click Yes to make the change.  
 

5. Click Apply. The application will then check that the changes fall within the tolerance of change 
allowed and inform you accordingly if this change is possible. 

Note Changing the trim size for the order will remove the existing print methods and will force you to re-select 
the appropriate print method before enabling you to re-estimate of the order. 

It is possible to also enter the Units for the product size, for example millimeters (mm) or inches so that this 
information is output on documentation. 

The Finishing style is also displayed but cannot be amended for the order without a Revision to the whole order 
being applied. If the finishing style for the product is Perfect Bound then you have the option to enter the Spine 
Width, but if the finishing style is Wire Stitched then the number of stitches will display in this field. By default, 
the number of stitches input against application setting id 19 will be added, although this can be amended per 
order. 
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The ISBN Number field can be used for Book production so that the information can be output on 
documentation. 

You have the opportunity to enter a particular Schedule Color at order level. This will automatically select the 
color of the planning board ticket when viewing the detail via the Production Scheduling application. 

The Pagination and Cover fields are unavailable for amendment without revising the order but are displayed for 
information purposes. 

Schedule 
The Start Delivery and Publication fields are unavailable for editing on the Main tab but are displayed for 
reference on this tab. The fields display the information that has been entered on the Events tab. 

Components 
This area of the tab includes the individual components that make up the product, for example, cover and text. It 
is populated upon order creation from either the estimate or contract. 

Each component tab contains information relating to that specific component, such as component Title (or 
name), the number of Pages, Depth and Width, Fold style, whether the component is a Cover or Supplied. Not 
all the information can be amended without revising the order in full (for further details on how to revise the order 
see Chapter Revising the Order).  

The following list provides the field names that cannot be changed without revising the order or changing the 
component (for an order from a contract): 

• Sheeted 
 

• Supplied 
 

• Bought In 
 

• Cover CTP 

Other fields, however can be changed: 

• Pre-Press 
 

• Depth / Width 
 

• Fold Style 
 

• Finish 
 

• Grain 
 

• Bleed 
 

• Open Size Definition 
 

• Binding Lap 
 

• Cells 
 

• Ink Definition 
 

• Paper  

Changing the component to view 

1. Click the tab corresponding to the component you wish to view.  
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2. If there are multiple components, hovering over the tab with the mouse will display the component title 
and number (corresponding to that in the Print Routing tab).  

Pre-Press 

You can either view or, if not already present after creating the order, add Pre-Press activities.  

Viewing a pre-press activity 

1. Click Pre-Press. The pre-press activities window opens showing any activities already included per 
component.  
 

2. Click on the Component field to select the component that you wish to add the activity for. 
 

3. Click Cancel to close the window. 

Adding a pre-press activity 

1. Click Pre-Press. 
 

2. For the appropriate component, click Add. 
 

3. Enter the Operation Type, Size, Quantity and No. Pages. 
 

4. Click Cancel to lose any changes made and close the Component Pre-press Operations window. 
 

5. Click OK to save the changes made and close the Component Pre-press Operations window. 

Removing a pre-press activity 

1. Click Pre-Press. 
 

2. Select the activity for the component to be removed, click Remove. 
 

3. Click Cancel to lose any changes made and close the Component Pre-press Operations window. 
 

4. Click OK to save the changes made and close the Component Pre-press Operations window. 

For orders created from an estimate new components cannot be added or existing ones removed. If there should 
be a change in order pagination then the order will have to be revised by the corresponding revised estimate. 

For orders created from a contract, components can be added, edited and removed from the product mix. 
Further information relating to changing the order, see Chapter Changing an Order.  

Note The component make up determines the pricing of the order within the Invoice application and therefore 
this should always reflect how the customer is expecting to be invoiced, rather than how the order is 
physically produced. 

For each component you can view the Default information that contains the ink and paper requirements. 

Depth/Width 

You are able to adjust the Depth and Width for the individual components the order but this should only be done 
if it does not affect the pricing of the. This can be controlled in conjunction with an application setting (id 22).  

Changing the Depth and Width: 

1. Enter the new Depth/Width. 
 

2. Click Apply. The application will then check that the changes fall within the tolerance of change 
allowed and inform you accordingly if this change is possible. 
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Note Changing the trim size for a component will remove the existing print methods and will force you to re-
select the appropriate method prior to enabling you to re-estimate of the order. 

 

Note Application setting id 65 allows you to control whether the Depth and Width display as Width and Depth. 

Pages Front 

This field allows you to enter how many pages in a section are at the front of the product and how many at the 
back. For example, for a 6pp cover you can enter that there are 4 pages front and subsequently 2 pages back.  

Fold Style 

This field displays the fold style associated with the component. It has particular relevance when used in 
conjunction with Open Size. 

Finish 

This displays the associated finishing style for the component. By default it will be the same finishing style as the 
order, however it can be amended if, for example, there are no suitable configurations for the print sections for 
the order finishing style. In other words, it can act as an override so that the appropriate method of production 
can be selected on the Print Routing tab. 

Grain 

If selected, you can enter the grain direction that the component is to be produced. 

Bleed 

This option allows you to indicate any color bleed and if selected, will determine the method of print that can be 
entered on the Print Routing tab and consequently will effect the calculation. 

Leaves 

Select the check box if the component that you are entering is to produce a note pad. You need to enter the total 
number of pages within the pagination field, for example 100, select the Leaves check box and enter 50 as per 
the example below. 

 

The application will calculate the routes based on 2pp configurations. 

Open Size 

When the Open Size function is selected, the Define button becomes available. If a flat size is all that is required, 
this can be entered directly in to the Depth and Width fields.  

By default, the application will try to provide you with the total flat size of the product using a combination of the 
component pagination, the fold style and page size. This is achieved using JDF Fold catalogs (these can be 
used even if JDF interfacing with a Pre Press system is not being used). For further details see System Admin 
For Estimating 5.4 User Guide for JDF Fold Catalogs.  

As part of the open size that Order Management is trying to determine for you, any trim allowances required for 
the finishing style of the product will also be included. 

If there aren’t any JDF Fold Catalogs entered and configured, the Open Size Depth & Width will default to the 
component page size plus trim allowances. 
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Alternatively, click Define and individual page/panel sizes can be entered. 

 

The Open Depth and Open Width fields update in real time based on the information entered in to the Open Size 
window. The example above makes the assumption that each page is of size 297 x 210mm and the flat size is 
made up of (2 x 297) x (4 x 210mm) i.e. 594 x 840mm 

If this product was to be roll folded, page/panel size may need to be adjusted so that the product can be folded 
with each page/panel sitting flat. This can easily be achieved by simply overtyping the panel size in to the 
relevant fields as shown below. 

Below is an example of how a 6pp Roll Folded product could be entered. Each panel being one of the pages with 
the page width adjusted to account for the roll-folding element. 

 

If the flat size being specified is a cover for say a perfect bound book, the Spine Width can be used to add to the 
open width by entering the depth of width of the spine required. 

The Open Size Panel Definition is also capable of being specific to a Web i.e. when using Multi Web/Web Paper 
Definition. You would need to amend the web paper definition to match the number of webs. 
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Another function available within the Open Size Definition area is the ability to enter a Calculation Method. An 
example of when this may be included would be to calculate the spine width for a perfect bound 4pp cover. 

These can be used to automatically calculate the open size by making the appropriate selections in the Group 
and Method fields for the type of product. This does require setup to be performed within Estimating 
Maintenance first of all before this area can be used. Please refer to the System Admin For Estimating 5.4 User 
Guide for details. 

Below shows an example of how this may be used along with an example of the Maintenance set up in the 
background. 

Open Size in Order Management 

 

Set up within Estimating Maintenance 

 

Binding Lap 

The Binding Lap check box is dependent on the finishing style set up within Estimating Maintenance and whether 
it has been entered as requiring a lap. For example, the Wire Stitched finishing style is entered as requiring a 
binding lap. As a consequence the order will incur the lap allowance from the Trim table within Estimating 
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Maintenance. If a finishing style requires a lap and you clear the Binding Lap option against the print component, 
the calculations will ignore the lap allowance entered against the finishing style in the trim table. 

Cells 

This enables you to enter the total number of cells required for the component. This can be broken down into 
section level on the Print Routing tab. Changing the number of cells against a press route now invalidates the 
PPE. 

Default  

The Default tab represents the web definition of the component. The information presented will be auto-
populated based on either the estimate or contract but is available for viewing or amendment if necessary.  

Note Changing the component information should be approached with caution and should only be changed if 
the supporting estimate or contract is valid for the change to be made. 

Ink 

You can view the ink previously entered and it is also possible within this window to add additional colors, such 
as special inks, not previously included in the estimate, to be included in the order detail (any additional price 
charged to the customer will need to be added to Ancillaries). 

Viewing the Ink Definition 

1. Select the Component. 
 

2. Click Define. The ink definition for the component selected will open. This contains the information 
relating to the Ink Type, Description and coverage percentage (Cov. %) on the front and back of the 
page. 

Adding additional Ink 

1. Select the Component. 
 

2. Click Define.  
 

3. Click Add to enter additional ink. 
 

4. Select the Ink Type and if this has been entered as custom ink within Estimating Maintenance you will 
be able to enter the description of the ink within the Custom field and the Cost for the ink. 
 

5. Click the Col. field to enable you to select an appropriate color. 
 

6. Click Default if you wish to restore the original ink definition. 

Removing Ink 

1. Select the Component. 
 

2. Click Define.  
 

3. Select the ink that is no longer required. 
 

4. Click Remove to delete the entry. 
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Paper 

The paper definition should only be changed on the Main tab if the customer requirements have changed and the 
changes are still valid based on the supporting estimate or contract. If, however, that is true, then you can select 
alternative paper requirements. 

It is also possible to state that the paper is now to be Supplied by the customer. 

If the customer has now requested a Custom paper this can be entered and any change to pricing for the paper 
would have to be entered in the Ancillary Items tab. 

Note Any changes to the paper will force a re-estimate of the order that, may in turn, affect the paper 
requirements for the order. 

Definition 

The primary function of the Definition window is to allow you the ablity to enter the definition of the book in terms 
of color on pages, page number, page changes and impositions and is required for JDF functionality. For further 
information see Book Definition chapter. 

Extras 
The Extras button allows you to add extra in-line operations to the press sections and these can to be added to 
affect the speed or cost of the resource.  

For orders created from an estimate these extras should already be included as they need to form part of the 
cost of the estimate and subsequent price to the customer, however there may be occasions when it is 
necessary to add them into the order and an example of this may be if the resource and subsequent method of 
production has changed that incurs an extra cost. For example a section may have changed resource due to 
capacity reasons and as a consequence need to be rotary trimmed before going down a stitching line. This 
Operation extra could then be added and subsequently the cost is recorded when the PPE is performed. 

Note The estimate indicator light will change to red when any of these values are changed as this affects the 
cost of the order/job. 

An example of when a Material cost may need to be added into the order would be if some additional gluing is 
required to hold sections together before binding. This could be added into the material extras and in doing so is 
recording the costs of the material.  

Any costs recorded within the Extras are calculated based on the standards entered within Estimating 
Maintenance. For further details on how the Press Extras are configured please see the Estimating Maintenance 
User Guide. 

Trims 
Initially the trim details input are those applied to all print routings. By setting application setting id 7 to 1 (True) 
you can have the standard trim detail for the associated finishing style from Estimating Maintenance 
automatically entered on the main tab. If the application setting is set to 0 (False) then these fields are left blank 
for manual input. 

Knock To is not automatically entered and must be entered by you. 

On changing any of the trim sizes, you will be prompted by the system asking you whether to apply the change 
to all press routes. The trim information entered on the main tab will then override the values set at print level on 
the Print Routing tab. However, trim detail can also be overridden at the print routing level. 

Binding Lap enables you to enter a number of binding laps rather than single or calculated. The binding lap 
value applied to the section is multiplied by that value. 

For example:  
Where a 4pp cover of 210mm x 2 = 420mm then + 7.5mm foredge giving a total of 435mm, where a binding lap 
is specified as 4 (within the JDF Fold Catalog and linked to the appropriate press configuration), and the trim 
table value is 5mm, a further 20mm will be added to the width requirement, giving a product width including trims 
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of 455mm. If the cover is then printed 4 -up using a 4 across 2 down imposition, then the reel width would be 
910mm 

Note The maximum number of binding laps available to the you is 4 and these values are not currently 
maintainable. 

Event Tab 
When an order is created you select the Event Template that creates the date schedule of the order. The dates 
are calculated based on the Delivery Date of the order that was set at the point of creating the order, however 
you should always review and confirm that the dates calculated are correct. 

Order Management and Production Scheduling record two delivery dates: Start and End, and application setting 
id 100 allows you to control which Order Management delivery event date is synchronized with the Scheduling 
delivery date. The default is End Delivery Date.  

Completing an Event 
Select the event item and click Yes in the Complete field. 

 

Click Apply to save the change.  

 

The Completed Date and Completed By fields are updated. 

An entry is also created within the Job History tab, providing an audit history of the Event progress. 

Certain events can be edited and updated at route level as well as at order level. You will know this because the 
Routes check box is selected for the event item. For example, on the Events tab, the data date may be entered 
by default as 01-05-16 (based on the delivery date less offset days), however, if the order includes multiple print 
sections, you may require the data for signature A, one day earlier.  

For Data and Paper dates only, the date and time, if different to that entered in the Events tab, can be entered in 
Print Routing and for these two system events, and all other events that have the Routes check box selected, 
they will be able to be entered and completed within the Event Tracking area of the Sub Job Details window in 
Production Scheduling at route level. 

For Data and Paper dates only, if the Routes check box is selected, and you amend the date within the Events 
tab and save the change, this will automatically update the Data and Paper date within Print Routing for each 
route. 
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If an individual print route has either the Data or Paper date amended within Print Routing this will not be 
reflected in the Events tab. However, if either the Data or Paper event is completed in the Print Routing tab or for 
any event item entered with the Routes check box selected, is completed within the Sub Job Details window in 
Production Scheduling, the Events tab will update to reflect this. 

The Complete field will display the word Part with an amber highlight, informing you that one of the routes has 
been complete but not all. 

 

If the Routes check box is clear, then amending the date within the Events tab will not affect the sections on the 
Print Routing tab. 

Amending Dates 
When changing the Delivery Date within the Events tab, you will be asked to confirm if you want the remaining 
incomplete event dates to be updated.  

 

If you select Yes, event items that are selected as being available for recalculation and are not complete or part 
complete, their date will update based on the new delivery date, that is based on the Event Template configured 
in Order Maintenance > Events. If you select No, the existing dates for these events will not change.  

Estimating the order 
In order to ensure that the correct costs and pricing is calculated and available within the order and that valid 
speeds and requirements are sent to the other modules, the order has to have a valid Pre-Production Estimate 
(PPE). 

Important When an order is first opened or after making changes to an order, prior to printing documentation, 
prior to issuing routes to the planning board or prior to assigning stock codes, you must ensure that the order has 
a valid PPE. Failure to do so may result in invalid information being passed to other modules of the suite. 
Changing the Estimate status from non-calculated to calculated: 

1. Double click the Estimate status light to run the PPE routine. 

The PPE routine evaluates all detail held against the order including planning data. The planned versions, 
printable components, paginations, quantities and resources are used in conjunction with the paper weight and 
component size (indicated on the main tab) to calculate the PPE using the Estimating standards. 

If the system is unable to evaluate the PPE due to missing or conflicting information or outstanding order 
warnings, an appropriate warning message will be displayed. 

The following Order Management and Planner events will trigger the Estimate status light to turn red (invalid 
PPE): 
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When the estimate indicator light goes red 

Main Tab 
• Quantity change on main tab  

 
• Add or remove components 

 
• Alter component pagination 

 
• Amend component trim size 

 
• Amend component paper weight 

 
• Override web width 

 
• Apply or change versioning to print or finishing 

Print Routing 
• Splitting or removing a print route 

 
• Add or amending print route override 

 
• Quantity change on any print route, no up, binders overs etc. 

 
• Changing a resource on print routing 

 
• Change method of working  

 
• Amending the Full MR field on print routing 

 
• Tombstoning 

 
• Print routes are planned differently when issued to plan 

 
• Splitting a component on the plan 

Finishing Details 
• Adding or removing a binding operation 

 
• Quantity change on any print or bindery route 

 
• Changing overs percentage 

 
Adding or amending a new dispatch profile 
 

• Changing insert assignment 
 

• Changing sections included in binding operation 
 

• Changing a resource on bind routing 
 

• Tombstoning 
 

• Bind routes are planned differently to when issued to plan 
 

• Splitting a component on the plan 
 

• Adding bindery extras 
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Planner events 
• Moving a component to a different resource (of the same type). 

 
• Method of working change (for example, split a 32pp component in to 2x16pp components). 

 
• Splitting a component by quantity in Planner for capacity reasons (for example, split a large binding 

component across 2 binders to get the job done in less time). 

Generating the Order Confirmation 
Once the order has been created and all initial checks have been made (review of customer’s order, valid PPE, 
Official Order, Credit Approved) you can generate the Order Confirmation document to be sent to the customer. 
This is not dependent on how the order is to be manufactured but to confirm the understanding of the customer’s 
requirements. The ability to print the order confirmation is controlled by permission and needs to be allowed 
within your profile group for you to be able to use this function. 

The information contained within the order confirmation document is dependent on your own requirements, 
however a typical confirmation letter may confirm the quantity, trim size, pagination and binding style, schedule 
information for example, when data is required, delivery date, pricing and payment terms. 

Printing the order confirmation: 

1. Click Print. 
 

2. Select Order Confirmation. 
 

3. Click OK. 
 

4. Select the appropriate Template and click Generate. 
 

5. You can enter a default subject line using application setting id 59 so that when the pdf document is 
generated from the template and subsequently emailed the subject line is automatically populated. 

Upon confirmation of the customer’s order and requirements, you can start defining the press and finishing 
operations so that this information can be issued to the Production Schedule. 

Print Routing 
This tab lists all the print sections that make the product. These can be routes that will be printed by you, or may 
be supplied to you pre-printed by the customer. It can also include routes that you will not print on your resources 
but will outsource to another printer. 

The initial routing displayed is as per the routing generated from the estimate or contract. Any changes made to 
the detail on Print routing should only be for production purposes. Changes to pagination and routing, for 
example, a change of press made on this tab will only affect the cost of the order and not the price to the 
customer. 

The list has a 1-to-1 relationship with the Production Schedule when they have been issued. Once the sections 
have been issued to the plan, changes made by the planner (once saved) are automatically reflected on this tab. 
Similarly the ability to make changes to the print sections are limited once issued to the plan, so any known 
changes required should be performed prior to issuing to the plan. 

Note When processing multi-site orders you can only change detail of routing entries that belong to your site 
unless you have the Multi-Site check box selected. 

Changing the Resource and Method 
If you are aware that the section breakdown that was included to calculate the estimate or contract pricing upon 
which the order was based you can make changes to this on the Print Routing tab.  

Changing the Resource 
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1. Click the Resource field and choose an alternative press. The Method field will clear. 

Changing the Method 

1. Click the Method field and select a configuration from the list. The list will only populate with valid 
configurations that have been entered in Estimating Maintenance for the resource selected, based on 
pagination, trim size, paper, and ink.  

Selecting an Outwork Resource 

1. Click the O/W (Outwork) field for the section and changes from No to Yes. The Resource field will 
clear. 
 

2. Choose the outworker from the Resource field. 
 

3. Choose the Method from the field. 

For each of the above changes the Estimate for the order will be reset. You will need to re-estimate the order to 
ensure that the route selection is valid and also to ensure that any consequence of the change is recorded, for 
example, a change in paper requirements. 

Changing the Section Pagination 
The Split and Remove buttons allows you to change the pagination breakdown of a section and subsequently 
choose a method of production. Section pagination should only be broken down to match the component level, 
for example if the component for this order was entered as 1 x 32pp and 1 x 32pp then the print section 
breakdown on the print routing tab could only be amended as a division of 32 (i.e. 2 x 16pp, 4 x 8pp, 8 x 4pp, 1x 
16pp + 2 x 8pps etc.). Within the example order the component pagination is 64pp, therefore the section 
breakdown can be a division of 64pp (i.e. 2 x 32pps, 1 x 16pp + 2 x 8pps + 1 x 32pp etc.).  

This should only be performed to support production purposes. If the customer wishes to change the pagination 
of the order then the Revise order functionality should be incorporated for an order created from an estimate, or 
the component detail changed for an order created from a contract.  

A change in the pagination breakdown for a component can also be performed on the Production Schedule and 
this will be automatically reflected on the print routing tab when the plan is saved.  

Splitting the route by pagination 

1. Select the print section. 
 

2. Right click the print section and choose Split. 
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3. The Split Route window will open. 

 

4. Enter the pagination Split at. By default the application will halve the appropriate value, for example 1 x 
32pp section will display 16pp as the split pagination. 
 

5. Click Pagination. 
 

6. A new entry will appear within the list. 
 

7. Amend the Description and select the appropriate Resource and Method. 
 

8. Review the Full MR value and amend as appropriate. 
 

9. Click Apply to confirm the change. The Sub Job and Part Ref fields will automatically update. 
 

10. Go to the Finishing Details tab and assign the additional section to the appropriate binding operation. 
 

11. The Estimate indicator light will change to red (if previously green) to inform you to estimate the order 
to account for additional material requirements. 

Splitting the route by quantity 

1. Select the print section. 
 

2. Right click the print section to open the short cut menu. 
 

3. Select Split. 
 

4. Enter the Quantity Split at. By default the application will halve the appropriate current Product Qty. 
 

5. Click Quantity. 
 

6. A new entry will appear within the list. 
 

7. Select the Resource and Method if appropriate. 
 

8. Review the Full MR value and amend as appropriate. 
 

9. Click Apply to confirm the change. 
 

10. The Estimate indicator light will change to red (if previously green) to inform you to estimate the order 
to account for changes in costs and material requirements. 

Removing a print route 

Whilst a print section can be split, it is also possible that you may need to join two print sections together for 
example, 2 x 16pp sections can be printed as 1 x 32pp, or a previous quantity split into one print run. You can do 
this using the Remove option from the shortcut menu. 

1. Select the print section. 
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2. Right click the print section and choose Remove. 
 

3. The additional print section will be removed. 
 

4. Amend either the Product Qty or Pag field to represent the new value. 
 

5. Select the Resource and Method and review and amend the Full MR field as appropriate. 
 

6. Click Apply to confirm the change. 
 

7. The Estimate indicator light will change to red (if previously green) to inform you to estimate the order 
to account for changes in costs and material requirements. 

Route Overrides 
The Override button on the Print Routing tab opens the Press Route Override window. This is to provide you 
with the ability to override the standards assigned to the print section as entered within Estimating Maintenance. 

Trims 
The shaded fields indicate the current values being used in calculating the requirements of the print route and 
these are unable to be changed. You can override these for each individual print section by entering values in 
the fields next to them. 

Sheet Size 
The Press Route Override window provides you with the ability to choose a sheet size. This is only active for 
open sheet sections comprising a single route (ganged routes will have to have their number up entered 
manually).  

This will populate the sheet width / depth values in the override. The sheets will be filtered by the open size 
entered as well as the min/max depth/width of the press (and the section basic area for imperial systems).  
 
Changing the width / depth override (by selecting a sheet or manually entering the sheet size in the Depth and 
Width fields) will calculate a number up for an open sheet single route.  

Note If the route has been issued to Scheduling and a new number up is calculated, a notification will be 
issued to Scheduling to amend the number up, although the new number up will be used for PPE 
purposes immediately. Number up notifications for a route will mark previous such notifications 
obsolete. 

When the override is saved in Order Management this will put that number up into the overridden route. 

Remove Paper Requirement 
This option provides the ability to remove the paper requirement as entered on the Paper Details tab and is 
generally used if a print section is outworked and the paper is to be supplied by the outworker. 

Pre-Cutting  
This option is available in-line with functionality available in Estimating, where you can select a sheet that 
requires pre-cutting to meet the requirements of the print route.  

The Pre-cut checkbox becomes enabled when open size is checked against the component and indicates that 
the chosen stock sheet is to be cut down. You will then be required to select the Options to choose how the 
sheet is to be cut down. 
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The Precutting Options window allows you to select the cut size required. 

 

Method Pagination 
It is also possible for you to override the method pagination by entering a value in the OR Pagination field. An 
example of this is when the customer requires a 12pp product, but production will use a 16pp method to produce 
this product. It is also used when you need to gang different components/versions on one sheet, for example, a 
4pp cover with 4 versions, when ganged together on print routing by default the application will assume 1 x 16pp 
section. However, by entering 4 in the OR Pagination field you can stipulate that a 4pp configuration is to be use 
for calculation purposes. You would then need to choose the method for the print route on the Print Routing tab. 

Press 
The Speed and MR Hours fields are available so that you can enter and calculate the speed, and hence running 
time, for the print route, along with the make ready hours, based on the override values rather those that are 
calculated from the standards entered in Estimating Maintenance. 

Remove 
The Remove button allows you to delete any existing override entries for a print route. 

Press Runs 
On the Print Routing tab you have the ability to enter the content of different press runs for a press section. 
When an order is created from an estimate that already contains manually entered press runs (see the 
Estimating User Guide on how to configure this), when the order is created this will automatically display on the 
Print Routing tab. However you may wish to amend the content of each run or you may need to add in the press 
run definition if it has not previously been entered. You can therefore manually enter this information on the Print 
Routing tab. This is accessible via the shortcut menu for a print route. This option is available for anything printed 
on a sheet-fed or digital press, or anything printed using an estimating configuration marked as producing a 
sheet. You would manually enter a press run to enter what units (ink or varnish) are to be produced per run. 

Entering manual press runs 
1. When you need to manually enter the press runs for a print route, right click the print route and choose 

Press Runs from the shortcut menu and the Press Runs window will open. One Press run will display. 
 

2. Click Add to create Run 2. 
 

3. Select Run 1 and click Define Run. This will open the Press Run Definition: Run 1 window and will 
have all the inks and any associated extras selected by default. 
 

4. Clear the ink and press extra options not required for Run 1. Click OK to save and close the window. 
The Press Runs window will have updated to display the options included in this run. 
 

5. Select Run 2 and click Define Run. This will open the Press Run Definition: Run 2 window. Select the 
ink and press extra options to be included in Run 2. Click OK to save and close the window. Continue 
this process until all the press runs have been entered. 
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6. The Press Runs window will have updated. Click OK to save and close the window. 
 

7. Print Routing will now display the press runs for the chosen print route and the Press Run field will 
have updated to display the different Runs. You may need to re-select the Resource and Method as 
required. The Input column shows the input part to that press run, for example, Run 1 is the input part 
to Run 2. 

When the press run requirements have been entered, the order will need to be estimated to account for the 
additional paper requirements for the separate press runs. 

Press Runs on different resources 
You can also enter press runs where subsequent runs are on a different press. 

In the following example, two press runs have been entered, however the second run has been assigned to a 
different resource to the first. As a consequence, the Output Qty (quantity) field for Run 1 displays a different 
calculation. 

 

On this occasion the calculation is as follows: 

Number of Make Ready Sheets + Number of Printed Sheets x Number up for the second run 

In this example, this is therefore: 

1,050 sheets + 14,236 sheets x 4 = 61,144 copies 

The application is calculating and displaying the number of copies that are required to be available to be input 
into the second run in order to satisfy the printing and any subsequent finishing operations and their associated 
waste requirements. 

Removing press runs 
1. Right click the print route and choose Press Runs from the shortcut menu and the Press Runs window 

will open.  
 

2. Select the press run to be removed and click Remove. 
 

3. Select the remaining press runs and click Define Run to enter the ink and press extra options. 

Cutting 
You are also able to enter any intercutting between passes. 
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When you click Cut, this divides the selected sheet in half along its longest dimension. The resultant sheets will 
have half of each route assigned to them. 

 

Cutting between passes 

1. Open the Press Runs window and click Cutting and the Press Run Cutting window will open. 
 

2. Sheet 1 will be auto-generated and cannot be amended and the Width and Depth fields will display the 
size of the sheet, for example Width = 450, Depth = 900. Click Cut to create Sheet 2. 
 

3. The Depth of the sheet is cut in half, in the example provided the Depth for both Sheet 1 and Sheet 2 
will be 450. 
 

4. The Routes on the selected sheet is displayed and this can be edited to any available route that was on 
Press Run 1. 
 

5. Click OK to save and close the window. 

On the Print Routing tab, the print route is updated to show Press Run 2 as two routes, and the part reference is 
extended to indicate that it is Press Run 2 and identify the sub sheets produced by intercutting between runs.  

For example, 

3627-001-2-1   The first sub sheet part produced by intercutting between runs 1 and 2 

3627-001-2-2  The second sub sheet part produced by intercutting between runs 1 and 2 

The input field shows, which cut part, is the input part to each run. 

For example, 

3627-001-1-CUT   The first sub sheet part produced by intercutting between runs 1 and 2 

3627-001-2-CUT  The second sub sheet part produced by intercutting between runs 1 and 2 

Once the press runs are saved with intercutting entered, the corresponding cutting operations are added to the 
Finishing Details tab. 

Ganging Routes 
Press production may require you to gang or group print routes together, for example, 1 x 64pp that is delivered 
off press as 2 x 32pp, or a 4pp sheeted cover includes 4 separate versions (plate changes). 

Note When producing routes that are delivered as two streams the number of delivery streams need to be as 
entered as 2 for the press configuration in Estimating Maintenance.  
How to gang 2 or more routes together 
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In the following example, the order contains 3 x 32pp to create 1 x 96pp component. The method of production 
will be to produce as 1 x 64pp + 1 x 32pp. 

1. Identify which 2 x 32pp are to be ganged together and click and drag one of the 32pp sections on top of 
the second 32pp. A black box will appear indicating the position of the 32pp selected. 

 

2. The 64pp route will appear. Enter the appropriate Resource and Method and click Apply. The estimate 
indicator light will turn red as the order will need to be estimated to calculate the changes in costs, any 
paper or material requirements etc. 
 

3. To remove any ganging of press routes, highlight one the press routes that forms part of the grouping 
and click and drag it into the space below the grid. 

If the routes have been ganged in Production Scheduling, the Estimate indicator will change to red when the plan 
is saved, prompting you to estimate the order.  

Folios 
The folio information is often required to be included in the Works Instruction document to inform the production 
team of the imposition layout of the pages on the sheet.  

There are two methods for entering the Folio information into an order. 

• Folios on Print Routing 
 

• Definitions 

Folios on Print Routing 
To be able to enter the Folio information on the Print Routing tab you need to ensure that application setting id 
68 is entered as 1 (True). You can enter the information either by manually typing the values into the Fol.1, Fol.2, 
etc., fields or you can use the short cut option. 

Towards the bottom of the tab enter the page number for the first page of text, for example, if a saddle stitched 
book is to be produced, the first page of text is usually 1, however for a perfect bound product it is usually 3, and 
click Folios. 

 

The Folio fields will auto populate the folio information based on rules held in the application relating to the 
finishing style. 

The folio information for the cover is not auto-populated and requires you to manually input these values. They 
are left blank as the folio information for covers is customized to the organization. 

Product Definition  
Overview 
The primary function of Definition is to allow you the ability to enter the definition of the product in terms of color 
on pages, page numbering, page changes and impositions. It has to be completed for JDF functionality. 

Product Definitions – Versions and Components 
Access to the Product Definition windows is via the Main tab and can be accessed regardless of the component 
selected. It is split into 4 areas: 
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• Versions and Components 
 

• Page Level Changes 
 

• Book Order 
 

• Layouts 

Definitions are entered in terms of versions and there is always a base or starting version. If the order contains 
no plate changes then the base version will be Common (COMM). 

In Example 1 below, the order comprises of a 4pp cover and 96pp text component (printed as 3 x 32pps) with no 
plate changes required. 

Example 1 

 

The Versions and Components window displays the product at component level and it recognizes whether any 
additional versions are included in the order. It displays the Total Quantity for the order and also the component 
quantity (in the above example this is 50,000 copies). As there is only a common version there is only a single 
row for the Version information. 

Example 2 

 

In Example 2, the order contains two versions, North and South. It has been determined that the North version is 
the base or starting version and then there is a full color change to both the cover and text to create the second 
version. The Inc. and Change check boxes have been selected indicating that both versions are to be produced 
for each component and that a change is required. 

Example 3 

 

In Example 3 there is a plate change between the two versions but this is only applied to the cover. The text 
does not include any plate changes. Selecting the base or starting version as North within the Section row, the 
Inc check box has been selected for both the cover and text. However, as the text does not incur a change and 
the Change check box is clear for the South version. The Same As field has been entered for the text 
component confirming that the South version will be the same as the North version. 

Create Pages 
After entering the Versions and Components information, you now have to click Create Pages. This generates 
all the page level records based on the information entered. These records must be created prior to you entering 
further information into the Page and Book View. 

Page View 
After entering the component and version information and creating the page level records, you can open the 
Page Level Changes window. 
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It is on this tab that you enter which colors are on which pages of the component. This displays one component 
per window, in component order. In the above example, this is the cover component. You can select Next and 
Previous to scroll through the various components. As the 4pp cover component information entered the ink as 
4 process and two special colors these are automatically displayed. 

To enter which colors are to be included on the pages you toggle either the column or row headings, or individual 
cells using the mouse to either turn off or on the colors as required. 

There are three options: 

Option 1 – all colors on all pages for all versions 

 

Option 2 – For the South version, the BLU special color is required but there is no change in the page for this 
version from the Base. 

 

Option 3 – For the South version, the BLU special color is removed, i.e. the page is blank. 

 

If you are integrated with JDF you can select to Show Thumbnail to display the image. 
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For ease of selection, you can also select a block of pages that may span multiple versions, to change the page 
color. Right click the cell at the start of the block and choose Start Block then right click at the end of the block 
and choose the option required. 

 

 

In the following example, Block are all same as Base was selected. 

 

Book Order 
From the Versions and Components window click Book View to enter the folio information and positioning of 
components within the final product.  

Example 1 and 2 
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Example 3 

  

The Book Page field is the physical number of the page in the book and component number is also displayed 
(Comp). The Description is the name of the component as detailed on the main tab of the order. The Comp 
Page is a page count of the component and is followed by the Folio number in the book. 

The Ready (Rdy) field enters whether the individual color for the page is ready (i.e. the plates are ready). This 
functionality is only valid if you have JDF integration. The App field allows you to enter whether the customer has 
approved the page. 

The page colors are then displayed for each page of the book and if any special colors are included in the 
component detail these will also be displayed. The Route field states the section description. 

The final field, Notes, allows you to enter notes at page level. 

The ability to determine the order of the sections within a book is entered by the finishing style. For example, for 
a saddle stitched book, for an 8pp section it is only possible to move 4 pages within the front section of the book 
as the other 4 pages will be inserted at the back of the book, however for a perfect bound book, an 8pp section 
can be positioned as a section. 

In summary you cannot change the order of the pages within the section, only how they interleave with other 
sections using the definition.  

However you may wish to change the order of a section within a component, for example a 4pp section as part of 
a 68pp component which is made up of a 64pp and 4pp section. In order to achieve this, the section sequence 
must be changed within Print Routing and applied. Within Definitions, create the book pages again and then click 
Book View and the pages will have been sequenced accordingly. 

An example of a saddle stitched and perfect bound Book Definition is as detailed below. 

  

Saddle  

Stitched 

Perfect  

Bound 
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Changing the order of the component 

Highlight the component. Right click and drag the section to the required location. If a red line appears this 
indicates that the section cannot be moved to that location. 

If a black line appears the section can be dragged and put into this new location of the book. 

Entering folios 

Highlight the book pages. 

Select the Folio Style and Start Point for the folios from the fields.  

Click Set Folios and the folio number will automatically update. However it is possible to manually input the 
folio information. 

When the all the folios have been entered, click Apply (at the bottom of the window) to save the information. 

Layouts 
Based on the imposition template stored against the configuration in Estimating Maintenance, click Layout View 
to open the Layouts window. This is based on the folio that has been entered within the Book Order window.  

 
 

Within this window it is also possible to enter the page colors by clicking on the color square. Any changes will be 
reflected in the corresponding pages on the layout. For further information in Layouts and Fold Catalog see the 
Estimating Maintenance User Guide. 

Direct Mail (Cells) 
At Press and Finishing level, Data Cell time, cost and sell price can be entered. 

Data Cells at Press level 
You can enter the number of Data Cells to be included at either print component or section. 

The configuration data for Cells can be entered as an amount of set up time per Cell, the number of Make Ready 
sheets per Cell as well as the Sell Price per Cell. 

The value entered in the Cell field at Component level will simply multiply the value by the set up against the 
relevant press resource within Estimating Maintenance. Within the Pricing Summary tab, double clicking on a 
calculated print route will open the Route Cost Breakdown where the calculated Cell values can be seen. 
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Data Cells at Finishing level 
Within the Finishing Details tab, each finishing operation has a Cell field available. The number of Data Cells 
required against the finishing operation can be entered within this field. During route calculation, if Data Cell 
configuration data is found for valid finishing resources during route calculation, the cost, time and sell price will 
be included in the calculated numbers.  

To enter the number of cells required, simply enter the number directly in to the Cell field against the relevant 
operation. 

Data Cell calculations 
The cell calculation is as follows: 

Number of Cells x Time per Cell x Resource Cost Rate Per Hour = Total cost for Cells 

Number of Cells x Time per Cell = Total time for Cells 

Number of Cells x Price per Cell = Total sell price for Cells 

Collated print sections – Digital 
For Digital resources, you can indicate that a signature is printed as multiple sections and delivered as a collated 
block. For example, 64pp signature, printed as 4pp sections and collated as a 64pp signature for subsequent 
binding. 

On the Print Routing tab, this would display as a single print signature, and the Pag. field would be entered as 
64p. You need to enter Yes in the Collate field and enter the collated pagination (Col. Pag), in this example 4. 
The method field is then available for selection referencing the collated pagination to offer the appropriate 
method. On the Finishing Details tab, this presents itself as a 64pp for the binding operations. 

In an order created from an estimate that has been calculated using the collate method the above is 
automatically populated in the Print Routing tab. 

Finishing Details  
This tab lists all the finishing operations that are required to make the product. These can be operations that will 
be produced by you, and can also include operations that you will not produce on your resources but will 
outsource to another supplier. 

The Finishing Details tab can be split into three areas as follows: 

• Finishing Operations 
 

• Hopper Allocation 
 

• Finishing Profile 
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The top of the tab contains the Finishing Operations that are to be issued to the Production Schedule. By 
selecting each operation the Hopper Allocation updates and displays the elements included within that 
operation. The Finishing Profile contains the products (referred to as Parts within this guide) that will be output 
from the finishing operation. 

 

In the example below, the cut cover and text print sections will be input into the perfect binding operation that, in 
turn, will output a finished book. 

 

Finishing Operations 

Changing the Resource 
If you are aware that the finishing operation is different to that which was included to calculate the estimate or 
contract pricing upon which the order was based, you can make changes to this on the Finishing Details tab.  

Changing the Resource 

1. Click the Resource field and choose an alternative resource. You will be presented with a list of 
resources that are entered in Estimating Maintenance to produce the finishing style for the operation. 

Selecting an Outwork Resource 

1. Click the O/W (Outwork) field for the section and changes from No to Yes. The Resource field will 
clear. 
 

2. Choose the outworker from the Resource field. 

For each of the above changes the Estimate for the order will be reset. You will need to re-estimate the order to 
ensure that the route selection is valid and also to ensure that any consequence of the change is recorded. 

Adding Finishing Operations 
The Add button allows you to include additional finishing operations. These can be added based on customer 
requirements or production purposes (change in method of press production may incur additional finishing 
operations) and amendments to the pricing of the order can be managed via the Ancillary Items tab. 
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If the customer wishes to change the finishing style of the order then the Revise functionality should be 
performed. 

Adding a finishing operation 

Option 1: 

1. Click Add. 
 

2. Select the Operation Type. 
 

3. Select the Section to be included in the operation.  
 

4. Click OK to save changes and close the Add Finishing Operation window. 

Option 2: 

1. Right click a line item and choose Add from the shortcut menu. 
 

2. Select the Operation Type. 
 

3. Select the Section to be included in the operation.  
 

4. Click OK to save changes and close the Add Finishing Operation window. 

Note When adding finishing operations from a contract, you have the option to Price From the number of 
hoppers the operation uses, rather than the number of sections included as entered in the contract. 

You can only assign parts to a finishing operation that are not entered as Final parts within the Parts List. If, for 
example, you wish to add an operation that takes place after the current Final operation, you will need to amend 
the status of the part within the Parts List. 

When you add a finishing operation you can only include one section, therefore if you need to include multiple 
sections you will need to manage the Hopper Allocation. See chapter Hopper Allocation later in this guide. 

Parts List 
The Parts List enables you to track the individual parts that are delivered from each printing and binding 
operation and subsequently for them to be included in any additional operations. It contains master data of all the 
parts that will either be Final, Bound, Produced or included in a Load allocation. 

Changing the status of a Final Part in the Parts List so it can be added to a finishing operation 

1. Click the Parts List button. The Parts List window will appear. 
 

2. Identify the part that is selected as Final. 
 

3. Clear the Final check box. 
 

4. Click OK to save the changes and close the window. 

The part is now available for selection. 

Removing Finishing Operations 
The Remove button allows you to delete finishing operations that are no longer required. These can be removed 
based on customer requirements or production purposes (change in method of press production may reduce the 
number of finishing operations) and amendments to the pricing of the order can be managed via the Ancillary 
Items tab. 

Removing a finishing operation 

1. Right click the Finishing Operation and choose Remove from the shortcut menu. 
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2. You will be asked to confirm your request. 
 

3. Click Yes to delete the operation.  

Splitting Finishing Operations 
It is possible to split finishing operations by quantity within the Finishing Details tab, although this task is 
generally performed within the Scheduling application as the split is usually for capacity reasons. However, this 
can also be managed via the Order if, for example, part of the finishing operation has to be sent to an outworker 
and you wish to generate the Purchase Order for the outworker. 

Splitting the route by quantity 

1. Right click the finishing operation and choose Split. 

 

 

2. Enter the Quantity Split at.  
 

3. Click Quantity. 
 

4. A new entry will appear within the list. 
 

5. Amend the Description as required, and select the appropriate Resource. 
 

6. Click Apply to confirm the change. The Sub Job field will automatically update. 
 

7. The Estimate indicator light will change to red (if previously green) to inform you to estimate the order. 

Handwork Hours/Total Hands 
Previously, you would be able to enter handwork hours and number of additional assistants required for the 
finishing operation. This will override the default values entered within Estimating Maintenance. However, we 
would recommend that you use Bindery Extras to include these additional costs. 

No. of Cuts / No Up / No Of / Fold style 
For a cutting (GU) or folding (FL) operations, you can enter values for the number of cuts or fold configuration 
respectively. In an order created from an estimate, the values will automatically populate with the values entered 
within the estimate, although you can override these values if you wish to change them. However for orders 
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created from a contract, or when a cutting or folding operation has been manually added into the order you will 
need to enter the appropriate values for the PPE to be successful. 

Advanced Cutting 
If application setting id 35 for Estimating is entered as 1 (True), then you must also enter the Cut No Up and Lift 
Height when a cutting operation is included in the order. 

Small Machines 
Within Estimating Maintenance, resources can be configured to calculate based on parameters rather than the 
traditional mode and speed configuration that is commonly used for stitching and binding resources. The 
parameters are entered against the finishing style that in turn, are configured against the resource. As a 
consequence when these finishing styles are included in an order, additional fields (that can be hidden) will 
display in the order. Using the blue arrows on the left of the tab will display or hide the details. 

In the example below, a Padding operation has been added to the order. The parameters for calculating this 
operation are displayed when the operation is selected and can be amended if required. 

 

On calculation of the PPE, any values that have been amended will be validated. 

Waste and Binders Overs 
The Waste values in an order will be initially be based on either the supporting estimate or contract and can be 
amended by you to ensure that accurate quantities are passed to the planning application and subsequently the 
shop floor and to also ensure that the correct quantity of paper is required. 

The waste values that are stipulated on the Finishing Details tab will calculate the output quantity required for 
any printing operation. The output quantity represents the quantity that needs to be planned in the Production 
Scheduling application. This is different to the product quantity that represents the quantity that the customer 
expects to be delivered. 

Therefore, when determining the calculation for the overs for the press routes, you need to review the Overs % 
and Waste % and Waste Qty values on the Finishing Details tab, i.e., the calculation starts from the Final 
operation and works backwards. 

This is best explained using the following example: The order below contains 4pp cover + 96pp text (printed as 3 
x 32pps). The cover will be cut into singles prior to being perfect bound with the text (the perfect bound operation 
is the final operation). 

Step 1 

The customer requires 50,000 of the finished product, however, whilst the final operation is in progress it is 
expected to incur 2.50% waste, therefore it calculates that it needs an Input quantity of 51,250 copies (Product 
Qty x Waste %). 
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Step 2 

A cutting operation is required to be applied to the cover that is included in the final product. As the cutting 
operation feeds into the perfect binding operation the application knows that it needs to output a quantity of 
51,250 copies (to satisfy the potential waste during the binding operation). The cutting operation is also expected 
to incur a waste value of 1%. Therefore the Input quantity (copies required to be available for cutting) required is 
51,763 and is calculated as follows: 51,250 (output quantity) x 1% (waste %). 

 
Step 3 

The 4pp cover needs to produce 51,763 copies to satisfy the requirements of the cutting and subsequent perfect 
binding operation. This means that 3.526% binders overs are required. 

The 3 x 32pp text only need to produce 51,250 copies per section to feed into the perfect binding operation (this 
is the input quantity required for the binding operation), which therefore calculates as requiring 2.50% overs 
adding to the product quantity. 

 
The above example reflects the display for an order created from a Bill of Routing (BOR) style, the example 
below illustrates how this would appear within the Finishing Details tab of an order created using a Standard 
style, however the calculation method is the same. 

 
Waste Qty allows you to enter the number of copies of waste rather than express as a percentage. This is added 
to the Waste % value to calculate the Output quantity.  

Note Application setting id 122 needs to be set to 1 (True) if you wish to override the Overs for specific press 
routes. 

Resetting Binders Overs in an order from a Contract in Order Management 
Within Order Management and for orders created from a contract, you can reset the binders overs for all / or 
specific orders based on the value that has been entered within the Binders Overs window in Estimating 
Maintenance (Site tab). There are two options to reset the binders overs that provides this function. Previously, 
each individual order would have had to be changed. 

Option 1: Enable a new application setting  

Option 2: Click Tools > Reset Finishing Waste, to apply the change to an individual order. 

If either of the two options is chosen, Order Management will query every finishing operation in the chosen order 
and reset all the waste values according to the site binders’ overs (as entered in Estimating Maintenance). The 
application will then perform a back calculation and the Estimate light will change to red (indicating that the order 
needs to be re-estimated). If the application setting is entered as true then this occurs every time the user 
performs a re-estimate of the order.  

Note Any overrides previously entered against a print route will be lost. 
An application setting (id 130) has been added so that by default the waste value to be reset every time the user 
re-estimates the order.  
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In addition to the application setting there is also an option available within the Tools menu in Order 
Management. 

 

Option 1: Using the Application setting entered as 1 (True) 
In the following example the WS (Wire Stitched) finishing style Site Binders overs value has been changed. The 
% Overs has changed from 4 to 8 and 2 to 4 for the two quantity band splits where the number of Sections 
equals 4. 

 
Within the Order (created from a contract), the finishing details tab is currently displaying the original values of 
2%. 

 
Applying the wastage with the application setting 

1. Double click the Estimate button to re-estimate the order. 
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2. If any routes have been issued to the Production Schedule, you need to complete the Notification 
Details window. 

 
3. Once the estimating process has been successful the waste values will be updated as expected. 

 

Option 2: Using Tools > Reset Finishing Waste 
In the following example the application setting (id 130) is entered as 0 (False) and the order contains no Waste 
%. 

 

Note Using this method, when the order is re-estimated the values do not change. 
Applying the wastage without the application setting 

1. Within the Orders View, select the order. 

2. Click Tools > Reset Finishing Waste. 
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3. If any routes have been issued to the Production Schedule, complete the Notification Details window. 

 
4. You are then presented with the following information. 

 

5. Re-open the order 

6. Double click the Estimate button to re-estimate the order. 

7. The wastage values within the order will have updated. 
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Resetting the finishing waste in Contract Management 
Manage Issues 
Within the Manage Issues window, you also have the ability to Reset Waste for either one or multiple issues at 
the same time. 

 
Within the order the values have been set when the order was created. 

 
To amend the values the take the following steps: 

1. Click the contract issues that are to have their values reset. 
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2. Click the Reset Waste button. 

 
3. You are presented with a message for confirmation of the change. 

 
4. If the routes have been issued to the planning board you will be asked to complete the Notification 

Details. 

5. If you select Yes a confirmation window opens confirming that the order’s waste values have been 
reset. 

 
6. The Estimate (E) column within the Manage Issues window will update to red and state N (No) and the 

Waste % values within the order will have updated. 

Note The re-estimate function would still need to be performed within the order for the calculation to be 
updated. 
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Hopper Allocation 

Binding Order 
The binding order not only contains the parts that are to be input into a specific finishing operation it also allows 
you to control the sequence of these parts in the binding operation. It also allows you to enter the position of 
Bound-In inserts (providing they are denoted as being able to be bound within Estimating Maintenance). 

To control the sequence you need to open the Binding Order window. 

Setting the Binding Sequence 
To set the binding sequence for a finishing operation 

1. Select the Finishing Operation. 
 

2. Click Binding Order. 

 

3. Drag and drop the sections to the required position within the Binding Sequence. 

Adding new sections into the Binding Order 
When the print route breakdown has been amended, for example 1 x 32pp split into 2 x 16pps, this creates an 
additional part that needs to be included into a finishing operation (unless it’s defiled as a Final part). Once the 
additional section has been created on the Print Routing tab or via the Planning application, when you select the 
Finishing Details tab or when you estimate the order, the following window will appear. 

 

It is therefore necessary to resolve this.  
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Adding print sections into the Binding Sequence 

1. Select the Finishing Operation to which the newly created part is to be included. 
 

2. Click Binding Order. The application provides you with the ability to include the additional section into 
the binding sequence from the Available Parts list. 

 

3. Click the Add All button. 

 

4. If you need to control the position of the part, you can manually set the binding sequence. 
 

5. Select the part from the Available Parts list and drag it into the Binding Sequence.  
 

6. A black line will appear to denote where the part is to be positioned. 
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7. Position the part as required and the Binding Sequence will update. 

Note When the Binding Sequence has been updated the Estimate indicator light will turn red, informing you 
that you need to re-estimate the order. The PPE needs to be run as changes in the specification of the 
binding could have an impact on costs and could also determine which resource is available to produce 
the product. 

Removing sections from the Binding Order 
You can also remove parts from the Binding Sequence for a selected finishing operation. 

Removing print sections from the Binding Sequence 

1. Select the Finishing Operation to which the newly created part is to be included. 
 

2. Click Binding Order.  
 

3. Click Remove All. 

Alternatively, if you only need to remove one part, or a selection rather than all,  

1. Select the appropriate part from the Binding Sequence list. 
  

2. Drag it into the Available Parts list. 

The above process can also be applied when defining the position of bound in inserts. For more information, see 
chapter Inserts. 

Finishing Profiles 
The Finishing Profile allows you to enter how the product is to be managed following the output from the finishing 
operation. It also allows you to inserts to a dispatch profile and for more information on this see chapter Inserts.  

 

Adding/Amending/Removing Finishing Profiles 
Within the above example, there is only one finished part that is output from the binding operation. However, if 
you have more than one packing requirements then it will be necessary to create additional profiles so that these 
can be entered on the Packing Details tab. 
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Adding a new finishing profile 

1. Select the finishing operation. 
 

2. Click Add. 

 

3. Enter the Profile, Description and Quantity. You can amend the existing profile id and quantity if 
required. 
 

4. Enter the Description and Quantity for newly created profile. If a more relevant part description is 
required, you can choose to change the profile description here and t will also update the part 
description upon PPE. 

 

5. Select the Fix check box if you wish to prevent any future quantity changes to be applied to the profile 
and to ensure that any load allocations created where the profiles are included are not lost or reset. 
Load allocations can only be manually added or deleted except when the version detail is amended; for 
example, a common version is replaced within version master.  
 

6. Select the File check box if the profile is file copies only. This enables a part to be entered so that 
within the Dispatch Details tab you can stipulate that the File copies can go onto an existing pallet 
(rather than create a separate pallet for just the file copies). 
 

7. Enter Film and Tape information if a dispatch is to use a particular film color or tape color that defines 
the dispatch profile. 
 

8. Ensure that the Total Op Qty matches the finishing operation output quantity. 
 

9. Click Apply to save the changes. 
 

10. Re-estimate the order. 

Amending a finishing profile 

1. Select the finishing operation. 
 

2. Change the Profile, Description and Quantity as required.  
 

3. Select the Fix check box if you wish to prevent any future quantity changes to be applied to the profile 
and to ensure that any load allocations created where the profiles are included are not lost or reset. 
Load allocations can only be manually added or deleted except when the version detail is amended; for 
example, a common version is replaced within version master.  
 

4. Select the File check box if the profile is file copies only. This enables a part to be entered so that 
within the Dispatch Details tab you can stipulate that the File copies can go onto an existing pallet 
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(rather than create a separate pallet for just the file copies). 
 

5. Enter Film and Tape information if a dispatch is to use a particular film color or tape color that defines 
the dispatch profile. 
 

6. Ensure that the Total Op Qty matches the finishing operation output quantity. 
 

7. Click Apply to save the changes. 

Removing a finishing profile 

1. Select the finishing operation. 
 

2. Select the Profile to be deleted. 
 

3. Click Remove.  
 

4. Ensure that the Total Op Qty matches the finishing operation output quantity. 
 

5. Click Apply to save the changes. 

Advanced Bindery Assistants 
If application setting id 123 for Estimating has been entered as 1 (True), then the Assistants value will be 
displayed within the Finishing Profile area of the Finishing tab. 

 

Binding Extras 
Bindery Extras allows you to enter penalties to binding operations in the same way as the press.  

Adding Bindery Extras in Order Management  
If the order has been created from an estimate that already includes the Extras they are inherited by the order as 
they form the basis of the cost and price. If extras have been entered then a warning triangle is displayed on the 
Extras button. 
Bindery Extras can be added into the order even if they have not been included in the original estimate. To be 
available for inclusion, Bindery Extras need to be entered on the Miscellaneous tab and against the resource on 
the Finishing tab in Estimating Maintenance. 

The addition or removal of any bindery extras within the order will reset the estimate indicator light to red.  
Each aspect of the extra is applied to the calculation in the following way:  

Extra Hoppers  

We calculate the base number of hoppers as now (including any additional operations) and add the extra 
hoppers as specified. If multiple extras are specified then the number of hoppers is accumulated.  
Modes and speeds must support the total number of hoppers to be valid.  

Extra MR Hours  

We calculate the base make ready (MR) as now (including any additional operations) and add the extra MR time 
specified. If multiple extras are specified then the MR time is accumulated.  
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Extra MR Assistants and Extra Assistant Rate 

We calculate the base number of assistants and assistant cost/price. The Extra MR assistant numbers and rate 
are added to these numbers.  

Extra Running Assistants and Extra Assistant Rate 

We calculate the base number of assistants and assistant cost/price as now (including any additional 
operations). The Extra Running assistants cannot be added to this number as the assistant rate to be applied 
may differ from the site assistant rate. Therefore these values are saved separately. 

Extra Speed Reduction % 

The extra speed reduction % is considered in line with any other speed reduction that may apply, for example, if 
a pagination and/or quantity speed reduction also applies then only the highest overall speed reduction is used.  

Maximum Run Speed 

If a maximum running speed has been specified then at the end of the calculation the calculated speed is 
checked against the maximum speed for all incurred extras and additional operations. If the speed has been 
exceeded then the speed is set to the maximum.  

Extra Cost Rate 

We calculate the base cost rate as now (including any additional operations) and add the extra cost rate 
specified. If multiple extras are specified then the cost rate is accumulated.  

Extra Sell Rate 

We calculate the base sell rate as now (including any additional operations) and add the extra sell rate specified. 
If multiple extras are specified then the sell rate is accumulated.  

Extra Mark Up % 

We calculate the base mark-up % and add the extra mark-up % specified. If multiple extras are specified then 
the mark-up % is accumulated.  

Binding Extra Materials  
Binding extra materials are to be calculated and stored in the same manner as finishing operation materials.  

Adding pre-collate finishing operations 
There are occasions when pre-collation needs to be added where multiple print sections need to be pre-collated 
before being bound. This can be achieved on the Finishing Details tab and the example below explains how this 
process is achieved. 

The order is created and the print sections entered and included within the perfect binding operation. However, 
due to the number of hoppers that the perfect binding resource has, it is necessary to pre-collate some of the text 
sections on a stitching line before being bound into the book. 

To do this, you need to establish how many pre-collation operations are required and then add the appropriate 
number of finishing operations to match. In the example below only one pre-collation operation is required, 
however the same process can be applied if multiple pre-collations are necessary. 
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Adding a pre-collate operation: 

1. Add a stitching operation and assign one of the print sections that is to be included in the pre-collate 
operation.  
 

2. Dependent on the number of sections to be included in the pre-collate operation you will need to open 
the Bound Inserts Positioning window and include the appropriate sections. To do this, click Binding 
Order. 
 

3. All the print sections are still included in the perfect binding operation; therefore click Used Parts to 
update the list of available sections. Click and drag the additional print sections to be included in the 
pre-collate operation. The example below shows the 2 text sections included in a pre-collate operation. 

 

4. Now the pre-collate operation has been entered, you need to ensure that the output of this operation is 
included into the original binding operation and reduce the number of print sections (now being pre-
collated). 
 

5. Select the binding operation (in the example above this is Perfect Bound). Click Binding Order and 
remove the print sections included in the pre-collate operation. Click Remove All to reset the list. The 
application recognizes that the two print sections included in the pre-collate operation are already in 
use and do not appear by default in the Available Parts window. Also, because the dispatch from the 
pre-collate operation is not noted as Final it also appears in the list. 

Note It may be useful to amend the name of the dispatch profile for the pre-collating operation so it 
is more easily recognizable.  

6. Click Add All to include all the sections to the final operation. You can now re-position the pre-collated 
sections as required.  

 

Once the appropriate number of pre-collation operations has been added and the number of sections within the 
operations is correct you need to re-estimate the order. 
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Inserts 
You can enter an insert or additional operations to be included with a binding operation. The additional 
operations have to be entered against the resource in Estimating Maintenance > Finishing along with its effect 
on the binding performance. For further information see the System Admin for Estimating 5.4 User Guide. 

Within an order you need to enter the insert or additional operation into the Master Insert List window and then 
you can add it to the finishing profile to which it is required. 

Note We recommend that, wherever possible, all insert detail is completed before issuing finishing operations 
to the plan or completing the packing and dispatch requirements. 

Master Insert List 
The Master Insert List is where all insert or additional operation information is entered for subsequent inclusion in 
a binding operation.  

Adding an insert to the Master Insert List 

1. Select the Finishing Details tab and click Inserts. The Master Insert List window will open. Please see 
the Appendix for a full list of field definitions. 
 

2. As a minimum you need to enter an Insert ID, Type, Name, Qty Booked and Date Expt. 
 

3. Additional information can be added, or, in conjunction with the Finished Goods module, you can click 
Find Stock to search and locate inserts, or finished goods parts, that have been received into stock. If 
a stock item is selected, its properties, in terms of Width, Depth, Pag etc., will auto populate the master 
insert list. For more information please see Managing Customer Supplied Parts chapter and also the 
Appendix for Select Insert Stock field definition. 
 

4. Click OK to save the data entered for the Inserts. 

Assigning the Inserts to the Finishing Operation 

1. Select the Finishing Profile to which the insert is to be assigned. 
 

2. Select Full if all of the inserts are to be included in the Finishing Profile. If the number if inserts 
expected is less than the Quantity of the profile, then the number of inserts expected will display in the 
Quantity field. 
 

3. Alternatively, enter the Quantity of inserts to be included in the finishing profile. 
 

4. Click Apply to save the changes. If the Estimate indicator light was previously green, this will now reset 
to red as the order needs to be estimated to account for any additional costs incurred. Any pricing for 
the inserts will need to be added to the Ancillary Items tab. 

Removing an insert 

1. Select the Finishing profile to which the insert is assigned and ensure that the Quantity is 0. 
 

2. Open the Master Insert List and select the Insert to be removed. Click Remove. If multiple inserts have 
been added to the Master Insert List, you can select Remove All. If you have not removed the insert 
from a Finishing Profile you will be asked to confirm that the insert is to be removed. 

Insert Categories 
The Insert Actuals By Category window gives you the ability to see the planned quantity and the actual quantity 
for each insert category. It is controlled by application setting id 104, 105 and 106 and is only visible with these 
settings entered as True (1).  

You create the Insert Actual Categories within Order Maintenance > Misc 2 > Insert Actual Categories and for 
each category you link them to a Site and a Resource. After entering the insert into the Master Insert List, you 
select Insert Categories to display what has been inserted. 
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The Actuals are recorded via MIS Console > Data Collection > Insert Actuals (the visibility of this option is 
controlled by the permission Members can enter Insert Actual Detail). Within the Insert Actuals window the 
operator will select the Job Resource, Part and Operator against which the insert actuals are to be entered. Once 
selected a list of inserts, by version if entered, associated with the job and selected resource are shown to allow 
the actual inserts to be entered. Application setting id 106 controls whether the insert quantity is based on the 
Insert Master list (setting = False) or derived from the allocations made within the Finishing Profile (setting = 
True). 

Hoppers 
When press sections and inserts have been specified against a binding operation, the Hopper Allocation area on 
the Finishing Details tab displays the sections and inserts included in the operation.  

 
 

Field Name Description 

Seq The order (sequence) the sections are to be bound. 

Run The order the versions are to be bound. for example, 1 x 4pp cover split into two versions (North & 
South) could have a Run of 1 = North and 2 = South. If there are no versions the Run would always 
be 1. 

Part Ref. The part number, determined by the method chosen to construct the part ref., for example the Job 
and Op number. 

Description The name of the part as entered within the Parts List. 

Version The version id of the finishing operation as entered within the Version Master List. 

Pag Pagination for the section. 

 

To enter the sequence (positioning) of the sections and inserts click Binding Order. Alternatively, click Hoppers. 
The Hopper Allocation window will open. 

You can drag print sections and/or inserts from the parts list and drop them on the required hopper in the 
required run sequence.  

This is particularly useful if you have different pagination content for different versions of the product. For 
example, an order that has two versions with different pagination content, version 1 prints as 1 x 4pp cover and 
96pp text plus 1 x bound in insert for 20,000 copies and version 2 prints 1 x 4pp cover and 128pp text plus 1 x 
bound in insert for 30,000 copies. 

Using the Hopper Allocation window, you can enter the hopper position of the insert, cover and 96pp text so that 
this does not change between each version, as in reality you would not wish to move the inserts from one hopper 
to another. 

The Hopper Allocation window also enables you to allocate the same print section and/or insert to multiple 
hoppers as may be required for a come and go scenario.  
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The number of hoppers available is entered by the number of hoppers specified against the resource in 
Estimating Maintenance. You can therefore manipulate the sections without affecting the plan. 
 

 

Note The hopper allocation information is only available in the WIT XML if it is selected to open. 

Advanced Bindery Assistants 
If application setting id 123 is entered as 1 (True), then the Hopper Allocation window will include the Assistants 
number required for the operation.  

 

Issue to Plan 
Routes can be issued to the Production Schedule either individually, per operation type, or in one go when 
updating the status of the order to Await Start as per application setting id 32. 

Issue Press and Finishing Operations to Plan 
The Order Management application is fully integrated with the Production Scheduling application. Once an order 
has been created and reviewed the press routes can be sent to the planner for placing on the planning board.  

Up to the point of issuing the print routes and finishing operations to the plan you have full control over their 
components in terms of the site and resource allocation. Once the components have been issued to the plan, the 
planner gains control over routing.  

Note There is no application control over when components can be issued to the plan. Issuing is at your 
discretion. However, it is more efficient if version, plate change, trims, special ink and insert detail are 
specified before issuing takes place.  
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Press and finishing operations can be issued on an individual basis or all at the same time. 

To issue press or finishing operations to the plan:  

Option 1 – all print routes or finishing operations at the same time 

1. Select the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. 
 

2. Click the All button. 

 

3. You will be prompted to confirm your selection. 
 

4. Click Yes to proceed or No to cancel. 

Option 2 – all print routes or finishing operations at the same time 

1. Select the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. 
 

2. Select the print route or finishing operation. 
 

3. Right click and select All from the shortcut menu. 
 

4. You will be prompted to confirm your selection. 
 

5. Click Yes to proceed or No to cancel. 

Option 3 – issue individual print routes or finishing operations, one at a time 

1. Select the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. 
 

2. Select the print route or finishing operation. 
 

3. Right click and select Issue from the shortcut menu.  
 

4. You will be prompted to confirm your selection. 
 

5. Click Yes to proceed or No to cancel. 

Once a route has been issued to the plan, the Plan Start will turn amber and display To Do. 

Note Press routes that incur two or more passes, and display in Print Routing as a single row, can appear 
within the To Do list in the planning board as two or more separate items. To make this option available 
you need to ensure that application setting id 61 is set to 1 (True). 

Issuing outwork routes to the plan 
It is possible to issue routes to the Plan that are denoted as being produced by Outworkers in the same manner 
as described above, however to enable this you must ensure the following is in place: 

• Application setting id 18 for the Production Scheduling application is entered as 1 (True).  
 

• With the above setting in place review the list of Outworkers that are entered in Estimating 
Maintenance > Outwork. For each Outworker, you can enter whether the configurations stored 
against the Outworker will be available to be issued to the plan. If you do not wish for them to be 
available for issuing you must select the Do Not Plan check box. 
 

• In Scheduling Maintenance > Resources, the resource is entered as Outwork. (Select the Outwork 
checkbox). 
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If the routes are available for issuing to the plan for an Outworker, and you have a Paper Monitoring license, you 
will also have the ability to consume paper at section level for these routes. 

However, you must be aware of the following: 

• Outwork (OW) resources will never perform Cost Effect calculations. 
 

• OW and non-OW tasks/resources are mutually exclusive, for example an OW task must go on OW 
resources, non-OW task on non-OW resources. 
 

• OW Resources will *NOT* map directly to specific Outworkers. 
 

• OW Resources do not get a ResourceHeader record within the database. 
 

• OW Routes in Order Management, once issued to planning, cannot be changed to non-OW resource. 
 

• OW tasks cannot be split by either quantity or pagination. 
 

• OW routes in OM, once issued, will show Time / Date as per normal planned routes. 
 

• If Issuing OW is enabled then all OW routes must be issued to change the Planning indicator light to 
green. 
 

• OW Planning resources are not binding or press specific. 
 

• Issuing OW to Production Scheduling will not effect the PPE, for example, if the planner moves an 
outwork task from one outwork resource to another on the scheduling board, this will not be reflected in 
Order Management. 

Do Not Plan 
Within Order Maintenance you have the ability to denote a resource as not requiring issuing to the Planning 
Board. There is a checkbox named Do Not Plan. When selected, the planning resource link is disabled for that 
resource, and any existing link is removed.  
 
Within Order Management if the Do Not Plan resource is selected for a press route then that route does not 
affect the planning light, and cannot be issued. The Plan Start field is displayed accordingly. 

Note Routes that are selected as Do Not Plan resources cannot be split, and cannot be grouped. 

Route View 
With the increasing complexity and types of jobs running through the factory it is becoming more important to see 
the flow of the order within Order Management and Planning and to ensure there are no violations in terms of the 
production window or critical path. 

It is important when tracking the order that outwork movements are considered in terms of when the WIP needs 
to be shipped and returned to plant to maintain the schedule. This needs to be linked to the Outwork PO raised 
in Order Management to set the required task delivery date.  

Any violations in the production window or critical path should visible using color-coding to make it very easy for 
the CSR/Planner to resolve.  
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You can access the Route View from either the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. Right click any route or 
operation and choose Route View from the shortcut menu to open the Order Routing window.  

 
By default you will be able to see the Normal View. However, additional view options are available. To access 
these right click any of the parts contained in the Order Routing window to open the shortcut menu. 

 

View Options  
View Name Description 

Estimated Routes that have successfully calculated will be green and those that have failed 
will be red  

Scheduling Routes planned on a resource in Production Scheduling will be green, those still 
in the To Do list will be amber and not issued will be red. If it is an outwork route 
that is not planned this be purple. 

Production Routes that have been marked as complete in Production Scheduling will be 
green, those still in production will be amber and if production has not yet started 
these will be red. Routes that have not yet been issued to the plan will be purple. 

Critical Path If the route has been planned in Production Scheduling and breaks the critical 
path it will display red. 
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Critical Ratio 
When using the Auto-Schedule or the Sort function within Production Scheduling for short run complex jobs it is 
imperative that some form of priority to aid the sequencing of the jobs is shown.  

One method for doing this is to use Critical Ratio. Critical Ratio is an index number calculated by dividing the 
time remaining until due date, by the work time remaining of each job.  

The critical ratio gives priority to jobs that must be done to keep shipping on schedule and is used as a measure 
of the urgency of any order when compared to other orders for the same facility.  

Standard ratio simply calculates the ratio of time remaining to complete the tasks before finish date, whereas 
Optimal ratio takes into account the “lapse” time between finishing one process and being able to start another, 
for example, drying of covers before the next process can start, as part of the calculation. 

Critical Ratio View (standard or optimal) shows the task as green if there is enough time is allowed to complete 
the task and order, amber if the task is in danger of running late and therefore so is the order and red if the task 
is running late and at present the order will not meet its start delivery. 

Note Critical Ratio is only available as part of the Auto-Schedule license. 

Highlight Relevant 
This is specific for multi-site users. If you select Highlight Relevant from the shortcut menu then anything not at 
the site you are looking at (the site for whichever component you right clicked to get the route view) is greyed 
out. 

Roll Up 
If selected, it will roll up single sections from the same component. For example, 3 x 16pp can be rolled up rather 
than display all three sections. If the order does not contain this method of production then this option is 
unavailable for selection. 

Reset 
When selected this will reset the route view back to the default view. 

Calculate Critical Ratios 
This will recalculate all the critical ratios timings and delays, for example, you have changed operations by 
splitting the routes, selecting this option will recalculate the critical ratios. 
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Properties 
Double clicking a part will open the Properties window. You can then click on any of the parts to display the 
property for the part selected. In the example below the 4pp cover part has been selected. 

 
The property window contains the details of the part selected and also includes the production Start Date and 
production End Date. These fields will allow you to check start end times between tasks. 

Also, the field will be color coded if either the Start/End time falls outside the planning window or if the critical 
path is broken. 

Managing Outwork Deadlines 
You can also view the properties for Outwork routes included in the order however the Start and End dates use 
the Material In and Req’d (Required) dates from within the Purchase Order in the order.  

Paper Details 
When the order is estimated it calculates the paper requirements based on the definition of the component 
information of the order and the values set within the print and finishing tabs. 

This information is presented within the Paper Details tab and displays the demand for paper that the order has 
created. You need to source a stock code for the demand so that you can establish whether you will have 
sufficient stock available or whether you need to order paper. The latter half of this process is managed within 
the Inventory Management application. However, you source and allocate the paper to the print routes within the 
Paper Details tab of the order. 

If application setting id 38 for Order Management is entered as 1 (True) then the demand will be created in 
Inventory Management if the order has a status of Commercial. If this is entered as 0 (False) then the demand 
will only appear in Inventory Management when the order has a status of Forward Plan or greater. 

Note Inventory Management opens the Paper Details tab of the order if you choose to source and allocate 
the paper from that application rather than Order Management. 

This tab both itemizes all generic paper requirements for each component and actual paper either sourced or 
allocated from stock to satisfy that requirement.  

It will reflect all changes made to Print Routing once the order has been re-estimated. 

The top half of the tab details the summary of requirements, sourcing and allocation where the paper is grouped 
together based on Grade, Finish, Type, GSM, Width, Depth, Brand and Site, for example, if two sections have 
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the same paper requirements, but produced on different presses at the same site, then these are grouped 
together within the top half of the tab. 

The paper requirements are required for the sections to be printed and are based on the paper details as 
specified on the component detail, i.e. grade, brand and grammage as well as the calculation of 
tonnage/sheets/kilos as entered within the Estimating Maintenance application. The paper requirement is 
grouped by grade, finish, type, grammage, width and depth (if sheet). Also any overrides entered on the Print 
Routing tab, i.e. running waste, binders overs etc., are included in the paper requirement calculation. By 
selecting each paper type requirement on the top half of the tab, the bottom half of the tab then displays the print 
sections that have created that demand.  

If the order is created from a contract, and the contract allowances are set to be included (entered within the 
Contract Title in Contract Management), you can view what the Contract Qty requirement is along with any 
Shortfall compared to the standards entered in Estimating Maintenance. 

The Delivery Date is taken from the Events tab and the Paper Required date. The Date Expected can be 
entered when sourcing the stock type to the requirement. 

Paper Calculations 
The paper demand is calculated from the configurations, running and paper waste, make ready sheets overrides 
and any press extras associated with the press route. 

Working Examples 
Example 1 
Order specification is as follows: 

50,000 copies 

297 x 210mm portrait 

4pp cover on 130gsm + 96pp text on 70gsm (printed as 3 x 32pp) 

Cover is produced sheetfed, 4 up on a sheet and incurs 2 passes 

Text is produced web offset, 1 up on a sheet 

 

The first 32pp section will require a full make ready and the subsequent 2 x 32pp will incur follow on make 
readies. 
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Text calculation: First 32pp kilograms required 

 

Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets 

(Quantity x Binders Overs %) / Number up x Waste 

50,000 x 2.5% / 1 x 6% = 54,325 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate Make Ready sheets 

Base Make Ready sheets for the resource + Make Ready sheets for number of plates  

In this example, the base number of make ready sheets for the resource = 2,500 and the number of make ready 
sheets for the 8 plates that will be required to produce the 32pp = 2,000 

Step 3: Calculate Grams per sheet 

(Sheet Depth x Sheet Width) / 1000 x grammage 

((1260 x 870) x 70) / 1000000 = 76.73g 

Step 4: Calculate Kilogram requirements 

(Number of printed sheets + Make Ready Sheets) x GPS (grams per sheet) / 1000 

((54,325 + 4,500) x 76.73) / 1000 = 4,513.88 kg 
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Text calculation: Subsequent 32pp kilograms required 

 

Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets 

(Quantity x Binders Overs %) / Number up x Waste 

50,000 x 2.5% / 1 x 6% = 54,325 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate Make Ready sheets 

Base Follow On Make Ready sheets for the resource + Make Ready sheets for number of plates  

In this example, the base number of follow on make ready sheets for the resource = 750 and the number of 
make ready sheets for the 8 plates that will be required to produce the 32pp = 2,000 

Step 3: Calculate Grams per sheet 

(Sheet Depth x Sheet Width) / 1000 x grammage 

((1260 x 870) x 70) / 1000000 = 76.73g 

Step 4: Calculate Kilogram requirements 

(Number of printed sheets + Make Ready Sheets) x GPS (grams per sheet) / 1000 

((54,325 + 2,750) x 76.73) / 1000 = 4,379.59 kg 

Hence, for the 96pp text we sum the kilograms for each of the 32pp text sections = 13,273 kgs required for the 
70gsm. 
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Text calculation: First 32pp meterage required 

Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets 

(Quantity x Binders Overs %) / Number up x Waste 

50,000 x 2.5% / 1 x 6% = 54,325 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate total number of sheets 

Make Ready Sheets + number of printed sheets 

54,325 + 4,500 = 58,825 sheets 

Step 3: Calculate Meterage 

Total number of sheets x resource cut off 

58,825 x 1.26 = 74,119m 

Text calculation: Subsequent 32pp meterage required 

Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets 

(Quantity x Binders Overs %) / Number up x Waste 

50,000 x 2.5% /1 x 6% = 54,325 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate total number of sheets 

Make Ready Sheets + number of printed sheets 

54,325 + 2,750 = 57,075 sheets 

Step 3: Calculate Meterage 

Total number of sheets x resource cut off 

57,075 x 1.26 = 71,914m 
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Cover calculation: 4pp kilograms required 

 

Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets for second pass 

(Quantity x Binders Overs % / Number up) x Waste 

(50,000 x 3.526% / 4) = 12,941 x 4% = 13,459 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate Waste for Follow On Make Ready sheets 

As the print route incurs two passes, you need to calculate the waste for the follow on make ready sheets. 

In this example, the follow on number of make ready sheets for the resource = 200 and running waste is 4% 

200 x 4% = 8 sheets 

Step 3: The total number of sheets required for the second pass 

Number of printed sheets + Waste for Follow On Make Ready sheets 

13,459 + 8 = 13,467 sheets 

Step 4: Total number of sheets for both passes 

Total number of sheets required for the second pass + waste % for first pass 

13,467 x 4% = 14,006 sheets 

Step 5: Calculate Grams per sheet 

(Sheet Depth x Sheet Width) / 1000 x grammage 

((640 x 900) x 130) / 1000000 = 74.88g 
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Step 6: Calculate Kilogram requirements  

(Number of printed sheets + Make Ready Sheets) x GPS (grams per sheet) / 1000 

((14,006 + 700) x 74.88) / 1000 = 1,101 kg 

Cover calculation: 4pp sheets required 

Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets 

(Quantity x Binders Overs % / Number up) x Waste 

12,941 x 4% = 13,459 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate Waste for Follow On Make Ready sheets 

As the print route incurs two passes, you need to calculate the waste for the follow on make ready sheets 

In this example, the follow on number of make ready sheets for the resource = 200 and running waste is 4% 

200 x 4% = 8 sheets 

Step 3: The total number of sheets required for the second pass 

Number of printed sheets + Waste for Follow On Make Ready sheets 

13,459 + 8 = 13,467 sheets 

Step 4: Total number of sheets for both passes 

Total number of sheets required for the second pass + waste % for first pass 

13,467 x 4% = 14,006 

Step 5: Calculate Make Ready sheets 

Base Make Ready sheets for the resource + Make Ready sheets for number of plates  

In this example, the base number of make ready sheets for the resource = 500 and on this occasion no 
additional make ready sheets are added for the number of plates. However to produce the cover there will be two 
passes through the press and therefore an extra 200 make ready sheets are required for the second pass 
calculating a total requirement of 700 make ready sheets.  

Step 6: Calculate Sheet requirements 

(Number of printed sheets + Make Ready Sheets) 

14,006 + 700 = 14,706 sheets 
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Example 2 
Order specification is as follows: 

50,000 copies 

297 x 210mm portrait 

4pp cover on 130gsm + 96pp text on 70gsm (printed as 3 x 32pp) 

Cover is produced sheetfed, 4 up on a sheet and incurs 2 press runs. Press run 1 incurs 2 passes 

Text is produced web offset, 1 up on a sheet 

 

The calculation for the text follows the same format as above. The calculation for the paper requirement starts 
with the last run (in this case, run 2). 

Cover calculation: Run 2  
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Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets for run 2 

(Quantity x Binders Overs % / Number up) x Waste 

(50,000 x 3.526% / 4) = 12,941 x 10% = 14,236 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate Grams per sheet for run 2 

(Sheet Depth x Sheet Width) / 1000 x grammage 

((640 x 900) x 130) / 1000000 = 74.88g 

Step 3: Calculate Make Ready sheets 

Base Make Ready sheets for the resource + Make Ready sheets for number of plates  

In this example, the base number of make ready sheets for the resource = 750 and the additional make ready 
sheets for two plates = 300. 

Step 4: Calculate Kilogram requirements for run 2 

(Number of printed sheets + Make Ready Sheets) x GPS (grams per sheet) / 1000 

((14,236 + 1,050) x 74.88) / 1000 = 1,144 kg 

Step 5: Calculate the Quantity required for input into run 2 

(Number of Make Ready Sheets + Number of Printed Sheets) x Number up 

(1,050 + 14,236) x 4 = 61,144 copiesCover calculation: Run 1 
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Step 1: Calculate number of printed sheets for second pass for run 1 

(Quantity / Number up) x Waste 

(61,144 / 4) = 15,286 x 4% = 15,898 sheets 

Step 2: Calculate Waste for Follow On Make Ready sheets 

As the print route incurs two passes, you need to calculate the waste for the follow on make ready sheets. 

In this example, the follow on number of make ready sheets for the resource = 200 and running waste is 4% 

200 x 4% = 8 sheets 

Step 3: The total number of sheets required for the second pass 

Number of printed sheets + Waste for Follow On Make Ready sheets 

15,898 + 8 = 15,906 sheets 

Step 4: Total number of sheets for both passes 

Total number of sheets required for the second pass + waste % for first pass 

15,906 x 4% = 16,542 sheets 

Step 5: Calculate Grams per sheet 

(Sheet Depth x Sheet Width) / 1000 x grammage 

((640 x 900) x 130) / 1000000 = 74.88g 

Step 6: Calculate Kilogram requirements  

(Number of printed sheets + Make Ready Sheets) x GPS (grams per sheet) / 1000 

((16,542 + 700) x 74.88) / 1000 = 1,291 kg 

Step 7: Calculate sheets required for cover 

Sheets required is a simple calculation of Number of printed sheets + Make Ready sheets for Run 1 

16,542 + 700 = 17,243 sheets 

Sourcing Stock for the demand 
The tab provides the web paper requirement in both kilos and meterage. The reason for this is because if the 
grammage of paper to be assigned, is greater or less than the grammage of paper required, the length of 
required paper remains constant.  

For sheetfed requirements, the paper is entered in both kilos and sheets (the sheets value replaces the 
meterage, although the column name does not change). The reason for this is because regardless of grammage 
the same amount of sheets is required to satisfy the need. 

For example, if the requirement is for 170gsm WFA Gloss for the cover and the requirement is the 5,445 kilos 
and 54,250 sheets. However the stock assigned to the requirement is 200gsm paper, then the weight of paper 
increases but the number of sheets (or meterage) remains the same. 
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Assigning the stock code to a demand 

1. Click Add. The Paper Details window will open and can be edited. If any of the parameters are 
changed, for example the grammage or sheet size the weight field will automatically update with the 
newly calculated amount. 

 

2. Select the Stock Code from the list. 
  

3. Click Find if no stock code is available from the field. This will open the Find Stock window.  

 

4. In the example above the grammage fields (defaulted to 130sgm in both GSM From and To) have 
been amended to 130 and 150gsm. Click Find to display the results. 
 

5. Within the Find Stock window you can amend the search criteria to be able to see if any stock is 
available that would be sufficient. 
 

6. Select the Use check box to select the Stock Code you wish to use. 
 

7. The Owner field enables you to filter the amount available, required and on order to either house, the 
specific customer, or any. 
 

8. The Lead time of paper, Cost per tonne and Available fields are maintained within the Inventory 
Management Maintenance application. You can also see if any paper for that stock is On Order and 
what other Demands there are for that stock type.  
 

9. You can also select whether the search results include paper marked as Quarantine.  
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10. The Balance displays what will remain. 
 

11. Click OK to save and close the window. 
 

12. The Paper Details window is updated accordingly. 

 

13. The Date Exp’d is taken by default from the Paper Date entered on the Events tab, but can be 
amended at this stage if required. 

When the stock is chosen the Sourced fields on the Paper Details tabs are populated with the stock item 
selected. 

The lower area details the press components satisfied by the highlighted paper entry and it is within this part of 
the tab that the paper stock assigned to the requirement can be allocated to the individual print sections. 

Assigning different stock 
There are occasions when a component may be split dependent on the grammage required.  

To assign the appropriate papers, you need to select the paper requirement and Add the stock. 

By default the original paper requirement will be displayed. Within the Paper Details window, you can amend the 
grammage, width, length and weight of the paper required. By amending any one of these requirements, the 
system automatically re-calculates the remaining detail, for example, if the grammage is amended from 90gsm to 
100gsm, the weight (kg) will automatically update. 

Note For the update to take place you must click into a different field within the window 
Using the paper requirements for each route (entered within the bottom half of the Paper Details tab) you can 
then calculate the amount of paper required for each section/quantity and if necessary pro-rata the weight based 
on grammage.  

If the Amount Src’d field is red this is indicating that the system recognizes that not enough paper has been 
assigned to satisfy the requirements of the order and this therefore needs resolving. To resolve, you need to Add 
further stock to satisfy the remaining requirement. 

By default, the Paper Details window will display the paper requirement as entered on the main tab and the 
balance weight needing to be assigned to the requirement and it is then up to you to select the appropriate stock 
and resolve. 
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Allocating the Paper 
Sourced/assigned paper can be auto allocated against the print component routes, or manually allocated. If auto 
allocation is sufficient you only need to click the Auto button and the stock assigned is distributed to the print 
sections. 

  

Alternatively you can choose to manually allocate the paper. This method is often used when it is necessary to 
use part reels of stock and as the requirement is split into section levels you can stipulate which stock is to be 
used for which section. 

An example of this would be if the 96pp text was being produced as 2 x 32pp and 2 x 16pp, however only some 
of the paper assigned is for 60gsm the balance is for 70gsm.  

However, when allocating it would be more suitable to allocate the stock so that the 32pp can be printed without 
having to change the paper, and so the paper should be manually allocated to ensure that the change of paper 
only affects the 16 pages. 

Manually allocation paper stock 

In the example below, we wish to use some old 60gsm stock and wish to allocate this to the 2 x 16pp: 

1. Select the row detailing the paper requirement. 
 

2. Calculate the length of paper required. 
 

3. Click Add. 
 

4. Enter the new value within the Length (m) field, in this instance 144,646. 

 

5. Click Find. 
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6. Select a stock code for assignment. 
 

7. Click OK to go back to the Paper Details window. 
 

8. Click OK to save the change. 
 

9. With the text demand still selected, click Add again and the Paper Details window will open, but this 
time for the balance of the demand. 

 

10. In this example, the gsm has been amended to 60. 

 

11. Assign the stock code, either from the drop down selection field or using the Find function. 
 

12. The demand generated by the order is now satisfied and the Amount Src’d field is no longer red. 
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13. Select the print route and click Add. This can be done either by clicking Add from the bottom half of the 
tab or by selecting the print route and right click of the mouse to present a shortcut menu. This creates 
a blank row for you to assign the appropriate stock code to. 

 

 

14. The stock code (options will be the paper already assigned against the requirement) is selected from 
the field and the amount allocation entered. 
 

15. Do the same again for each print route. 
 

16. Click Apply. 
 

17. The paper demand is now satisfied with two different stock codes. 

Note It is advised that the amount allocated should be entered rather than the weight as the number of 
sheets or meterage does not alter dependent on grammage assigned.  

Once the paper stock has been allocated to the demand the Estimate indicator light will turn red, informing you 
that you need to estimate the order. This is necessary to calculate the weight of the product based on the caliper 
for the stock item allocated. The caliper values are entered in Inventory Maintenance for the stock item. 

When the red fields have disappeared this informs you that no further action is required. If any of the detail within 
the order is changed, for example, pagination, quantity or trim size that directly affects the paper requirement, 
when the order is re-estimated this will be reflected on the Paper Details tab and it will be necessary for this to be 
re-addressed and any additional requirement to be satisfied.  

If application setting id 5 is set to true, the Paper indicator light will turn to Amber indicating that paper has been 
sourced. This will turn to green when the paper is available onsite. 

Removing a stock allocation 

1. Select the allocation (bottom half of the tab), right click and select Remove. 
 

2. Or, select the allocation (bottom half of the tab). 
 

3. Click Remove. 
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Auto-Update 
When quantity changes are made within the order, for example, the order quantity increases from 50,000 copies 
to 60,000 copies, if the paper has already been sourced and allocated to the routes, upon estimation of the 
order, you have the opportunity to allow the application to auto-update the paper detail. This is controlled by 
application setting id 85.  

Upon changing the quantity of the order in the Main tab, the Estimate indicator light changes to red. Upon double 
clicking, the order is re-estimated. You will then be asked if they wish to auto-update the paper. 

 

Selecting Yes will automatically adjust both the amount sourced and the amount allocated to the print routes. 
However, if you have manually allocated stock (as detailed previously) then you will need to review the 
allocations within the Paper Details tab. 

Paper Certification 
Within an order you can enter the paper certification requirements. On the Main tab you need to ensure that the 
required certification is selected. This list is populated when the certification number is entered for application 
setting id 80, 81 and 82. 

When this has been entered into the order you are only able to source and allocate stock codes that have the 
same certification. This will also feed through into Paper Management and, if the stock needs to be ordered, will 
only be able to be purchased from a supplier with the certification specified. For further information please see 
the Inventory Management User Guide. 

Material Details 
You have control of material demand by ensuring that materials associated with an order are automatically 
requisitioned within the Inventory Management module. Please see System Admin User Guide for Order 
Management 5.4 for details on how to configure the set up of the material data. 

The raising of demand applies to materials that are estimated as part of the press or finishing calculations, such 
as Pre-Press materials, including plates, Press materials such as Ink, Press Extra materials, such as varnish, 
Bindery Materials and Extras, for example foil and dies and Packing materials associated with the finishing 
process, for example, cartons. 

Demand for packing material can also be included if you use the Advanced Packing option and create a load on 
the Dispatch Details tab. 

 Note Ancillaries do not presently create demand upon order creation. 

Creating the Material demand 

Materials included in the press or finishing calculations 
If an item, such as ink or plates have been entered in Estimating Maintenance > Miscellaneous > Materials 
with the Raise Demand check box selected, when the order is created and re-estimated, the values will 
automatically appear within the Material Details tab. 
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If a material is associated with a Bindery Extra, either in the supporting estimate or within the order after it’s been 
created, when the order is estimated, this value will also appear. For details on how to add a Bindery Extra see 
the chapter Bindery Extras earlier in this guide. 

Packing Material with Advanced Packing 
You can create packing material demand using the Advanced Packing option and creating a load within the 
Dispatch Details tab. 

Creating Packing Material Demand 

In the following example, packing material has been included in the order. 

1. Click the Packing Details tab and for the final part click Advanced Packing. 

 

2. The Advanced Packing web page will open. 
 

3. Select the Cartons tab, select the pallet option and click Apply. For further details on Advanced Packing 
see the chapter later in this guide. 

 

4. Close the Web page. 
 

5. Click the Dispatch Details tab and create a Load for the final part. For further details on Dispatch Details 
and Loads see the chapter later in this guide. 
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6. Re-estimate the order. 
 

7. Click the Material Details tab. 

 

8. The material demand is now included and will be available within General Inventory > Items to 
Assign. 

Materials in Order Management 
When an order is created and estimated, the Materials Detail Tab will automatically populate with the materials 
that have been configured to create demand. 

Note Official order and credit approval is required before the materials are displayed. 

 

You can assign material stockcodes by selecting the Stock Code field and when selected the Assigned and 
Expected date fields will populate with the values already edntered in the Quantity and Required fields 
respectively. You can adjust the values in the Assigned and Expected fields as appropriate. The material items 
are then available in Inventory Management > General Inventory > Items to Requisition. 

Note For further information regarding General Inventory stock requisitions, orders and receipts, see the 
Inventory Management User Guide. 

 

Note The stock codes are entered in Inventory Maintenance. For further information on configuring the stock 
codes refer to the Inventory Maintenance User Guide. 

When the purchase order has been generated from Inventory Management, the Material Details tab will update 
with the PO number and supplier details. The Received field indicates whether the material item has been 
received. 
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Packing Details 
The Packing Details tab shows all operations that require packing instruction to be specified. The parts are 
included where there is a difference in location from one operation to another and there is a delivery to the 
customer. For example, if there is a difference in location between the press hall and the stitching line, then you 
have the ability to state how the parts are to be packed between locations. These locations are entered within the 
Organizational Structure within Information Console or MIS Console. 

 

All information within the grid is read only as all entries are automatically created by the application. To add 
further entries to the list these need to be constructed within the Finishing Profiles area of the Finishing Details 
tab. For further information see Chapter Press and Finishing Operations. 

The window displays the component part reference (Part Ref), the finishing style (F/S) and Version of the part 
reference and whether the part is a final (Finished) part. 

This tab also displays where the part is being delivered From and To, as well as the Quantity and Tonnage of 
the part. 

The Type of packing, quantity (Qty) of packs and number of Pallets detail will display N/A until the packing type 
is entered. 

Application Setting id 98, allows the packing to be ordered by version and then part reference. In the example 
above, this setting is 0. 

There are two ways to enter the packing types.  

• Standard Packing 
o Default Packing 
o Exception Packing 

 
• Advanced Packing 

If the Packing options have identical weight, thickness and pagination, and all contain a value, select one of the 
parts and click Select Like Options. The identical parts will be highlighted to enable you to enter the same 
packing information in one go, using either the Default Packing or Exception Packing options. 

Standard Packing 
These are either Default Packing or Exception Packing. Default Packing will apply the same packing 
instruction to all packing requirements. Exception Packing enables you to enter the requirement for one 
individual part ref. 

Default Packing 
Packing requirements should already be entered in Estimating Maintenance for use with the Estimating 
application. You need to ensure that within Estimating Maintenance > Miscellaneous > Material there is a 
Group for Packing and that within this Group there are entries for the packing that you can provide. For Pallets 
and Cartons you need to ensure that the appropriate check box has also been selected. You can find details of 
how to configure this within the System Admin for Estimating 5.4 User Guide. 
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Setting Packing using the Default option 

1. Select any Part Ref within the Packing Details tab. 
 

2. Click Default Packing. 

 

3. Enter the packing requirements. In the following example the packing is set for Bulk Packed on Pallets 
(BPOP). 

 

4. Click OK to save and close the Default Packing Specification window. 
 

5. The Type and Pallet information has now populated. 

 

Application Setting id 10 and 11 allows you to set the default for Packs per Layer and Layers per Pallet. When 
a packing type other than BPOP is selected and the number of Pack Copies is entered, the system will 
automatically calculate the Packs per Pallet and Copies per Pallet (based on the packs per layer and layers per 
pallet). You can change the values based on the order within the Packing Specification window. 
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In the following example, the default packing has been entered for carton packing. 

 

When entering different number of copies per layer within a pallet, you have the ability to enter the alternative 
layer quantity by entering a value within the Alternate Layer field. This second field will always be the second, 
fourth etc., layers, so if there are an odd number of layers there will be one more Packs per Layer than 
Alternate Layer. 
 
You also can enter how this is displayed by entering the description within the Turning Pattern field. This can 
then be added to the pallet label template if required. 

If it is unknown what the Pack Copies is to be you can select the In Suitable check box. This will then calculate 
the copies per pallet based on packing in 50’s but it will affix an asterix next to the Qty and Pallet columns to 
denote that this is a ‘best guess’. 

Note It is recommended that Default Packing be applied first followed by any Exception packing 
requirements. If Exception packing is entered and then Default packing, any exception packing entries 
will be deleted. 

Wrap Codes 
This allows you to enter the pallet wrapping code. The codes are maintained in Order Maintenance and the 
wrapping characteristics are entered per site. 

The ability to choose the wrapping code has now been added to both the Default Packing and Exception Packing 
window. 

For each wrapping code specified, the system forms the drop down choice by concatenating the wrapping 
characteristic codes.  

Exception Packing 
Exception packing works in exactly the same way as default packing but only applies the specification to the 
selected packing entry.  

Setting packing using the Exception option 

1. Select the part reference. 
 

2. Click Exception Packing. In the example below there have been two finishing profiles created 
specifically to be able to enter that an element of the finished book is to be carton packed rather than 
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BPOP. 
 

3. Enter the packing specification, ensure that the Pack Copies is entered, the Carton type (this is a field 
containing a list of the options available in Estimating Maintenance for carton packing, and the Pallet 
Type that the carton packs will be packed onto. 

 

4. Click OK to save the specification and close the Packing Exception window. 

The Packing Details are updated. The part entries that use the Default Packing option have not changed, but the 
carton packed requirement is also entered now. 

 

Note Any parts entered with exception packing will be overridden by changes to any of the part. 
 

Note The Pallet Weight is calculated based on the parameters set within Estimating Maintenance and will 
display in red if the calculated weight of the product plus pallet is greater than the tolerance of the pallet 
or if the Pallet Type has not been entered. 

Press/Temporary Packing  
You can enter the packing requirements for the WIP parts using the fields are enabled when the Temporary 
Packing check box is ticked. These can only be entered when using Exception Packing. However, you can select 
multiple parts from the list that have the same requirement so that the Temporary packing can be added in one 
go, rather than one by one. 

WIP Parts 
The visibility of WIP Parts is controlled via application setting (id 90) and enables you to manage the packing of 
the WIP parts. This enables you to see ALL parts associated with the order and not simply the Final Part (that 
will display if the check box Show WIP Parts, is not ticked) or any parts that need to be transported from one 
location to another.  
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Recalc Loads 
If packing is amended within an order, after the creation of Loads on the Dispatch Details tab, you have the 
opportunity to automatically update the Dispatch load detail. This is controlled by an option that you can access 
from the Tools > Options menu from the Orders List.  

  

If the option is selected, when packing details are then changed within the order the load details are auto 
updated. If the setting is clear (as in the example above), when changes are made, you will receive a message 
window asking if you wish to update any associated loads. 

Removing a Packing requirement 
If the packing specification is to be removed, both within the Default and Exception Packing windows you can 
choose to Delete the packing record. This will reset all values back to 0. 

Advanced Packing 
Advanced Packing will allow you to choose a finishing operation and enter a detailed packing specification that 
covers the ability to BPOP, Bundle and Palletize, and Carton and Palletize. If Advanced Packing is entered within 
the Estimate then any order created from it will inherit the packing detail. Alternatively, Advanced Packing can be 
entered directly within the Order and output to the WIT XML. 

Important To begin working with Advanced Packing you need to ensure that the appropriate configuration and 
set up is in place. Details on how to do this are contained within the System Admin User Guide for 
Order Management 5.4. 

When an order is created from an estimate that already has had the Advanced Packing entered, when the order 
is created you can view and amend this detail via the Packing Details tab.  

The Advanced Packing button is on the Packing Details tab but is only available for parts marked as Final 
within the Parts List. 
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Packing Options 
Option 1 - BPOP (Bulk Packed on Pallet)  
The following web page is launched when selecting Advanced Packing from the Packing Details tab: 

 
Example: 297 x 210mm portrait product 

Based on the following pallet specifications entered in Estimating Maintenance, along with a rounding factor of 
50 (application setting id 86). 

  

For each valid pallet, the following process is applied when calculating the number of pallets required. 

1. Number of products per pallet per layer =  

(Pallet Depth / Product Depth) * (Pallet Width / Product Width) = (1000 / 297) * (1200 / 210) = 3 * 5 
= 15 

(Pallet Depth / Product Width) * (Pallet Width / Product Depth) = (1000 / 210) * (1200 / 297)  = 4 * 4 
= 16 

Whichever option enables more copies per layer this option is chosen, so in this example copies per pallet 
per layer = 16 

2. Number of layers per pallet =  

This is calculated based on number of products per layer, and then also takes into account the maximum height 
of the pallet less the pallet material height and thickness of product. 

In the example provided 

Max height pallet = 1000 

Pallet Material Height = 150 

Product Height  = 1.488 

(Pallet Height – Pallet Material Height) / Product Height = (1000 – 150) / 1.488 = 571 

3. Copies per pallet =  

Products per layer * Layers per pallet = 16 * 571 = 9,136  

= 9,100 (rounded down to nearest 50) 

4. The next check is to ensure the maximum pallet weight has not been exceeded. 

(Maximum pallet weight – Pallet Material Weight) / Product Weight = (1000 – 10) * 1000 / 73.35  
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= 13,450 (rounded down to nearest 50) 

This will calculate the maximum number of products that can be put on the pallet based on weight. 

The lower of the two numbers is included in the Advanced Packing calculation. 

5. Calculate number of pallets =  

Total Net quantity / Number of products per pallet = 150,000 / 9,100 = 17 pallets 

6. Calculate cost / price for packing =  

Number of pallets * Cost per UOP = 17 * £7 per pallet = £119 

Cost of packing * Mark Up % = £119 * 5% = £124.95.  

Option 2 - Bundle & Palletize 
Example: 297 x 210mm portrait 

Max bundle height = 300mm (App setting id 83) 

Max bundle weight = 11kg (App setting id 82) 

Bundle rounding factor (rounded down to the nearest x)  = 5 (App setting id 87) 

 

Firstly the application will check the parameters set against the application settings. 

1. The application will calculate how many products per bundle and will use the lowest value (you cannot 
exceed either maximum) of: 

Maximum bundle weight / product weight, rounded down = (11 * 1,000) / 73.35 = 145 

OR  

Maximum bundle height / product thickness (caliper or spine thickness), rounded down = 300 / 
1.488 = 200 

2. Calculate actual bundle size (height, depth & width) and weight: 

Bundle Weight = Number of products per bundle * Product Weight = 145 * 0.07335 = 10.635kg 

Bundle Height = Number of products per bundle * Part Height = 145 * 1.488 = 215.76mm 

Note You can manually type in pack per bundle, however the application will not validate your entry so you 
need to manually adjust the pack per bundle with caution. 

The Bundles are then stacked onto the pallet according to a selected/customized Pallet Stacking Pattern: 
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First, calculate number of layers, based on the example detailed and the stacking pattern selected, it knows it 
can get 15 bundles per layer plus 15 bundles on the alternate later. The next calculation is how many layers it 
can get on the pallet 

3. Pallet Layers 

(Maximum Pallet Height – Pallet Material Height) / Bundle Height = (1,000 – 150) / 215.76 = 3 
(rounded down to nearest whole number) 

4. The number of bundles per pallet is then calculated 

Bundles per Layer * Layers per pallet = 15 * 3 = 45 

5. The number of pallets required is then calculated 

First calculate the total number of bundles required 

Nett Quantity / Parts per Bundle = 150,000 / 145 = 1035 

Then calculate Total number of bundles / Number of bundles per pallet = 1035 / 45 = 23 

6. Calculate Cost/Price per bundle + per pallet 

 Number of bundles * Bundle UOP 

 Number of pallets * Pallet UOP 

Option 3 - Carton & Palletize (Using Standard Materials) 
The following example uses the carton parameters entered below in Estimating Maintenance. It will use 
application setting id 88 for rounding factors (in this example 5). 
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When you selects Cartons as the packing option, the following web page is opened: 

 

First, you must select which Carton you require from the field (in this example A4 Cartons). 

The application will then calculate how many items (parts) can be fitted inside the carton 

1. Based on Weight, the Max weight of the carton is 10kg, the actual material weight of the carton is 
0.25kgs, therefore the product inside, can only be 9.75kg in weight (10 – 0.25) 

Product weight = 0.07335kgs, therefore 9.75 / 0.07335 = 130 
 
Based on Size, the application will check in both orientations how the product best fits the carton 
 

Product size = 297 x 210 portrait 
Carton depth = 300, Carton Width = 215 
Therefore the Product width (210) fits both within the Carton Depth and Width, but the Product 
Depth only fits within the Carton Depth, so the product can only fit with a portrait orientation. 

Note If the product was A5 it would fit twice and therefore the application will always work out the greatest 
number up it can fit in a carton. 

(Internal Height of carton  / Product Height) * Number up = 300mm / 1.488mm = 201 * 1 = 200 

The application will then select the smaller of the two, in this instance, the weight. 

The application will then calculate how many cartons can fit on a pallet 

2. Pallet Layers 

(Maximum Pallet Height – Pallet Material Height) / External Carton Height = (1,000 – 150) / 310 = 2 
(rounded down to nearest whole number) 

3. The number of cartons per pallet is then calculated 

Cartons per Layer * Layers per pallet = 15 * 2 = 30 

The application will now build the pallet layer by layer and apply the cartons per layer and alternate cartons 
per layer until the pallet layers has been reached. 

As per example provided, the A4 Carton Option 2 would calculate 27 Cartons Per Pallet because the 
alternate pallet layer only equals 12. 

4. The number of pallets required is then calculated 

First calculate the total number of cartons required 

Nett Quantity / Items per Carton = 150,000 / 130 = 1,154 

Then calculate Total number of cartons / Number of cartons per pallet = 1,154 / 30 = 39 
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5. Calculate Cost per bundle + per pallet 

 Number of cartons * Cartons UOP =  

 1,154 + pack multiplier (in this example = 10s) = 1160 * 0.215 = £249.40 

 Number of pallets * Pallet UOP =  

 39 * 7 = £273 

Total packing cost = £522.40 

Option 3 - Carton & Palletize (Using Custom Carton) 
In order to use this option, you must first set up a custom carton material in Estimating Maintenance > 
Miscellaneous > Material. For further details see the System Admin User Guide for Order Management 5.4. 

The flat layout of the carton is calculated according to the diagram below. 

 

 
Product size is 297 x 210mm 

Custom carton has a 10mm margin, therefore, Depth = 307mm, Width = 220 

1. Based on Weight, the Max weight of the carton is 20kg, the actual material weight of the carton is 0.5 
kilos, therefore, the product inside can only be 19.5 kilos in weight (20 – 0.5) 

Product weight = 0.07335kgs, therefore 19.5 / 0.07335 = 265 copies 
 

The application now looks at the maximum height of the custom carton as determined by application setting number 
99, in this example this is 300mm, and now calculates the number of products based on product height 
   

(300 – 10) / 1.488 = 190 (rounded down to nearest 5) 

The application will then select the smaller of the two, in this instance, the height. 

Based on the chosen number of copies the height of the custom carton is recalculated using this number. 

  Product Height * Number of copies + Packing Margin = 1.488 * 190 + 10 = 292.72 
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The application will then calculate how many cartons can fit on a pallet. 

If none of the pre-entered pallet patterns fit, you can enter a Custom Pallet Pattern. 

You will need to enter a Code, Description and To Pack Size. 

 

Pallet Layers and number of cartons per pallets are now calculated in the same way as standard cartons (as 
detailed below). 

 

The application will then calculate the cost of the custom carton material 

1. Calculate the required area (flat size) of material for the custom carton: 
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Open Width of carton =  

(((Product depth + margin) + (Product width + margin)) x 2) + TAB WIDTH = (307 + 220) * 2 + 50 = 
1,104 

then multiply by the following Open Depth of carton =  

(Product width + margin + CALCULATED HEIGHT) = 220 + 292.72 = 512.72 

2. Using the calculated requirement, establish how many cartons can be made from one sheet of the carton 
material 

Sheet size of custom material is 1500 (depth) by 2500 (width) 

Divide width of sheet by the width of the carton = 2500 / 1104 = 2 (rounded down) 

Divide depth of sheet by the depth of the carton = 1500 / 512.72 = 2 (rounded down) 

Total number of cartons from a sheet = 2 * 2 = 4 

Divide width of sheet by the depth of the carton = 2500 / 512.72 = 4 (rounded down) 

Divide depth of sheet by the width of the carton = 1500 / 1104 = 1 (rounded down) 

Total number of cartons from a sheet = 4 * 1 = 4 

The application will take the higher value of the two  

Therefore it is possible to get 4 cartons out of one sheet, so the application can now calculate how many sheets 
of material is required. 

3. The application calculates the number of cartons required  

(Nett quantity / items per carton) = 150,000 / 190 = 790 (rounded up) 

4. The application can then calculate the Number of sheets required 

Number of cartons / number of cartons per sheet = 790 / 4 = 198 (rounded up) 

5. Sheet cost  

Number of sheets * Cost per sheet = 198 * 0.50 = £99 

6. Total Packing cost = Pack Cost + Pallet Cost = £99 + £189 

Dispatch Details 
The Dispatch Details tab allows you to enter the delivery destinations of the order. You manage the allocation of 
loads and this tab displays all planned Loads to be dispatched. You enter the loads and are available for any 
dispatch that needs to take place, whether these are between press and bindery hall, to an outworker or to the 
customer.  

All detail within the grid is read only and any changes are made by using the Add and Delete button or double 
clicking the Dispatch ID row to change load allocations. 

When creating loads, the application is working with planned quantities not actuals. The application therefore 
allows planned quantities to be under and over allocated. 

Note Before creating loads ensure that the packing requirement has been entered. 

Creating Loads 
For the delivery information to be available both for output on the Works Instruction and to be displayed within 
the Finished Goods module of Inventory Management you need to add the Loads. 
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Adding a Load 

1. From the Dispatch Details tab, click Add. This opens the Load Allocation window. 

 

2. You can enter a Load ID. This is a text field and so you can label the load using a naming convention 
suitable for reference both in Order Management and Inventory Management. 
 

3. By default the Delivery and Collection Date will display the delivery date from the Events tab but this 
can be amended per Load created. There are two application settings that, when set to True, can make 
changes to the Delivery date for any load created when the Start Delivery Date on the Events tab is 
changed: 

a. Application setting id 40. You will receive a warning message to be displayed reminding you to 
update any loads that have already been created.  

b. Application setting id 64. When the Start Delivery Date is changed, you will be prompted to 
automatically update the Delivery date within any loads that have already been created. 
 

4. Enter the Transport and Inco terms. If these values were populated in the estimate upon which the 
order is created, they will populate by default when a Load is created. For information on how to set up 
Transport and Inco Terms please see the Estimating Maintenance User Guide. 
 

5. Company records in MIS Console that have been denoted as Can Deliver populate the Haulier list. 
 

6. Click  to enter the Collect From Location. The Select Dispatch Location window will open and 
you can choose where the Load is to be collected from. By default the Type will be populated with 
Internal as it is expected that the items to be dispatched will be at an internal location. For the full 
address to appear within the Address Information, application setting id 96 needs to be set to True (1). 
 

7. Click OK to confirm the location and close the window. The address details will appear in the 
Collection From Location field. 
 

8. Click  to enter the Location. Select the Type, Select and Address Name the address where the 
load is to be delivered to. You can choose from a list of Types: 

a. Distribution: A list of addresses that have been manually entered in the Select Dispatch Location 
window using the Add function. 

b. Customer: By default this will display the name of the customer for the order within the Select field. 
Click on this field to select alternative customer records and then select the appropriate Address 
Name.  

c. Internal: A list of sectors and sites as entered within the organizational structure in MIS Console will 
appear for selection from the Select field. Select the appropriate Sector and Site and 
corresponding Address Name. 

d. Supplier: A list of company records denoted, as a Supplier in Company Management, is available 
for selection from the Select field. 
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9. Select the Part Ref that is being delivered to the entered location and whether this it is the full quantity 
of the part or only part thereof. The dispatches are identified by displaying the part reference number 
(Part Ref), the finishing style (F/S) and Version of the part and where the part needs to be delivered 
From and To. You have the ability to state whether All of the quantity is to be included within the load 
allocation or can enter the quantity To Ship manually. If only part of the quantity is going to one 
destination the Remaining quantity is calculated informing the user of the balance as well as the Total 
Tonnage for the load. 

Note It is advisable to complete all version and insert profile detail before entering loads as changes to this 
detail will possibly invalidate load allocations 

 
Each dispatch created displays the Dispatch ID (Load ID entered within the Load Allocation window) and also 
a Split number. This is incurred when there is a mix of components allocated to the load and one entry per 
component is created within the Dispatch Details tab as shown in the example below: 

 

 

They are both denoted as Customer Delivery because they are included in the same load id, but as there are two 
separate Parts included, it displays as Split 1 and 2. 

The Pack Type is that which was previously specified on the Packing Details tab and this is followed by Packs 
and Pallet requirements. The Pallet and Packs requirements are calculated based on the quantity allocated to 
load and the corresponding packing specification. If the packing type is set using the In Suitable option, then the 
calculated packing quantities will be marked with an asterisk. 

The calculations that are displayed relating to the Packs and Pallets are constructed as follows: 

Section Field 
Name 

Description 

Packs Full Total number of full packs. Initially calculated according to the packing specification and 
load allocation. 

 Odds Total number of odd copy that makes up the odd packs. Initially calculated according to 
the load allocation. You enter all odds packing requirements. Any odds quantity where 
the odds specification has not been specified will be displayed in red. 

Pallets Full Number of full pallets. Automatically calculated according to the packing specification 
and load allocation. 
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Section Field 
Name 

Description 

 Part Number of part pallets. Automatically calculated according to the packing specification 
and load allocation. 

 Packs Number of full packs and part packs on the part pallet. Initially calculated according to 
the packing specification and load allocation. 

 
The Dispatch Details tab also displays the number of Copies Allocated. This sub-total shows the total copies 
allocated to loads together with the Customer order quantity for reference. If the total allocated does not match 
the Customer order quantity then the box will turn red and a warning will be added to the Job Warnings 
(highlighted with a yellow warning triangle on the job detail window). 

Changing an Existing Load 
If you need to make changes to a Load, for example change the delivery address or maybe the collection 
address, you can open a load by double clicking the dispatch from the Dispatch Details tab. 

Removing Loads 
Loads can be removed if they are no longer required. 

Amending a Load 

1. Right click the dispatch line item and choose Remove from the shortcut menu. 
 

2. Confirm that the load is to be deleted. 

Odds  
After entering a load that calculates Odds, or according to customer requirement, you will possibly be required to 
enter odd pack sizes. An indicator that this is necessary is that the Odds value in the dispatch list is displayed in 
red.  

Entering the Odds  

1. Right click the load entry and choose Odds from the shortcut menu. 
 

2. Choose whether to enter the Odds manually or for the Odd packs to be automatically created starting 
from 1 to up 5 packs. 

Entering Manual Odds 

1. Right click on the dispatch entry and select Manual from the shortcut menu. 
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2. Or double click the Odds field for the Dispatch and the Odds window will open. 

 

3. The Full Pack is the number of full packs as calculated when the load was created or last updated. If 
you need to split full packs to create odd packs to fulfill customer requirements then reduce the number 
of full packs. On reducing this number this will add the extra copy to the Odds value.  
 

4. The Odd Packs is the number of odd packs to be created of a certain size. Enter the number of Odd 
Packs and click Auto Generate. An entry will appear detailing the quantity per pack, for example, if 
there are 5,000 Odds, 10 Packs will calculate a Pack Qty of 500. You now have the ability to convert 
odds to full bundles/cartons and have them treated as full/bundles cartons for palletization purposes by 
selecting the Full Pack check box. 
 

5. Click the Add button to manually adjust the Odd Packs and Pack Qty. 
 

6. Select Include all odds on last regular pallet if you do not wish for a separate pallet to be included 
for the Odd copies. 

Sequence of Loads 
It is possible to sequence the load allocation within Load IDs. This can enter the order that the dispatch detail will 
appear on the Works Instruction. 

Setting the Sequence 

1. Select the load id to be moved. 
 

2. Right click to show the shortcut menu. 
 

3. Select the Up or Down arrows until the load is positioned in the correct order. 

You can also Import the Loads via the Dispatch Details tab. Please see the chapter Importing Dispatches. 

Copy Loads 
If the dispatch information is similar to a different order that has already had the information entered, you can 
copy this information so that it is included in the current order. 

Copying Loads 

1. Click Copy Job. 
 

2. Enter the job number from where the details are to be copied. 
 

3. Confirm that you wish to import the load information. 
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4. Double click each entry to enter the Part Ref for that Load. 

Ad-hoc loads - Using Raise Dispatch Flags 
It is possible to raise ad-hoc loads for the delivery of pre-press and ancillary items and to have this load detail 
available within WIP/FG Inventory Management Module for the physical dispatch to take place. 

Pre-press Items 
Selecting the Raise Dispatch check box within the Component Pre-Press Operations window can dispatch pre-
press activities, such as proofs. By default the check box will be clear. 

  

If selected then a corresponding ancillary item is automatically created that allows you to add the associated 
cost/price for dispatching the prepress item. An entry is also created within the Parts List and a Part Ref entry is 
available for selection within the Load Allocation window. 

Note To enable the load to be dispatched within Inventory Management then the Pallet label must be 
produced. 

Ancillaries 
Ad-hoc ancillary items can also be dispatched by selecting the Raise Dispatch check box within the ancillary 
items tab.  

Selecting an ad-hoc ancillary item for dispatch 

1. Click Parts List. 
 

2. Click Add and create a Part Ref within the Parts List. 
 

3. Enter the Part Ref, Description and select the Version. 
 

4. Select the Final check box. 
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5. Click OK to save the change and close the window. 

  

6. Select the Ancillary Items tab. 
 

7. Click Add and enter the Ancillary item. 
 

8. Select the Part Ref. 
 

9. Select the Raise Dispatch check box. 

 

10. Select the Packing Details tab. 
 

11. Enter the packing specification to indicate how the item is to be packed for dispatch. 
 

12. Select the Dispatch Details tab and create the load to be dispatched.  

Pallet Labels 
Once the Loads information has been entered you are able to create pallets labels in advance of production. If 
you intend to generate the pallet labels from Data Collection, then this does not need to be performed in Order 
Management. 

Generating the Pallet Labels 

1. Right click and select the Create Pallets button for each of the dispatches or select Create All to 
create pallets labels for all of the dispatches created.  
 

2. If you wish to create the pallet labels for specific dispatches, multi-select the dispatches required, 
right click and select Create Pallets.  

Note Pallet labels are always printed for a Part, not a Load or Load Split. 
Note You can order the dispatch loads by Part Ref. Select the Order Labels by Part Ref check box 

to enforce this. 

3. You will receive a confirmation message that will tell you the number of pallets created. Click OK. 
 

4. Click Print Labels. 
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The pallet labels will be output so that they can be printed. The layout can be customized to suit your 
requirements using the fields that are available. A list of the information that can be output is provided in the 
System Admin User Guide for Order Management 5.4. 

Generating the Works Instruction 
After defining the order based on the customer’s requirements you can generate the Works Instruction (WIT) to 
provide this information to the other members of the organization. However, you may wish to provide further 
information to support the data already gathered. You can do this in the following areas of the order: 

• Work Notes 
 

• Additional Notes 
 

• Custom Fields 

Work Notes 
In combination with the WIT Template you can add Work Notes and link these to the relevant Department that 
enables you to enter where, on the WIT, the additional notes are to appear. 

Entering the Work Notes 

1. Click Works Notes. 
 

2. Click Add to enter the appropriate information. 
 

3. Select the Department. The Department list is populated based on the list added in Order 
Maintenance > Misc 2 > Work Note Types. 
 

4. Select the appropriate Color and Size that you wish for the notes to display as. 
 

5. Select the Resource, Version and Sig if the information that you are entering is relevant to that 
particular element. 
 

6. Enter the narrative to the Note field. 
 

7. Click Apply to save. 

 

8. If you wish to remove an entry, select the appropriate Note and click Remove. 
 

9. Click OK to close the window. 
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Copying Work Notes 

It is also possible to copy Work Notes from previous orders. To do this: 

1. Click Copy. 
 

2. Enter the job number. 
 

3. Click OK. The Notes will appear in addition to any Notes already added in the order. 

Note Work Notes are automatically copied if the order has been created using the Copy function. 

Additional Notes 
You can add further information to appear on the WIT using the Notes fields on the tabs in the order if the WIT 
template has been designed to support this option. 

Custom Fields 
Custom Fields specifically for use in Order Management can be created within the Estimating Maintenance 
application to enable you to gather information using a certain format, so that this, in turn, can then appear on the 
WIT. 

For further details on how to create the Custom Field design please see the Estimating Maintenance User Guide. 

Printing the Works Instruction 
The WIT can be generated from within the order using the Print menu or from the Orders List within the 
Documents section of the navigation pane. 

You can automatically generate the WIT when closing the order by entering a value for application setting id 102. 
For multi-site users application setting id 117 can be used in conjunction with setting id 102 to also generate the 
XML for any sub-site jobs. There are 3 options: 

0 = the WIT will not be generated. 

1= You will receive a prompt when closing the order asking if you wish to generate the XML. 

2 = The XML will automatically generate. 

Note For non-English speaking users, application setting id 3 and 4 (for the Works Instruction application) 
needs to be set to confirm the Value that is output to the XML for data that displays True or False. 

Generating the WIT from within the order 

1. Click Print. 
 

2. Select Works Instruction and click OK. 
 

3. The Site and Job Number fields display with the information relating to the order, but can be changed 
by selecting the appropriate field and corresponding Site and Job Number. 
 

4. Select the appropriate Template. 
 

5. Select Yes if the WIT template supports the Job Bag Ready indicator to confirm that the WIT can be 
viewed by other users. Select No if you’re generating the WIT to check that all the necessary 
information has been included in the order. 
 

6. If you only want to generate the XML file and do not need to see the document on screen, clear the 
View Works Instruction when complete check box. It will be selected by default. 
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7. If you wish for the press route information to display in sequence order rather than to be grouped by 
resource and then sequence, clear the Sort press routes by Resource before Sequence check box.  
 

8. If you are part of a multi-site installation, you can select the Multi Site check box to generate the XML 
file for all sites that are generating elements of the order. Application setting id 2 (for the Works 
Instruction application) supports the default selection for this option. 
 

9. Click Generate. 
 

10. When the WIT is opened you can select to Print, convert to PDF, or convert to PDF and Email. 
Application Setting id 79 allows you to set default email addresses to whom the WIT should be sent. 

Changes to the Order 
Certain changes to an order can be managed within the job without having to revise the whole order, as long as 
the estimate or contract from where the order was created supports the change.  

For an order created from a contract you can also change the pagination or grammage but again, this is only 
valid if the contract from where it was created contains the pricing that supports the change. 

Quantity Changes 
When the customer request a change in quantity to the order the first course of action is to ensure that either the 
estimate or contract that it was created from, supports the change.  

For example, an order from an estimate that was quoted as 50,000 copies + 1,000 run on/run back, may support 
a quantity increase of up to 50,000 copies run on and 10,000 copies run back, however any quantity change that 
exceeds this limit may require a new estimate to be generated for the customer and the order to be revised 
accordingly. The degree to which the estimate supports the change would your organization’s decision, however, 
on the understanding that such as change is permitted, you can change the quantity in the order. 

Changing the Quantity with no versions included 

1. Select the Main tab and enter the new quantity within the Nett Quantity field. 
 

2. Click Apply. 
 

3. You will be prompted to confirm if you want the order quantity change to be applied to all press routes, 
binding and issued work. 
 

4. Click Yes or No. If you select No, the application will not automatically update the quantities and to 
resolve any discrepancies you will need to manually change the quantities on each tab. Any 
discrepancies in quantity will be highlighted red on the Print Routing and Finishing Details tabs. 
 

5. You will be asked to confirm if you wish to reset the quantities for the version (finishing) profiles. 
 

6. Click Yes or No. If you select No, you will need to adjust any finishing profile entries manually. 
 

7. If the press and binding routes are not issued to the plan or are still on the To Do list in Production 
Scheduling, the routes will automatically update.  
 

8. If routes are planned in Production Scheduling, the Notification Details window. You must enter a 
Customer Reason Type for the change and in most cases this option will be named Customer Quantity 
Change. You can enter text within the Reason field to provide more information regarding the change.  
 
The Output Qty field on Print Routing and Finishing Details will be red informing you that there is now 
a discrepancy between the quantity required in the order and the quantity currently scheduled on the 
Planning Board. The quantity change will need to be applied by the planner in Production Scheduling 
and when this is done the Output Qty field will no longer be red. 
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9. The Estimate indicator light will turn red alerting you to estimate the order to ensure that all run times, 
costs, paper requirements etc., are updated to support the new quantity. 
 

10. You will receive a message informing you that Paper Requirements have changed. Click OK. 
 

11. If you have application setting id 85 entered as 1, you will next receive a prompt asking if you want the 
Paper Details to auto-update.  
 

12. Select Yes if you want the stock items that have already been sourced against the demand and 
allocated to the print routes to be increased or reduced (dependent on the quantity change). 
 

13. Select No if you wish to source the additional demand using a different stock item. 
 

14. If the WIT has been generated, you will need to generate a new WIT to update other user’s records. 

Changing the Quantity with versions included 

1. Select the Main tab and enter the new quantity within the Nett Quantity field. 
 

2. Click Apply. 
 

3. You will be informed that there are versions associated with the order and that any quantity changes 
must be applied manually via Versions. 

Note Application setting id 63 allows you to enter the number of copies difference between the press route 
quantity and the planned quantity that causes the quantity to display red as a warning. 

Notifications 
When changes are made to the order that has been planned in Production Scheduling, the Notification Details 
window will open. The Reason Type field has to be selected, however it is also important to realize that the type 
selected also has consequences within Production Scheduling. The three types are as follows: 

• Information 
 

• Customer  
 

• Production 
 

• Revision 

The customer reason types will change how notifications are presented in Production Scheduling and will allow 
the planner to automatically or manually update the plan.  

Important You need to ensure that the Customer Reason Type is selected when making quantity changes to     
an order to ensure that the updated quantity is entered for the task on the planning board and 
ultimately sent to Data Collection. 

Reducing the number of notifications 
If application setting id 132 for Order Management is entered as 1 (True), you will not be asked for reasons for 
routine modifications for individual routes, for example, quantity or method changes. 

The following list of actions will no longer raise a notification: 

• Quantity Changes caused by the application generating a back calculation. 
 

• Changing the number up within the Press Route Override window. 
 

• Changing the quantity within Versions. 
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• Changing the Method in Print Routing. 
 

• Changing the value within the Cells field in Print Routing or Finishing Details tabs. 
 

• Tombstoning Routes. 

Things that will still require a reason to be given: 

• Removing or changing a contract component on the Main tab. 
 

• Revising an order. 
 

• Changing the order quantity entered on the Main tab. 

Date Changes 
Changes can be made to the schedule on the Events tab by selecting the Required date and choosing a 
different date from the calendar. 

If you change the Start Delivery date you will be asked if you wish to recalculate all remaining event dates that 
are not entered as complete, and if this option is chosen then the other dates will automatically change based on 
the Offset Days and Hours that have been entered for the event template chosen to create the order. 

Changing Components 
You are able to change the pagination or the grammage for a component or an order, if the order is created from 
a contract. However, this is only possible if the contract, upon which the order is created, supports the change. 

Changing the Pagination 

1. Select the Main tab. 
 

2. Select the component tab to be changed. 
 

3. Click Change and the Change Contract Component window is opened. 
 

4. To adjust the pagination, select the Description field and select the pagination now required. 
 

5. To change the paper grade, brand or grammage, but retain the same pagination, scroll to the right and 
select the Paper, Brand and/or Grammage options from the field. 
 

6. Click OK to add the component and close the window. 

Adding pages to an existing component 

1. Select the Main tab. 
 

2. Select the component tab to be changed. 
 

3. Click Change and the Change Contract Component window is opened. 
 

4. Click Add and select the pagination from the Description field.  
 

5. Click OK to add the component and close the window. 

Note You will only be able to add a pagination that has the same ink, trim size and paper of the existing 
component pagination. If any of these values are different then a new component will need to be added 
to the order. 

Adding a component 
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1. Select the Main tab. 
 

2. Within the Components area of the tab, click Add. 
 

3. The Change Contract Component window is opened. 
 

4. Click Add and select the required pagination from the Description field. 
 

5. Select the BOR component so that the Route View is updated. 
 

6. Enter the Resource and paper details as required. Click OK to add the component and close the 
window. 

Removing pages to an existing component 

1. Select the Main tab. 
 

2. Select the component tab to be changed. 
 

3. Click Change and the Change Contract Component window is opened. 
 

4. Select the section breakdown to be removed and Click Remove.  
 

5. Click OK to add the component and close the window. 

Removing an existing component 

1. Select the Main tab. 
 

2. Select the component tab to be removed. 
  

3. Click Remove. 
 

4. You will be prompted to confirm that you wish to delete the component selected.  
 

5. Click Yes to remove the component. 

Note When changing a component in an order created from a contract, the pre-press activities will not be 
deleted and recreated, they will just have the pagination updated to reflect the new pagination of the 
section if it is changed.  

Tombstone and Recreate All Routes 
When changes are made to components that have their routes scheduled on the planning board, you can 
determine whether all routes are tombstoned and recreated or not. The visibility of this check box is controlled by 
Application Setting id 92. 

If you choose to clear this check box or the application setting is entered as False, when the component 
pagination is changed, the print routes that are included on the Print Routing tab do not become tombstoned and 
removed and the new pagination breakdown entered, instead, the original print routes remain and you then need 
to adjust the pagination manually on the Print Routing tab. You are most likely to choose this option if the 
component contains multiple pagination options.  

For example, the component pagination is 56pp. This has been entered as 1 x 32pp and 1 x 24pp. The 24pp 
needs to be changed to 1 x 16pp. With the check box selected, when the component details are changed all print 
routes associated with the component will be tombstoned and replaced. However, if you choose to clear the 
Tombstone and recreate all routes check box, after changing the component pagination, i.e. removing the 
24pp and adding the 16pp, the pagination on the Print Routing will still be as previous and you will only need to 
tombstone the 24pp and issue the 16pp. 
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Where Contract orders are based on a book price, if the size, ink or paper grammage is changed against any of 
the components, the estimate indicator light will turn red, prompting you to re-estimate the order, at which time 
you will be prompted to select the appropriate Book Price. 

Tombstoning 
Tombstoning is only available for print sections or finishing operations that have been issued to Production 
Scheduling. It is provided to assist you to be able to amend order details (either changes from the customer or 
changes to method of production) whilst retaining the booked capacity on in Production Scheduling. 

Routes can be tombstoned from the moment they are issued to the planning board, whether they are actually 
planned on a resource or in the To Do list. 

To tombstone press or finishing operations:  

Option 1 – all print routes or finishing operations at the same time 

1. Select the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. 
 

2. Click the Tomb All button. 
 

3. Click Apply. 
 

4. You will be reminded that any associated trims or paper allocations will be lost and that you will have to 
re-estimate the order. Click OK to confirm your selection. 
 

5. The Notification Details window will appear for you to confirm the Reason Type to inform the planner 
of why the changes to the order are taking place. 
 

6. Click OK to confirm the change and close the window. 
 

7. The Estimate indicator light will be red forcing you to re-estimate the order. 

Option 2 – all print routes or finishing operations at the same time 

1. Select the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. 
 

2. Select the print route or finishing operation. 
 

3. Right click and select Tomb All from the shortcut menu. 
 

4. Click Apply. 
 

5. You will be reminded that any associated trims or paper allocations will be lost and that you will have to 
re-estimate the order. Click OK to confirm your selection. 
 

6. The Notification Details window will appear for you to confirm the Reason Type to inform the planner 
of why the changes to the order are taking place. 
 

7. Click OK to confirm the change and close the window. 
 

8. The Estimate indicator light will be red forcing you to re-estimate the order. 

Option 3 – issue individual print routes or finishing operations, one at a time 

1. Select the Print Routing or Finishing Details tab. 
 

2. Select the print route or finishing operation. 
 

3. Right click and select Tomsbtone from the shortcut menu. 
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4. Any associated trims or paper allocations will be lost and that you will have to re-estimate the order. 
Click OK to confirm your selection. 
 

5. The Notification Details window will appear for you to confirm the Reason Type to inform the planner 
of why the changes to the order are taking place. 
 

6. Click OK to confirm the change and close the window. 
 

7. The Estimate indicator light will be red forcing you to re-estimate the order. 

After selecting to Tombstone and before saving the change, the Plan Start field will automatically change to 
Tombstone although it will remain green until the tombstone process is completed.  

Once tombstoned the link between Order Management and Planner will automatically be removed, and the route 
will become available for manipulation. The Estimate and Planning indicator lights will turn red to indicate the 
change and alert the user to make any necessary changes, re-estimate the order and issue to the plan. 

The job ticket on the planning board will also automatically change color providing a visual display of the change. 

Changing the Event template 
It is possible that changes to the order may also require a change to the Event template originally chosen when 
the order was created. You can change the Event template without having to revise the order as follows: 

Changing the Event template 

1. Select the order from the orders list, either be selecting Current or Pending, or searching for the 
particular order so that it is displayed in the list. 
 

2. Click Assign Job Number & CSR. 
 

3. Select the Event Template field and select the template required. 
 

4. Click OK to confirm the change and close the window. 

Managing the Forward Plan 
For regular repeat orders, that are priced based on a price list of various options, you can make changes to the 
issues (orders) via the Manage Issues window of Contract Management dependent of the current status of the 
order. 

Manage Issues 
Any order created within the Manage Issues window of Contract Management will be displayed on the Manage 
Issues window.  

Note If an order is created from a contract directly in the Order Management application it will not display on 
this window.  

 

Newly created issues will also appear in the Pending Orders list within Order Management with a Forward Plan 
status. You can open the Order Detail window for an issue by double clicking on the appropriate Job No. 
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Replace Issues 
Orders created that have a Forward Plan status can be replaced with other order detail (for the same contract). 

Replacing an issue 

1. Select the order to be replaced and click Replace.  
 

2. The Replace Issues window will open. 
 

3. If there are elements already scheduled on the Planning Board and the Copy Planned option is ticked 
during the replace function, these will be tombstoned automatically and the newly created tasks will be 
planned.  

Note This may cause an overload for these tasks and must be resolved by the Planner manually. 
4. If you select Delete rather than tombstone, then the routes will be deleted directly from the Planning 

Board. 
 

5. Enter the job number that is to be used as the master order and that will replace the contents of the 
order selected with its detail. You can also select the appropriate items to be retained/replaced and 
enters the job number to be used as the new basis for the replacement. 
 

6. Click OK to confirm the change.  
7. Any amendments to the schedule dates should now be made. Select Accept if any take place on a 

non-working day (as entered in the Template). 
 

8. Click Commit to save the changes to the database. 

Schedule/ Unschedule 
Schedule 
The Schedule function enables you to issue any print routes or finishing operations directly to the To Do list in 
the Production Scheduling application.  

Issuing to the To Do list 

1. Select the order from the list and click Schedule.  
 

2. Click Yes to confirm. 
 

3. Click Yes and receive confirmation 

Unschedule 
If Print Routes or Finishing operations have been issued to the Production Scheduling application, with the 
appropriate permissions in place you can click Unschedule and this will tombstone the tasks in planning only 
and not remove directly from the planning board. It will reset the Planning indicator light in the order as Not 
Issued. 

You will be presented with a Notification to complete for auditing purposes. 

This will display the Planning indicator light as red (as mirrored in the Order). 
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Removing an Issue 
Clicking Delete will remove the issue from the Manage Issues window, and the associated Order from Order 
Management. You will also not be allowed to Delete an issue if there are outstanding Purchase Orders 
associated with the order, for example outwork. These are the purchase orders raised from within the Order. If 
you select to Unschedule the planning tasks via the Manage Issues window, and then select to Delete from the 
Manage Issues window, the tombstoned routes will also be deleted from the Planning Board. 

Note This can only be used if the Order has not been issued to Production Scheduling. If the issue has 
already been issued, a warning message will be opened. 

Retain individual dates in sub job Events 
When you copy an issue, if the sub job event dates (dates entered in the Print Routing tab in Order 
Management) differ to those that are entered on the Manage Issues window (or Events tab in Order 
Management), the application will endeavor to maintain the differentiation that exists. It will change the dates by 
an incremental value derived from the overall event, rather than flatly setting them to the new date for the overall 
event. 

Revising the Order 
An order needs to be revised if the estimate that was used to create the order is no longer valid, for example a 
pagination or finishing style change. You can also revise an order from a contract, although the reason for this is 
usually due to a finishing style change or a different contract title needs to be selected as the base for the order. 

The revision functionality is only available from the orders list and you will need to ensure that all routes issued to 
Production Scheduling are tombstoned before being able to revise the order. If this has not been done in 
advance of the revision process you will be asked if you wish to delete the routes in planning after selecting 
Revise Order. 

Revising and order from an estimate 
For orders created from an estimate, you need to revise the order if the pagination, trim size or finishing style is 
changed, or if the sell price originally agreed is no longer valid (for example, the run on or run back values cannot 
be applied). 

Revising the order 

1. Select the order. 
 

2. Click Revise Order, from Actions. 
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3. Select the Enquiry Number, Estimate version, quantity and finishing style. 

 

4. You can also select the Revision Options so that you can retain information from the original order such 
as ancillaries, inserts, works notes, custom fields, versions, loads and events. To enable this you need 
to ensure that application Setting id 9 is entered as True (1). 
 

5. You can also choose to keep the original finishing operations. To enforce this, ensure that application 
setting id 108 is entered as True (1). This will stop any binding and related records (inserts, loads etc.,) 
being either deleted or recreated. 

Note If you choose this option you must ensure that binding and press operations are linked once 
the order has been revised. 

6. Click Confirm to proceed. 
7. The Notification Details window is opened and Revision is automatically populating the Reason Type. 

This is to record the history of the order. 
 

8. Click OK to proceed. 
 

9. The order is then revised and displayed within the Orders List with a version ID next to the order 
number that indicates that this order has been revised. 

 

Revising an order from a contract 
For orders created from a contract, it is also possible to revise an order and the process adopted is the same as 
when revising an order from an estimate. 
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However, instead of the Revise Order from Estimate window, the Revise Contract window will open. 

 

Last minute changes 
For an order created from an estimate and you need to change the pagination and grammage of the order but do 
not have the time to revise the order, it is possible to make the changes so that the order can have the updated 
information entered. 

The pagination on the Print Routing tab can be amended to reflect the new pagination. You will receive warning 
messages of the discrepancy but the application will not prevent you from making such changes. 

If the paper grammage originally required has changed, whilst you unable to change the grammage for the 
component, the paper sourced for the demand can be amended, as indeed it may well be when you wish to 
utilize aged stock. 

Any adjustments to costs will be calculated, however the pricing of the order and subsequent generation of the 
invoice may require further manipulation and you can use the Ancillary Items tab to make these adjustments. 

Managing Customer Supplied Parts (CSP) 
Supplied Components 
If an order includes a supplied component (in the example below, this is a supplied cover) the application will 
update the order with details of the receipt and consumption of the supplied part (in conjunction with the Finished 
Goods module).  

Upon creating an order, you should manage the order in the usual manner and ensure a successful PPE is 
calculated.  
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To enter the details of the supplied component, click Define next to the Supplied check box on the Main tab. 

 

The Supplied Section window will open so that the detail can be entered. To ensure that the item appears 
within the Items to Receive view in Inventory Management you must ensure that the Qty (quantity) Expected 
and Date Expected fields are entered. The Qty Expected will populated with the quantity entered for the order. 
Click OK to save the changes. When the window is re-opened the Batch No., Depth and Width will auto-
populate with the Part Ref. and component trim size. 

Managing Customer Supplied Parts in Multiple Orders 
If a supplied part is to be used across many orders the system will not understand this until the stock item, 
created at the point of first receiving the item, is linked to the subsequent order via Find Stock. 

In the following example, two orders have been created but will have the same supplied cover component. 

In each order the supplied part has been entered from the Main tab. 

The supplied part appears in the Items to Receive view in Finished Goods. 

You select the record and click New Receipt to receive in the pallets. 

However, upon receipt there are 7 pallets. 
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Upon receipt the items appear within the Supplied Section window in the order. 

 

The supplied parts can then be consumed as required from Inventory Management. 

When a second order is created you can link the same Batch No for the supplied part for the new order. 

Linking an item in stock to a second order: 

1. Within the newly created order, select the supplied component, click Define and click Find Stock. 
Filter the options available and select the supplied cover from the Select Insert Stock window. 

 

2. At the point of linking to the stock item you will be asked if the details from the primary supplied/insert 
item is to be inherited.  

 

3. If you answer Yes, then the Type, Description, Size, Weight, Thickness fields etc., will populate and 
the current supplied part or insert updated. 
 

4. If you update the specification details for a supplied part that is also assigned to another order you will 
be prompted to confirm if you wish to update the other orders. 

Note These mechanisms have been put in place to help ensure consistency in the system. Should you elect 
not to inherit or update then a mismatch will exists between orders. 
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Job History Entries 
Supplied Part entries are displayed within the Job History tab of an order. This information enables you to see 
when supplied parts have been received and whether the receipt is complete or an outstanding balance remains.  

 

Note The entries are only written to the job identified at the time of receipt. 
 

Dispatch Import  

Introduction 
The Order Management Dispatch Import function allows you to quickly import large amounts of finishing profile 
information along with all associated version master, insert master, packing and dispatch detail using a pre-
entered CSV (Comma Separated Values) file format. 

This chapter details how the function is used and the requirements for importing the data along with a field 
reference guide providing details of all available Version, Finishing Profile, Insert, Packing and Load (Dispatch) 
attributes that can be imported in to the Order Management job.  

Note Order Management Dispatch Import is a licensed module. 

Preparing the Import File 
The CSV file is a pre-defined document that should be completed with the information required in order to fully 
populate Order Management with the data needed to create Versions, Finishing Profiles, Inserts and Dispatch 
information. You can adjust the sequencing of the columns within the document; however, the column names are 
fixed and must not be changed, as these are key reference points used during the import procedure. We 
recommend the use of a spreadsheet tool that can save or export the data to a CSV file format such as Microsoft 
Excel. 

You can add in an additional row to show more descriptive column header information but this row must be 
removed before starting the import procedure. If the row is left in place, the import will fail or the order will contain 
information within it relating to this information. 

For information relating to the field definitions please see the Appendix, Dispatch Import Field Definition chapter 
at the end of this guide. 

Using the Import interface 
The importing of information from the completed CSV file is a relatively straightforward and quick process. 

Import Types 
The CSV information can be imported in a single step or multi step operation. Single step can be used for 
products containing only a single version. If multiple versions are present then it is recommended to first import 
the version detail and then apply versioning to the print and finishing routes before importing the remaining 
information. 

In order to facilitate the single and multi-step imports, there are different areas within Order Management where 
you can choose to import information. 
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File Menu 
This contains the option to import all information, version information or load information. 

 

Master Version List 
This option will import only the master version information. Loads, profiles, inserts and packing will not be 
imported. If versions are present in the CSV file, it is important that the version detail is imported first, and the 
Apply Print and Apply Bind functions are used prior to importing any Loads, Profiles and Inserts. 
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Dispatch Details 
This option will create the Finishing Profiles, Inserts, Packing and Dispatch information.  

 

Running the Import 
Once the required import option is selected you will be asked to confirm the location of the file using the 
Windows Explorer Open file window: 

Once the file has been located, to import the data, select Open. The import itself is very quick indeed and the 
imported data will be visible within the order immediately. 

Note You can repeat the import process multiple times against an order should the details change and need 
to be re-imported. The function of the import routine is to remove any existing versions, packing, inserts, 
deliveries etc., and replace them with the details from the Import document. 

Failed Imports 
During the import routine, the application will validate all data to ensure that required fields and complete and 
that everything is linked correctly. If any issues are identified during the import routine, these will be presented to 
you informing you and guide you as to why the import is failing. 

The most common cause of a failure is due to mismatches in the Print/Version quantities and the Finishing 
Profile quantities. 

Advanced Finishing Profile Custom Fields 
The advanced finishing profile function allows custom fields to be entered and gives you the ability to store 
additional information at Finishing Profile level that may be non-standard or bespoke to each customer. 

Opening the Advanced Finishing Profile window 

1. Select the Finishing Details tab and at the bottom of the Finishing Profile area of the tab, click 
Advanced. 
 

2. The Advanced Profile Definition window will open. We recommend that this window be maximized to 
allow the information to be seen clearly. 

Within this window, the default information shown is exactly the same as the information shown within the 
Finishing Profile area on the Finishing Detail tab and you can edit the same system fields in both the Finishing 
Profile area and Advanced Finishing Profile window. 
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Controls have been added in to the Advanced Profile Definition window to allow for easier viewing and 
customization of the data without the need to close, reselect another operation and then re-open. Profiles against 
every finishing operation can be viewed or amended within the same window without the need to exit first. 

Field Name Description 

Operation This field offers a list of all finishing operations entered within the order. By selecting an operation from the 
list, the details of the finishing profiles will of those currently assigned to the operation. 

Next and Previous Similar to the Operation field, this allows you to navigate through each finishing operation in the Operation 
Number sequence. 

Inserts This determines whether any inserts entered within the order are shown below each Finishing Profile. 

All By default, this is active. When clicking Inserts, a complete list of inserts will be displayed below each 
Finishing Profile. When clearing this check box, only inserts assigned with a quantity against a Finishing 
Profile will be shown. 

Up and Down These functions allow you to re-sequence the order of the Finishing Profiles being displayed in the grid. To 
use this, select a Finishing Profile and then use the arrow buttons to move it in to another position. 

Creating Custom Fields 
You can enter other fields to store information against the Advanced Finishing Profile. 

Using the Import CSV file, data can also be imported directly in to these fields. 

Maintenance of these custom fields is done within the Order Maintenance application. For further information on 
entering custom fields, see the System Admin for Order Management 5.4 User Guide, however you can create 
field names, the data type that can be entered in to these fields, if the field should appear in Order Management 
and the position it should appear in the Advanced Profiling Definition window. 

Within Order Management Advanced Profiling Definition, these fields show as follows. 

Utilizing the Custom fields within the Import CSV file 
The minimum requirement to start importing the custom fields from the CSV file is that the column references are 
added in to the CSV file. 

Adding a custom field to the CSV file 

1. Open the CSV file. 
 

2. In an empty column within the file in Row 1, enter the Field name exactly as shown within the Order 
Maintenance application.  

 

During the Import Process, any information entered below this heading within the CSV file will be imported and 
shown in the Advanced Profile Definitions window. 

Note Custom fields are at Finishing Profile Level. Therefore each finishing profile can have unique 
information contained within the custom fields. 

Insert Orientation 
Within the Advanced Profiling Definition window, any insert allocations can now have their orientation entered, 
for example, within a Polywrapped pack. The selection for insert orientation is made at the insert level against a 
Finishing Profile by entering the Film / Orient field. 

Note At present this is a manual change done via the Advanced Profile Definition window and not via the 
import process. 

The orientation options available are: 
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• BF – Back Facing 
 

• FF – Front Facing 
 

• N/A – Not Applicable 

Any selection made will display as follows :- 

 

Packing Types 
As part of the Import process, the PackType field within the import document will need to be completed. 

This requires very specific information in order for Order Management to be able to link the information correctly 
within the Order. The information below details the values to use and where to check them. 

The image below shows an example of PackType information entered into the CSV file. This is based on 
Technique’s standard packing type names as used within Order Management. 

 

Once the data within the CSV file is imported, it will appear within the Dispatch Details tab as follows: 

 

Technique’s standard PackType values to use in the import are as follows (for English Speaking clients): 

• BPOP 
 

• Carton 
 

• Bundles 
 

• Other 

It is possible that these may not work in some environments as they may have been changed using the 
translation tool. If this is the case, you will need to check the current values within the Language Settings tab in 
either Information Console or MIS Console. The values are identified as String IDs 2670, 2671, 2672 & 2673 
against Order Management. The value entered in the Translation field should be used within the import doc. 
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The example below is taken from Information Console. 

 

Example of a completed CSV Import 
Please use the sample import file that can be used to test the import functionality within Order Management.  

Note The sample file does not contain every field listed in this chapter. It is provided as a guide only. 
The example is based upon the following specification: 

Wire stitched product, 200,000 copies 

Two printing/finishing versions (UK & EIRE) to be created 

Three finishing profiles to be created split between print/finishing versions (each row being a finishing profile) 

Three loads, one for each profile 

Four inserts used differently across the finishing profiles. 

In the example, the Insert Name, Insert Weight and Insert type have been entered in the first row, as it’s 
generally easier to view the information here rather than entering this information against different rows within the 
document.  

Even though some of the insert details have been entered in the first row entry, they will not be applied to each 
finishing profile unless a quantity is specified against the Finishing Profile entry. An example of this would be 
insert number 4. The main detail is present against the first row but a quantity is specified against the Eire 
version/profile only. 

The result of importing the information within the sample file is shown below. 

Note The profile code (ProfCode) is shown in each of the following data samples to help the user but would 
only ever appear once in the CSV file.  

Master Version List 
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Each unique version code is created as a master version: 

 

Master Insert List 

 

Each unique insert name is created as a master insert.  

The Insert ID is automatically created by the import routine. There is no requirement to enter this data within the 
import document. 

Note It is not required to fill in all the insert details like weight, size, type etc. each time the insert is specified. 
As long as these details are entered once, then subsequent references to the same insert need only 
include the insert name and quantity. 

 

Finishing Profile Information 
The import will build the included finishing profiles against the operation that matches the profile finishing style. 
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If no profile code is included then the import function will automatically create one. 

 

Packing Information 

 

 

The PackName field can be repeated without having to re-enter all the packing attributes. As long as the packing 
attributes are specified once, subsequent references to the same pack name will inherit the attributes specified. 

Load Information 

 

 

The import procedure has created all of the relevant data entries and correctly linked them together. All 
information such as dispatch dates, film, tape, versions etc., have automatically been set exactly as entered 
within the import document. 

Versions 

Overview 
Before creating versions using the Master Version List, you need to clarify where the version change occurs.  

• Does the version change incur plate changes to the press? 
 

• Is the version change defined by pagination content? 
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• Is the version change based on the inclusion of inserts? 
 

• Is the version change based on different packing requirements? 
 

• Is the version change due to delivery destination?  

If your answer is Yes to the last three questions only, then this can be managed via Finishing Profiles and 
Dispatch Details. If your answer is Yes to the first two questions, then you need to enter version information via 
the Master Version List as the primary function of the Version Master is to enable you to correctly enter press 
and bindery edition quantity breaks.  

Using the version master enables the user to quickly apply these edition breaks across all routing. However, 
caution must be used, as applying version information can have a significant effect on planned components and 
packing and dispatch detail.  

Note Whenever possible, you are strongly advised to complete and apply versioning before issuing any 
components to the plan or completing the packing and dispatch requirements.  

For multi-site scenarios, the Managing Printer for the order is the only user who is able to setup and apply 
version information and as such should keep all subordinate printer/binders informed if they are to apply 
versioning to their components.  

Versions can be included in an order regardless of how the order was created.  

1. Order created from an estimate 
 

a. Not included in the estimate 
 

b. Included in the estimate 
 

c. Created from a copy 
 

2. Order create from a contract 
 

a. Created from new 
 

b. Created from a copy 

1.a. This scenario will require you to enter all of the information (as detailed in the steps below). 

1.b. The Master Version List and Version Assignment for the signature that has the versions applied in the 
estimate will be populated with the information as detailed in the estimate but you will still need to apply the 
versions to the associated bindery operations. 

1.c. The version information will be copied directly from the source order. 

2.a. This scenario will require you to enter all of the information (as detailed in the steps below). 

2.b. The version information will be copied directly from the source order. 

Master Version List 
The Master Version List is where all version/edition splits are entered and applied whether they are for all print 
and binding sections or only part thereof. 
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1. To open the Master Version List, click Versions.  

 

The ID is the Version ID and with the exception of Common is entered by the user. It can include up to four 
characters that should be meaningful as this code is referred to I many other areas. On adding an entry to the list 
the ID is set to NEW.  

Note The list always contains a common (COMM) entry and this cannot be removed or edited. 
You enter the version description to the Description field. 

Note Changing a version Description will also change the description of any matching Parts and Insert 
Profiles, that use it. 

The Finished column (Yes or No) indicates whether the version is a final version to be shipped to the customer, 
for example, the plate change may only affect one of the many possible print sections, however the customer will 
still receive at least 2 different versions of the product and hence the Common version is no longer Finished and 
therefore the Finished field needs to be entered as No. If you need to apply the version information to the binding 
operations then these versions need to be entered as Finished = Yes.  

The Nett Qty is the version quantity that the customer is requesting. 

Labels, Log, Film and Tape are available for you to enter identification color information for inclusion on the 
Works Instruction ticket. Similarly information entered into the Specials (number of copies required per version) 
and Customer Identification of Pallet Flags and Code fields can be displayed on the Works Instruction ticket. 

The up and down arrow keys allow you to re-sort the version order. 

Adding Versions 

Open the Master Version List, click Add and a new line item will be created. Continue adding line items for each 
version. All versions must be entered, whether they form part of the finished version or are to be applied to print 
routes only. 

Below are scenarios of how versions can be applied: 

• Versions for all print and binding routes 
 

• Versions for some of the print sections 
 

• Versions for print but not for all of the binding 
 

• Versions that incur a change in pagination content 
 

• Versions applied to print signatures that are not included as finished versions 
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Versions for all print and binding routes 
Defining the versions for all print and binding routes 

1. Open the Master Version List and click Add to create the version entries. In the example provided 
there are two versions. 
 

2. Select the Finished field for the Common version and change to No. 

 

3. Click Apply Print and the Version Assignment window will open. 

Version Assignment 
The Version Assignment window enables you to apply version information in turn to each press signature. When 
the window is first displayed, all press signatures are assigned to the Common version. 

 

The ID and Description is the Version ID and version description as entered on the Master Version List. 

The Split field displays the Split ID that is automatically assigned. This ID is the ID that will be set against the 
press component should the version be applied. 

The Include check box indicates whether to apply the split to the displayed signature. By clicking on the column 
header the included sections are inverted and vice versa. 

The Nett Qty is the nett version quantity to be applied as entered on the Master Version List. 

The Site displays the current production site and the Plates field allows you to enter the plate change 
requirement. 

The Description is the section description to which the signature belongs. 

In the example below, the customer has requested that the 4pp cover be split between the North and South 
version, however the 96pp text is to remain the same throughout the book. 
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4. Click the Include field to select the two new versions and clear the Common selection. 

 

5. Enter the plate requirements per version. 

 

6. Click Next or Apply. Next will only be available if there are multiple press signatures. 
 

7. You will be asked to confirm that you wish to Apply the changes to the signature. Click Yes to confirm. 
If the press route has already been issued to the planning board then you will be required to complete 
the Notification information as the planner needs to know that the previous common version is no 
longer valid. 
 

8. The Version Assignment window for the next signature will open.  
 

9. Click the Include header field to select the two new versions and clear the Common selection. 
 

10. Enter the plate requirements per version. 
 

11. Click Next until you have entered the version information for all signatures.  
 

12. If you need to return to any of the previous signature version assignments click Previous. 
 

13. Click Apply when you have entered all the version information for all the signatures. 
 

14. Click OK to close the Version Assignment window. 
 

15. You are directed back to the Master Version List. Click Apply Bind. 
 

16. The Binding Final Operations window will open. 

 

17. In this example, there is a cutting and perfect binding operation. Operation 1 (cutting) is the first binding 
operation to be available for input of version information. In this example, the cutting operation will have 
the version information applied. 
 

18. Click the Include header field to select the two new versions and clear the Common selection. 
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Note The Recreate Section Assignments check box will be selected by default. With this option 
selected, when the versions are entered for the binding operation, the application will 
automatically assign the press sections to it (for corresponding versions), delete any existing 
Finishing Profiles and potential inserts included and then recreate it. If you wish to perform this 
task manually, you need to clear the check box. The versioned binding operation would still be 
created but the parts that feed into it, and subsequent output part (Finishing Profiles) will need 
to be manually amended on the Finishing Details tab. This is especially necessary when there 
are multiple finishing profiles that have already been created, along with multiple inserts that 
you do not want to have to re-input.  

19. Click Next until you have entered the version information for all binding operations.  

 

20. You will be asked to confirm changes to any previously created dispatch profiles. On this occasion, as 
the version information is changing you must click Yes. 
 

21. Click OK to close the Version Assignment window. 
 

22. You are directed back to the Master Version List. Click OK to close the Master Version List. 
 

23. Select the Print Routing tab. The version information has been applied to the press routes. 

 

24. The Plate and No Of fields are also populated with the plate information. 
 

25. Select the Finishing Details tab. 
 

26. The version information has been applied to the operations and the associated parts are included in the 
operation. 

 

27. Estimate the order. 
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Versions for some of the print sections 
In this next example, 4pp cover has two versions but the text section is to remain the same throughout, with no 
plate changes. Even though there are to be no plate changes to the text, there will be no common finished 
version, it will either be a UK or ROW version and hence No is entered in the Finished field for the Common 
version. 

1. Open the Master Version List and click Add to create the version entries. 
 

2. Select the Finished field for the Common version and change to No. 

 

3. Click Apply Print and the Version Assignment window will open. 
 

4. Click the Include header field to select the two new versions and clear the Common selection. 

 

5. Enter the plate requirements per version. 

 

6. Click Next or Apply. Next will only be available if there are multiple press signatures. 

 

7. As there are no further plate changes the version assignment for the text sections you do not need to 
make any amendments. Click OK to close the Version Assignment window and return to the Master 
Version List. 
 

8. Click Apply Bind to open the Binding Final Operations window. 
 

9. Click the Include header field to select the two new versions and clear the Common selection. 
 

10. Click Next until you have entered the version information for all binding operations.  

 

11. You will be asked to confirm changes to any previously created dispatch profiles. On this occasion, as 
the version information is changing you must click Yes. 
 

12. Click OK to close the Version Assignment window. 
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13. You are directed back to the Master Version List. Click OK to close the Master Version List. 
 

14. Select the Print Routing tab. The version information has been applied to the press routes. 

 

15. The Plate and No Of fields are also populated with the plate information. 
 

16. Select the Finishing Details tab. 

 

17. Estimate the order. 

Versions for print but not for all of the binding 
In this example, the 4pp cover has two versions and the text section is to remain the same throughout with no 
plate changes. On this occasion the cutting operation will not be split into versions but will remain as a Common 
version.  

Note The final operation will always need to have the version information entered. 
1. Apply the version changes for the press signatures as detailed above. 

 
2. Click Apply Bind to open the Binding Final Operations window. 

 
3. The Cutting operation does not have the versions applied. 

 

4. Click Next. You will be asked to confirm changes to any previously created dispatch profiles.  
 

5. Enter the version information for the final binding operation. 

 

6. Click OK to close the Version Assignment window. 
 

7. You are directed back to the Master Version List. Click OK to close the Master Version List. 
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8. Select the Finishing Details tab. 
 

9. The version information has been applied to the operations and the associated parts are included in the 
operation. There is one Cutting operation for the Common version. The application has automatically 
included both the UK and ROW cover version to it. It has also recognized that the cutting operation will 
be applied to one version and then the next.  
 
The UK Cover will be cut first (Run = 1) and will feed into the guillotine via one input (Seq = 1), the 
ROW Cover will be cut second (Run = 2) but will also be fed into the guillotine one input (Seq = 1).  
 

 
 
This will produce two separate parts as included within the Finishing Profile for the Cutting operation, 
that can then be included as input parts for the versioned perfect binding operations. 

Note You must ensure that Cutting (GU) and Folding (FL) finishing styles do not have the Multi Input 
field selected within the Finishing Styles window in Estimating Maintenance > Miscellaneous > 
Finishing Styles. 

10. Estimate the order. 

In the above example, the order automatically assigned the cover versions to the common guillotine operation, 
however there may be occasions when the allocation of parts that have been versioned need to be assigned to a 
common finishing operation manually. 

Assigning parts that have been versioned to common finishing operations 

In this example, there is a common guillotine operation that needs to cut a cover section that is split into two 
versions. 

1. On the Finishing Details tab, select the guillotine operation and click Binding Order. The Bound 
Inserts Positioning window will open and will be blank. Select All Versions. 
 

2. The two cover versions will display in Available Parts. 
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3. Click Add All. If you cannot use the Add All option, for example, more versioned parts appear that 
required for this operation, click and drag one of the versions from Available Parts to Binding 
Sequence. 

 

4. Click and drag the remaining part from Available Parts to Binding Sequence and ensure that the black 
box appears before dropping into place. 

 

5. You need to ensure that Pos = 1 for both versions and that one version is Run 1 and the next is Run 2 
etc. 

 

6. Click OK to save ad close the Bound Inserts Positioning window. 
 

7. Select the Cutting operation and click Redo Dispatch. This will create the two output parts from the 
operation for inclusion in subsequent finishing operations. 
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Versions that incur a change in pagination content 
It can often be the case, that there is a difference in the pagination content within the same order due to the 
inclusion of two or more versions. The following two scenarios provide how this situation can be managed in the 
order. The examples are based on an order created from an estimate, however if the order is created from a 
contract you simply need to ensure that the component information entered into the order resembles the same 
component information as detailed in the following two examples. 

Scenario 1 
In the following example, the order contains two versions: 

UK = 40,000 copies 

ROW = 10,000 copies 

The UK version includes 1 x 4pp cover + 96pp text 

The ROW version includes 1 x 4pp cover + 64pp text. 

The estimate was created with 3 components (1 x 4pp cover split into two versions in the estimate, 1 x 96pp 
(using the Quantity override for 40,000 copies) + 1 x 64pp (using the Quantity override for 10,000 copies). 

When the order is created, this displays as follows: 

Main Tab 

 

Print Routing 

 

Finishing Details 

Due to the composition of this estimate, two Common Perfect Bound operations will have been created.  
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Right click Operation 3 and choose Remove from the shortcut menu. 

 

Master Version List 

 

Version Assignment for the Cover 

 

Version Assignment for the Text 

  

1. Clear the Include check box for the Common Version and click Include check box to select the UK 
version only 

 

2. Do the same for the balance of the 96pp component. 
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3. Clear the Include check box for the Common Version and click Include check box to select the ROW 
version for the two press signatures that makes the ROW version. 

 

4. Click OK to return back to the Master Version List. 
 

5. Click Apply Bind. 
 

6. Assign the versions to the binding operation. 

 

7. Select the Print Routing tab to view the effect of the version assignment. 

 

8. Click the Finishing Details tab. In this example the following message is presented. 

 

9. This message is appearing because you need to assign the 2 x 32pp ROW versions to the ROW 
perfect bound operation. 
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10. Click OK to clear the warning message and select the ROW perfect binding operation. 

 

11. Click Binding Order to open the Bound Inserts Positioning window. 

 

12. Click Add All and then OK to save the changes. 
 

13. Estimate the order. 

Scenario 2 
In the following example, the order contains two versions 

UK = 40,000 copies 

ROW = 10,000 copies 

The UK version includes 1 x 4pp cover + 96pp text, the ROW version includes 1 x 4pp cover + 64pp text. 

The estimate was created with 3 components (1 x 4pp cover (50,000 copies), 1 x 64pp (50,000 copies) + 1 x 
32pp (40,000 copies). 

The estimate was created with 3 components (1 x 4pp cover split into two versions in the estimate, 1 x 96pp 
(using the Quantity override for 40,000 copies) + 1 x 64pp (using the Quantity override for 10,000 copies). 
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When the order is created, this displays as follows: 

Main Tab 

 

Print Routing 

 

Finishing Details 

Due to the composition of this estimate, two Common Perfect Bound operations will have been created.  

Right click Operation 3 and choose Remove from the shortcut menu. 
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Master Version List 

In the example below, the versions were entered for the 4pp cover component in the estimate, however they 
were entered as Default for the 64pp component. To resolve, select the DEF version and click Remove. 

 

Version Assignment for the Cover 

 

Version Assignment for the Text 

  

1. Clear the Include check box for the Common Version and click Include check box to select the UK 
and ROW version. 

 

2. Do the same for the balance of the 64pp component. 
 

3. Clear the Include check box for the Common Version and click Include check box to select the UK 
version for 32pp component. 

 

4. Click OK to return back to the Master Version List. 
 

5. Click Apply Bind. 
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6. Assign the versions to the binding operation. 
 

 

7. Select the Print Routing tab to view the effect of the version assignment. 

 

8. Click the Finishing Details tab. No further adjustment is necessary, as the application has automatically 
included the print sections to the appropriate version. 

 

9. Estimate the order. 

Versions applied to print signatures that are not included as finished versions 
The following scenario will explain how you can manage the versions in an order when components have 
different versions. For example, an order that includes a cover and text, and the cover has five different versions 
but the text only has two. 

1. Open the Master Version List and enter all of the versions. 
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2. Click Apply Print and select the versions for the cover. 

 

3. Enter the Plates information and click Next. 
 

4. Select the versions for the text. 

 

5. Click Next and apply the version changes to all of the text signatures via the Version Assignment 
window. 
 

6. Click OK to return to the Master Version List and click Apply Bind. 
 

7. In this scenario, the cutting operation is entered as Common, however it is recommended that when 
the Binding Final Operations window appears for this operation, that you click Qty Reset before 
proceeding to the next binding operation. This will ensure that the cover will be correctly assigned as 
the input parts and the finishing profile information is created for each version. Click Next to assign the 
versions to the final binding operation. 

 

8. Click Apply to save the changes and OK to close the window. 
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9. Select Print Routing and the press routes are split by the versions. 

 

10. Select the Finishing Details tab. 
 

11. A message window will open informing you are sections that are not included in any operation. This will 
appear because the versions applied to the text sections have no matching finishing versions to feed 
into. Click OK to close the message window. 
 

12. Select the Cutting operation. The cover parts are input in the correct sequence and run order and have 
created five versioned output parts. 

 

13. Select the any of the versioned perfect binding operation. You will see that only the cover part is 
included in the Hopper Allocation. This is due to the fact that the text parts do not have corresponding 
version ids.  
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14. To resolve, click Binding Order. 

 

15. Click and drag the required versioned parts from Available Parts list to Binding Sequence. In this 
example, this is the ENG version, therefore the GB version of text parts needs to be included in the 
Hopper Allocation. When a solid black line appears (rather than a box) drop the part selected. This will 
ensure that the text part is allocated to a second hopper (Pos = 2) and be part of the same run as the 
cover (Run = 1). 

 

16. Repeat the above step for all parts to be included in this version for this binding operation. 

 

17. Click OK to save the changes and close the window. 
 

18. Repeat steps 13 to 17 for each of the versioned binding operations. 

Note When you select the subsequent binding operations that include the same parts as included in 
a previous versioned binding operation, when you open the Bound Inserts Positioning window 
you may find that the version of parts you need to include are not automatically displayed. This 
is because they are already considered Used Parts; therefore, select the Used Parts check 
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box and they will appear within Available Parts. You can then drag and drop them into the 
Binding Sequence as detailed above. 

19. Estimate the order. 

Deleting a Version 
If a version is to be removed you need to clear the selection of the version from any signature or bindery 
operations before removing it from the Master Version list. 

Note If the version has been applied to press or binding components and issued the plan then you will not be 
able to delete the version until all related entries have been removed from the plan. 

Quantity Changes when versions are included in the order 
If the quantity within the order changes, the initial process is the same whether there are versions included in the 
order or not. The first step is to enter the new quantity into the Nett Quantity field on the Main tab and click 
Apply to save the change. A message window will display informing you that there are versions included in the 
order. Click OK to close the message window. 

Applying quantity changes to an order with versions 

1. Open the Master Version List. 
 

2. Enter the new quantity into the Nett Qty field for each version, including the Common version, ensuring 
that the Total ‘Finished’ version quantity matches the quantity entered on the Main tab. 
 

3. Click Apply Qty. This will change the quantities for all versions without the need to go into each 
individual version assignment window. 
 

4. Click OK to confirm the change. 
 

5. If you choose to open the Version Assignment windows for the press signatures or the Binding Final 
Operations window, click Qty Reset to easily amend the version quantity without having to re-enter all 
the quantities for all of the routes. 

Simple Versions 
When application setting id 93 for Order Management is entered as 1 (True), the following fields; Plate, No Of, 
and No. Pages, are replaced with No Vers and Tot. Plates so that you can enter summarized information to the 
press routes. As a consequence you do not need to enter information into the Master Version window and apply 
to print and binding routes. 

 

Purchase Orders 
An order can contain parts that can be produced either in-house or by an outworker. These parts may be press 
or finishing parts, or may be entered as an ancillary item. They may be included when the order is created or be 
entered as the order changes. When they are included in the order, and application setting id 86 is set to 1 
(True), when the order is estimated a Purchase Order will be created and available for review and output to a 
document in the Purchase Orders tab.  

You can also create Purchase Orders for additional elements not included elsewhere in the order and not part of 
the automatic creation of the purchase orders. 
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Bought In 
Orders created from estimates with bought in elements will treat those components/operations as Outwork and 
retain quantity and price detail as provided by the RFQ. 

Note Routes entered as Outwork containing Bought In elements will be locked down and the method will 
display as Bought In. You will not be able to split or gang these routes. 

Note Bought In Routes cannot be edited, other than their title, not any subsidiary interface: open definitions, 
supplied, inks, paper etc. 

Purchase Orders 

Press, Bindery and Ancillary items 
When a press route, bindery operation or ancillary item is entered as an outwork route, and application setting id 
86 is entered as 1 (True), and the order is estimated, a purchase order with a status of New is created and can 
be opened from the Purchase Orders tab. 

 
If the application setting id 86 is entered as 0 (False), select the Purchase Orders tab and click Add to manually 
create the purchase order (PO). The Edit Purchase Order Detail window will open and all the fields will be blank 
for you to manually populate. 

POs that appear in the Purchase Orders tab are opened by double clicking the line item. 

 
In the above example, application setting id 86 is set to 1 and the PO has automatically been populated with 
information taken from the press route that has been selected for outwork. 

The Currency, Exchange, Contact, Telephone, Fax and Email fields are populated by the data entered 
against the Supplier in Company Management. 

A PO can contain multiple Items and the Line Type and Type code can be entered using application setting id 
87 by default. The Item and Qty (quantity) fields will populate from the route entered as outwork. Within 
Company Management, and per supplier, you can choose to select the No Overs on PO check box to indicate 
that when a PO is created, that the quantity field is entered as the Product Quantity rather than the Output 
Quantity. 
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As the PO has not yet been received into the factory the Remaining field will equal the required quantity. The 
UOP (Unit of Purchase), No. of Units and cost and pricing fields are populated from the values entered for the 
outworker in Estimating Maintenance. 

If the default tax code has been entered for the supplier in Company Management, this will auto-populate the 
Tax Code field, if, however, if it’s blank, select the field and choose the appropriate code. The Tax Amount field 
will populate based on the calculation of the Tax Code selected. 

Upon completion of the entry of information for the PO, you can click PrintXML to generate the PO document. It 
is at this point that the PO number will be generated. 

This information is also updated when selecting the Purchase Orders tab, and the status will change from New to 
Printed. 

 
Any changes required to the PO now must be done as a revision as the printing of the PO document is the 
indicator that informs the application that the PO has been sent to the supplier. 

Cancelling a PO 
If you choose to change the outwork route back to an in-house route on either Print Routing or the Finishing 
Details tab, and, in conjunction with application setting 86, the application will automatically update the status of 
the PO to Revision, so that you can cancel the PO and send confirmation of the cancellation to the supplier. The 
values of the PO will also be reset to 0 in preparation of printing the PO. 

 
From the Purchase Orders tab select the PO and click Cancel PO. 
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Receiving the items 
If permissions allow, you can enter that you have received the goods from within the Edit Purchase Order 
Detail window. Select the Line Item and click Received. 

 
Enter the Receipt Reference. The Quantity Received will default to the quantity of the operation (in the above 
example the perfect binding operation). If you have only received part, the Quantity Remaining will populate 
with the balance. You also have the option to enter whether a quantity has been cancelled. 

 
When all of the items have been received for the PO, the status will update to Delivered. 

Note When POs are created they are automatically created as Provisional Costs against the Order. 

Copying a PO 
You can copy POs that have been entered in other orders. Select the Purchase Orders tab and click Copy. You 
need to enter the job number from where you wish to copy the PO previously created and click OK. You will be 
asked to confirm your selection. 

Multi-Site 

Overview 
Order Management has the capability to understand that print and finishing operations can be issued between 
different Sites that belong to the same Organization Group. It creates a single order number that can have many 
jobs associated with it. 

Note Permissions need to be entered within Profile Groups if you are able to have access to group or sector 
jobs. 
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Setting the Managing Printer 
When an order is created from an estimate Technique implements a concept of if being owned by a Managing 
Printer (MP) and this is displayed and can be amended when creating the order. By default the MP selected is 
done so based on the added value within the estimate. If the estimate has been calculated across multiple sites, 
the application will establish which site will receive the most added value (based on the calculated estimate) and 
populate the Managing Printer field accordingly. 

 

If you wish to override the application’s selection, select the Managing Printer field and choose an alternative 
from the list of sites offered. 

When creating an order from a contract, the managing printer is set based upon the value entered against the 
Contract Title. It cannot be changed during order creation, so you need to ensure that the correct site is entered 
against the Title. 
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Issuing to Sub Site 
When an order is created that contains multiple sites, the routes are displayed within the order but are not yet 
available to any sub sites. 

Manually Issuing to Sub Site 

In the example below, the 4pp cover was quoted based on production at the Nottingham site. As a consequence 
when the order is created, the cover is routed to the sub site but has no Sub Job reference. 

  

To be able to issue to the sub site the order needs to have the following: 

• A successful PPE 
 

• Official Order 
 

• Credit Approval 

When the order has met each of the above three criteria the Issue button  at the bottom of the 
Order Detail window will become available. 

Click Issue and you will receive a message window asking you to confirm your selection. Upon confirmation 
another message window will appear confirming that the order has issued a sub site job. 

In this example a second job has now been created; it has the same order number but the job number is now 
prefixed with the site code for the sub site as shown by the example below. 

 

The parts that are due to be printed/finished at the sub site now have Sub Job numbers and these can be 
managed by the sub site accordingly. A user at the sub site can now only adjust the sub site parts within the 
order. 

Issuing to Sub Site via Status Change 

Within a multi-site environment, when you change the status of an order from Commercial to Forward Plan the 
application will ask if you wish to issue any sub site jobs to their respective site. 

Sub Site Jobs 
When you open an order for which you are not the managing printer, you will only have access to the elements 
within the order that include the parts that have been issued to you.  

Access to the following is not available for you to change (it is read only): 

• Any press or bindery routes not issued to your site 
 

• Version information 
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• Order detail on the Main tab (with the exception of Schedule Colour) 
 

• Packing information not issued to your site 
 

• Insert information 

Access to the following is available for you to change: 

• Any press or bindery routes issued to your site 
 

• Addition of Finishing Profiles for binding routes issued to your site 
 

• Binding Order and Redo Dispatch for binding routes issued to your site 
 

• Exception Packing for the part issued to your site 
 

• Ancillary Items 
 

• Paper stock can be sourced and allocated to the routes issued to your site 
 

• You can create a load to deliver the parts from your site 

Note As the sub site, you can only invoice the managing printer. 

Issuing Back to Managing Printer 
If the order has to be revised or the sub site is no longer able to produce the parts it is necessary for the 
appropriate print or finishing operations to be issued back to the Managing Printer from the sub site. In order to 
do this, for each of the parts, you need to change the Site code back to the Managing Printer’s site code (in the 
example detailed this is LS) and this is selected from the Site field on either the Print Routing or Finishing Details 
tab. You will only be able to choose the Managing Printer site code, unless the Multi Site check box is selected. 

Once the Site code has been selected, the Resource and Method fields will become blank. 

Click Issue and upon confirming the request, the application updates and the sub site job disappears from the 
orders list and the elements previously assigned to the sub site are now within the control of the managing 
printer. 

Multi-Site Check Box 
If you have the Members have Multi Site Authority as an allowed action within your profile group, within an order 
you can select the Multi Site check box. 

If the Site that is associated with your login details is the Managing Printer, when you select the Multi Site check 
box, you have access to the sub site entries even when they have already been issued to the sub site. If you are 
at the sub site, then your level of access also increases, for example, you can amend routes (Press and 
Bindery), and Version information. You can enter packing requirements for all elements of the order and source 
and allocate paper stock for all paper demand. However, you cannot create loads in the Dispatch Details tab that 
include parts other than your sub site parts.   

Note Application setting id 88 sets this as being selected by default. 

Multi site WIT XML 
You can select the Multi Site check box to generate the XML file for all sites that are generating elements of the 
order. Application setting id 2 (for the Works Instruction application) supports the default selection for this option. 

Order Status / Job Status 
Selecting Order Status/Job Status allows you to view the status of the indicator lights based either at job level 
or order level. 
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For example, an order that is managed by the Leeds site has sourced and allocated its paper via the Paper 
Details tab. As a consequence, the Paper indicator light is amber whilst Job Status is selected. However, 
changing this to Order Status, the paper indicator light is now red, as the paper for the sub site has not been 
sourced and allocated. 

The Estimate, Official Order and Credit Approved indicator lights do not filter based on Order or Job Status. 

Changing Status 
When a sub site job is created its status will always start as Forward Plan, even of the job status for the 
Managing Printer’s job is Await Start. 

The sub site status cannot exceed the status of the managing printer’s status, for example, if the status of the 
managing printer’s job is Forward Plan, the sub site status cannot be Await Start. 

Note The managing printer can update the status of the sub site job when creating an Actual Invoice. 

Cylinder Planning 
Cylinder Planning is a licensed function available within Order Management and Production Scheduling to 
manage cylinder assignments and status updates.  

Note A pre-requisite to be able to accurately map out cylinder requirements is that you must first complete 
any versioning, press routing and page/color definition within the order in Order Management. 

When the cylinder planning function is available it will be a requirement that the pre-press engraving resources, 
cylinders and process steps are entered in Order Management and Production Scheduling. Also the gravure 
presses entered within Order Management will need the default Plate Setter engraver entered. 

The pre-press engraving tasks will be automatically created and issued through to the Cylinder Summary as part 
of the press issue routine. Again it will be imperative that the product has been correctly entered before the issue 
to plan takes place. The ability to plan cylinders will be based on whether you have planning rights to the 
engraving resources. 

When using the Manage Issues function within Contract Management if a job is copied forward and the press 
tasks and related cylinder tasks have been planned then the cylinder plan and assigned cylinders will be copied 
forward as part of the copy routine. This means cylinders will be planned as far into the future as the associated 
title. 

There will be no difference in how the Data Ready status is updated in the system between normal plates and 
cylinders. 

Calculating the Cylinder Requirements 
To determine the number of required cylinders you need to complete various aspects of the order data to enable 
the calculation to be undertaken. These are:  

• Ensure the correct Folding Style and Knock To are set against the components or route.  
Based on the combination of the component Folding Style and pagination the system will choose the fold catalog 
thus retrieving the page fall information. You will be able to review the chosen Fold Catalog as part of the 
information shown against the press route issue detail and, if required, be able to choose a different Fold 
Catalog should you wish to change the page fall information.  

Note The fold catalog will only be automatically chosen on initial creation of the order. There after you will be 
responsible for ensuring the correct catalog is chosen. The system will only allow a catalog choice of 
the same pagination.  

• Enter and apply required press versions.  
• Complete the Page Definition and accurately set the color fall for each page and version change.  
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Once the above data has been entered and using the Folding Style and print route information to retrieve the 
imposition page fall, the exact number of cylinders required to print the job can be calculated.  
The system will be able to work out the required cylinders details for both single route and ganged routes.  

Note For ganged routes the system will place all front definitions on one side.  

Order Management  

Setting up the order to calculate the correct number of cylinders 
• Ensure the correct Folding Style and Knock To are set against the components. 

 
• Enter the required press versions in the version master window and apply to print routing. 

 
• Complete the Page Definition and accurately set the color fall for each page and version change. 

Note A new field has been added to the Product Definition – Page Level Changes window to 
show the folio number. This is required to enable you to correctly identify the page changes 
using the page numbers supplied by your customer. 

• Set Folios. If the folio numbers are to be changed then these will need to be set before entering the 
color changes within the Page view. 

Once the order detail has been entered the number of cylinders will be calculated as part of the order estimation 
process. The results will be shown against the print route within the Plate column. 

Issuing the Cylinder Requirements to the Plan 
Cylinder planning will be a function of the Technique Production Scheduling module. The cylinder details are 
issued to the cylinder plan in conjunction with the press tasks. 

  
Based on the application setting id 30 for Production Scheduling the cylinder tasks are issued to the plan at the 
same point when the press routes are issued. The cylinders will appear on the production scheduling To Do list 
as new items to schedule. From here you can they drag the cylinder requirements onto the Plan and once 
planned can elect to synchronize the detail with the pre press Cylinder Planning System by saving the plan.  

The task job number is constructed by the system as follows: Sub job number suffixed with CYL.  
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One task per cylinder is created and added to the To Do list ready for the planner to drag the cylinder task on to 
the plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cylinder Status Summary 
The Cylinder Status Summary window can be launched from Order Management or Production Scheduling.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note You must have the Members can manage Cylinders permission to use these functions.  

Production Scheduling 

Order Management 
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You will be able to identify the new cylinders to plan, as they will appear on the list without the planned PLA 
indicator set.  

 
The Order No box will display a color that represents whether the associated press task has been planned 
(green) or is still on the To Do list (amber). The Cylinder Start Date is also color coded to indicate whether the 
cylinder is planned within the required window based on where the associated tasks is planned: Green = OK, 
Amber = not OK.  

Note Line entries in red indicate the cylinders are no longer required. The associated press task has been 
removed from the planned or the task has been tombstoned.  

As well as the ability to review the cylinder status you can also indicate to reserve or hold cylinders. If either 
request is indicated then the user can enter the date the cylinders are held until.  
To display the individual cylinder details and states for the highlighted summary entry, you double click the order 
line entry and a new window appears.  

 

Managing Cylinder Changes 
The cylinders are intrinsically linked to the press task. Any action carried out against the press task has a direct 
affect on the cylinders. When changes happen, this is reflected in the Cylinder Status Summary window. Within 
this window the Order No box will change from green to amber informing you that the cylinder planning tasks 
need to be reviewed / deleted from the plan. 

Note Upon moving the press task to another resource or changing the press method of working, the system 
will check to see if the existing cylinders are transferable. If true then no change to the cylinders is 
required. If the cylinders are invalidated this is reflected in the Cylinder Status Summary for the order. 
A new set of cylinders requirements are generated and issued based on the new press and selected 
method. � 
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Click the Refresh button and the Task references display in red advising you that they should be removed from 
the plan. � 

 

Note There is no function to manually add cylinders to the plan. All cylinders are issued from Order 
Management. � 

Note You will only be able to delete cylinders that have been flagged for deletion due to a color change or 
tombstoning of a press route. � 

Cylinder planning window 
Initially the planning window for a cylinder is determined by the Data Date Event (start of window), and the Print 
Start Date Event (end of window). Ultimately the end of the planning window is determined by where the related 
start date/time of the planned press task. If the cylinder should fall outside this window then a critical path 
warning is generated in the same manner as any other task that falls outside it planning window. � 

Updating the Plate Ready event 
As the cylinders go through production and are entered as Ready, the system will check to see if all cylinders are 
ready for the press task. If they are then the system will set the Plate Ready event against that task. Should the 
cylinder requirement change or a cylinder status changed to a non-ready state then the event will be un-set.  

Ancillary Items 
The Ancillary Items tab is used to capture all additional costs and invoice items that are not already included as 
part of the calculation from the entries within Print Routing and Finishing Details tab. 

Examples of the types of costs captured within ancillaries are:  

• Plate changes if not specified against the route 
 

• Special colors and varnish if not specified against the route 
 

• Specialist finishing operations  
 

• All packing costs 
 

• All transport and delivery 
 

• Any miscellaneous items 

Creating an Ancillary Item 
Ancillary items are automatically created within the order as follows: 
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• They are ancillary items in the estimate that are not entered as Optional 
 

• They are ancillary items in the estimate, and are entered as Optional, but you have selected to include 
them during the order creation process 
 

• Packing and Delivery costs and sell prices included in the estimate 
 

• They are selected from the Ancillary tab when creating the order from new from a contract (either in 
Order Management or Contract Management) 
 

• The order is created from a contract where the pricing method is Book Pricing and the Book Schedule 
tab in Contract Management includes a Delivery Allowance 
 

• You copy an order that already contains the ancillary items 

Ancillary items included from the estimate or contract, or created directly in the Ancillary Items tab are 
maintainable, however, items that are included as part of the overall sell price to the customer will display the 
padlock icon . These items are locked and cannot be removed. You can modify these items, for example, 
change quantity, but they cannot be removed. 

Adding Ancillary Items 
Within the Ancillary Item tab, click Add. A blank row will be created and you need to populate Operation Type 
and Code/Reason. This is necessary to ensure that when the invoice is generated, the revenue is assigned to 
the correct revenue stream. The Description is a text field allowing you to enter text as appropriate. This text will 
populate the invoice line item automatically. If you need to enter more text, click . 

Enter the Required Qty (quantity) and Planned Cost. The planned cost is populated so that you can compare 
what you expect the item to cost against the value you were able to sell it for and whether any mark up has been 
created. The planned cost may be different to the actual cost and entering this value enables you to report on 
differences between planned and actual costs. 

By default the Charge and Extra fields will be set to Yes and No respectively. If Charge is changed to No, then 
the cost is recorded against the order but the line item is not included when the invoice is created. Selecting 
Extra will determine if the line item is output separately when the invoice is generated. 

 If the ancillary item is to be supplied by an outworker then you need to ensure that the OW (outwork) is selected 
as Yes. You will then need to ensure that the appropriate Outworker name is selected within the Outworker field. 

If you wish to raise a dispatch for the ancillary item, you need to ensure that the Raise Dispatch field is selected. 

Enter the price for the ancillary item. This can be entered either as a One Off Price, or based upon a MR (make 
ready) Price, and Price/Qty (price per quantity). If the latter option is selected, you can also enter what the 
quantity (Qty) will be. For example, if it’s a price per 1,000 copies, then the Qty value would be 1,000. However, 
if it’s a price per carton then the Qty value would be 1 and within the Required Qty field you would enter the 
number of carton that were to be charged for. 

Based on the ancillary type and code selected, the corresponding value will appear within the Pricing Summary 
tab and form part of the Invoice Total. 

Including contract ancillaries in an order from an Estimate 
You can assign an ancillary contract price to an order that has been created from an estimate. This can be used 
if you have a contract that has been created specifically to contain a list of additional ancillary prices and is 
available for selection for all customers. 

Follow the steps to add a new ancillary item. When the item has been added, select Use Contract Pricing and 
select the contract that is to provide the pricing for the item. 

Note For a contract to be available for selection is has to be entered as a Standard Price List within the 
Contract. 
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Select Contract for the new line created (this is necessary to enforce the contract price to be applicable to the 
newly added line item, as existing ancillary items may be already present that were included within the estimate 
that are not from the contract entered in the Ancillary tab). Select the ancillary item as applicable, either by 
selecting the Type, Code and Description, or by selection of the Description field, i.e. matching behavior for an 
ancillary item in an order created directly from a contract. 

For orders created from a contract, users do not need to perform the above, as the contract ancillary items are 
already linked to the order and available for selection and inclusion. 

Ancillary tab prices will auto update to the new value set in the contract from which the order was created upon 
PPE. This ensures that the current prices are used when orders have been created in advance and subsequently 
may have ancillary prices that are no longer current. 

Copy Ancillary from Job Number 
Ancillary items can be copied between orders to avoid duplication of data entry.  

Click Copy in the ancillary tab and enter the Job Number.  
 
This will display the ancillaries already included in the source order and you can then select which of the ancillary 
items you wish to copy. They will be saved against the new order when you click Apply.  

Note The copy function does not create the part or the corresponding dispatch for the copied ancillary item 
entered as Raise Dispatch. You will still have to manually create the part and dispatch accordingly. 

Changing an order quantity 
When the quantity for the order changes and you update the quantities for printing and finishing, you need to 
also review the quantity for the ancillary item. The application will not automatically update the Required Quantity 
field as this may not be for the full order quantity, or may not based on a price per 1,000 copies. As a 
consequence any adjustments to the order quantity will need to also be manually updated within the Ancillary 
Items tab. 

Pricing Summary 

This tab details the breakdown of all pricing associated with the order. It is read-only and draws upon the data 
detailed within the Pre-Production Estimate that is calculated based on the standards entered within Estimating 
Maintenance or within the override options. Ability to view this tab is a permission that needs to be set within the 
Profile Group information in Information Console. 

Initially, when the order is received, information on this tab effectively constitutes the Order Pack.  

The pricing grid reflects all changes made to press and finishing routing. If a press or finishing route should be 
versioned or split by quantity or be split by pagination then the revenue element is apportioned accordingly. The 
sales order value will not increase. 

Ancillary items flagged as chargeable, Extra entered as Yes, are included in the price calculation. Items entered 
as not chargeable, Extra entered as No, are not.  

If additional chargeable operations are incurred against the press or binding routing that were not captured in the 
supporting estimate then the increase in revenue can only be captured as a chargeable ancillary entry.  

The Pricing Summary tab is split into two parts. The top part contains the Press information. When an order is re-
estimated each of the elements that make up part of the order are calculated. For each line entry (each press 
section and finishing operation) if the re-estimation has been successful the Section or Operation field will 
change from red to green. If any particular section or operation calculation has been unsuccessful it will remain 
red. This can be particularly useful when trying to understand why an order will not re-estimate. By viewing the 
Pricing Summary tab you can see instantly which element will not calculate and investigate that further. 

For each press section or finishing operation the Press or Resource name is also detailed on this tab.  
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Calculations in the Pricing Summary Tab 
The following example is provided to demonstrate the calculations performed in an order. 
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Route Cost Breakdown for the 32pp-001-COMM section 

 

Field Name Description 
Gross AV Total – (Paper Cost + Material (ink and plates) Cost).  

 
£5,130 – (£2,912 + £225 + £440) = £1,553 
 

Route Cost The Route Cost is the calculated labor cost to print the 
component on the press specified.  

This includes Pre Press Plate Labor Cost + MR Cost + Run 
Cost 

£89 + £400 + £966 = £1,455 
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Field Name Description 
Hours Total hours on press to produce the press section. These are 

the estimated hours on press (based on the Estimating 
standards) whether the routes are planned in Production 
Scheduling or not.  

Step 1: Calculate the number of printed sheets: 

Copies / number up x Binders Overs % x Run Waste % 

50,000 / number up x 2.5% x 6% = 54,325 

Step 2: Calculate the run time: 

The method chosen to produce the print section is associated 
to a running speed, in this example this is 22,500 impressions 
per hour so the calculation of run hours is: 

Number of printed sheets / Speed 

54,325 / 22,500 = 2.41 hours 

Step 3: Calculate the Total Hours for the section: 

Run Hours + Make Ready Hours (or follow on make ready 
hours if for a subsequent section) 

2.41 + 1 = 3.41 

Cost/Hr This is the cost rate per hour for the resource for the delivery 
date of the order that is producing the section plus any press 
extras that incur an additional cost rate as entered in 
Estimating Maintenance. 

In the example provided, the 4pp cover is printed on the H’berg 
S/M 6U + UV. The UV varnish is added as a press extra which 
incurs an additional Cost Rate of £35 per hour. The resource 
cost rate is £350 per hour, and therefore £385 is calculated as 
the cost rate for this section. 

AV/Hr The added value rate per hour for the section that the press is 
achieving using the method of production selected. 

Bud AV The Bud AV is the budgeted added value per hour rate. This is 
the Low Sell Rate entered in Estimating Maintenance for the 
delivery date of the order for the resource chosen.  
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Field Name Description 
Margin Calculates the margin between sell and cost for the press 

section. 

Step 1: Calculate the difference between the Gross AV and 
Route Cost: 

Gross AV – Route Cost 

£1,553 - £1,455 = £98 

Step 2: Calculate the margin for the Materials and Paper: 

(Ink sell + plate sell) – (Ink cost + plate cost) 

£704 - £665 = £39 

Paper sell – Paper cost 

£2,903 - £2,912 = -£9,  

so, £39 - £9 = £30. 

Labor margin - material margin  

£98 - £30 = £68 

Materials Sell price for plate, ink and any additional material price, such 
as wire for stitching or glue for perfect binding etc. 

Finishing This will include any inline finishing costs performed on press, 
for example trimming and perforations. 

Paper The paper sell price for the section. 

Total The Total column is the sum of Gross AV + Material cost + 
Paper cost. 

In this example: 

£1,553 + £665 + £2,912 = £5,130 

Mark-up This provides a percentage mark up value per press operation. 

 
Finishing – Cutting operation 

Field Name Calculation 
No. Sigs The total number of press sections.  

No. Inserts Number of inserts included in the operation. 

Hours The Hours column includes the number of estimated hours the 
resource will be running. 

Cost/Hr Cost/Hr displays the cost rate the resource is achieving for the 
operation and is a calculation of the AV Cost value divided by 
the number of hours running. 

Asst/handwork If any assistants/handwork included in operation this is 
displayed within the Asst/Handwork field. 

AV Cost The AV Cost is the added value cost for the operation. 
AV Cost / Hours 
£178 / 3.03 = £59 
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Field Name Calculation 
Price per ‘000 The Price per ‘000 field provides a price per 1,000 copies for 

which the operation is charging. 
Total / per 1,000 quantity 
£270 / 50 = £5.40 

Margin The difference between the AV Cost and sell price. 
Total – AV Cost 
£270 - £178 = £92 

Total Sell price as agreed. 

Other 

Field Name Calculation 
Print Sum of printing operations.  

Binding Sum of binding operations 

Packing Sum of ancillary items entered as Packing operation type. 

Delivery Sum of ancillary items entered as Delivery operation type. 

Other Sum of ancillary items not contained within Packing or Delivery 
operation type. 

Pre-Press Sell price for pre-press operations entered for the component 
on the Main tab. 

Materials Sum of material items. 

Total Sales Sum of all elements: 
Print + Binding + Pre-Press + Materials + Packing + 
Delivery + Other 
£19,670 + £1,219 + £111 + £0 + £358 + £0 + £0 = £21,358 

Discount If any discount has been included in the estimate from which 
the order was created. This is only valid for orders created 
from an estimate. 

Contribution % The Contribution percentage for the whole order is also 
displayed and is calculated in the same manner as in 
Estimating. See the Estimating User Guide for further details 
on how this is calculated. 

Invoice Total Total Sales + Discount and the amount which the customer is 
expecting to be invoiced for. 

 

Note For further information on how ink and plates are calculated see the System Admin for Estimating 5.4 
User Guide. 

Invoicing 
The Invoice Generation application provides the ability to produce an invoice or credit note, as a pro-forma or an 
actual, and is accessed from Order Management.  

Typically the invoice process begins when the order has been produced and delivered and the status of the order 
has been changed from In Production to Complete Not Invoiced. However, there may be occasions when 
invoices need to be raised in advance, for example, when the payment terms include payment of paper upfront, 
or indeed you may wish to start detailing a pro-forma invoice in preparation of converting to an actual invoice. 
Alternatively if you choose to invoice by dispatch, the status of the order may still be In Production when actual 
invoices are being generated. 

You need to configure certain areas of the system prior to using the module and the behavior of some aspects of 
the module is controlled via application settings and profile group options. The application can be configured to 
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directly update the Costing module with the required revenue breakdown and write this information out to the 
Connect Sales Ledger interface. Details of how to configure your system are included within the System Admin 
User Guide for Order Management 5.4. 

Upon the initial invoice generation the content of the invoice and level of detail is based on the supporting quote 
(for commercial orders) or contract line items (for contract based orders). Once generated you then have the 
ability to manipulate the line item detail and adjust any quantity or value to achieve the required invoice/credit 
note output.  

Important Before choosing Sales Invoice it is strongly advised that the order is re-estimated to ensure that all 
values are valid and that the Ancillary Items tab is reviewed and amended if appropriate, to ensure 
that all pricing within the Invoice application is correct. 

Opening Invoice Generation 
Invoice Generation can be opened from the main Order Management view or from the Order Detail window. 
Either route will launch the Create Invoice form.  

Opening Invoice Generation from the summary order form: 

1. Find the order from the Orders View. 
 

2. Click Sales Invoice from Documents and the Create Invoice window will open. 

Opening Invoice Generation from Order Detail window: 

1. Click Print. 
 

2. Select Sales Invoice from the list of options. Click OK to open the Create Invoice window. 
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Create Invoice  
The Create Invoice window allows you to create new invoices or credit notes or review existing ones. 

Note There is no limit to the number of pro-forma, actual invoices, and credit notes that can be created for 
any given order. 

  

The Create Invoice window will automatically populate with information relating to the order and the customer 
based on the data entered. 

By default the Sales Invoice document type will be selected, however if you select Credit Note this will clear the 
Create Line Items selection at the bottom of the window. 

The following fields are populated based on what information has been entered for the company record in 
Company Management: 

Field Name  Description 

Customer This represents the Customer for the selected job number. However you can change the 
customer record for the purposes of the invoice, for example if the invoice needs to be 
sent to a parent company. To do this, click Change and choose a different company 
name. 

Invoice Notes Controlled by application setting id 27 for Invoice Generation. Notes need to be set 
against the Company in MIS Console where the department name is Invoicing. When 
populated for the company, the number in brackets will inform you of the number of 
notes available to view. The department name needs to be set up in the Maintenance 
area of MIS Console – Departments and then when the Note is added for the company 
record, the appropriate department needs to be selected. For further information see the 
System Admin User Guide for Order Management 5.4. 
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Field Name  Description 

Contact This field will default to the contact associated with the Invoice Address on the Company 
record, but can be amended as appropriate by selecting the drop down to choose from 
the list available. 

Invoice Address This field defaults to the Invoice Address specified for the Company record. 

Salesperson Salesperson associated with the Contact selected. 

VAT No. VAT (Value Added Tax) number for the company record selected. 

Payment Type Can be left blank, but will display the payment method if entered against the company 
record, or can be selected directly in the Create Invoice window. 

Payment Terms Payment terms to be used on the invoice or credit note. Defaults to the payment term 
selected on the Company record. Any payment term can be chosen from the drop down 
list. If application setting id 5 for Invoice Generation is entered as 1 (True), then this entry 
is mandatory and cannot be left blank. 

Payment Due Date Date of when payment is due to be output on invoice. Can be entered or calculated 
automatically based on Payment Terms selected. For further information see 
Configuration Invoice Generation within the System Admin User Guide for Order 
Management 5.4. 

Default Tax % Tax percentage to be applied to the line items upon invoice/credit note generation. If 
application setting id 6 for Invoice Generation is entered then this field will populate with 
the value entered. Alternatively, if application setting id 9 is set to 1 (True) then the Tax 
% value will populated based on the entry against the company record.  

The value has no affect if Show Tax is unselected. 

Discount These fields are automatically populated from the order (based on the company record 
selected) but can be overtyped prior to creating the invoice. 

The invoice line items are created inclusive of the discount.  

Note       A negative discount is a true discount that reduces the sales value and a 
positive discount increases the sales value to allow for agency 
commissions. 

Include Materials Linked to discount, and defines whether the discount amount is to be applied to materials 
or only the Added Value of the order. 

Financial Discount Amount of discount that the customer can subtract from the total sales invoice value if 
they pay within the agreed payment terms. 

Always apply to tax Linked to Financial Discount, and defines whether the tax amount is based on the 
discounted line values regardless of whether the customer pays on time. 

 

The following fields are populated based on the content of the order: 

Field Name Description 

Job Number The job number defaults to the selected job when Sales Invoice was opened. However, 
any valid job number can be selected. If changed, the Job Title, Quantity, and Dispatch 
Date will update accordingly. The entry is mandatory and cannot be left blank. 

Job Title Job title of the chosen job. The description can be overtyped. The entry is mandatory and 
cannot be left blank. 
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Field Name Description 

Job Quantity Quantity taken from the value entered in the Main tab of the order detailing the number of 
copies ordered by the customer. If this quantity is changed then it is also necessary to 
change the Quantity Override field to match. For example, you may choose to do this if 
you wish to charge for overs. 

Quantity Override Quantity to be used to generate the invoice/credit note. Defaults to the job quantity. Must 
be >=0 and cannot be blank. If changed then the pricing generated will be adjusted to 
match the new quantity. 

If you do not wish to pro-rata certain pricing aspects, application setting id 26 for Invoice 
Generation is available that enables the Quantity Override field to be have a different value 
to the Job Quantity field but NOT pro-rata the make ready element of ink, print, paper, 
binding. 

Please note that this setting is ONLY valid for Contract titles having a price type of Make 
Ready & Price per'000. It is not possible to use this setting for Schedule + Run on/run back 
contracts or commercial jobs as the setup lines are not separated out. 

Dispatch Date Dispatch date of the order. Defaults to the start dispatch date for the order. 

Managing Printer Allows the managing printer to be changed for the invoice/credit note. The default selection 
will be blank, where the managing printer will be drawn from the order. 

The option is only relevant for multi-site operations. If changed then any revenue postings 
will be for the selected site.   

 

The following fields are either selected by default or can be configured within Contract Management (where 
applicable): 

Field Name Description 

Previously Invoiced This will display the actual amount already invoiced to the customer. The amount is the 
sum of any previously raised actual invoices and credit notes for the order. Normally, the 
amount represents part payments already raised, for example payment of Paper up Front, 
deposits etc. 

The amount can be changed to any value and will highlight in red whenever actual 
invoices or credit notes have been generated. 

History Opens the Invoice History window. 

Invoice Date Defaults to today’s date. The entry is mandatory and cannot be left blank but can be 
changed. 

Tax Date A default to today’s date and can be changed. 

Finishing Override Available for orders created from a contract only. Allows a different contract finishing 
option to be selected for pricing purposes. For example, a wire stitched order for a 4pp 
cover and 3x16pp sections will automatically look for a finishing price for four sections. 
However, the contract only charges a cover plus 1 text section. This override can be used 
to choose the 2 section finishing option.   

Factored A setting to write out to the XML that the Factor value is True. 

Additional Text Free type text field to record additional information about the invoice/credit note. 
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Field Name Description 

Generate New 
Issue 

If selected then a new version of the invoice/credit note will be created when you click 
Generate. If the selection is cleared then the Generate button changes to Review and the 
Create Line Items selection becomes clear. If the button is clicked the last invoice/credit 
note created is presented for review or editing. 

Include Version 
Detail 

If selected a notation line for each version will be output when the Review Invoice window 
is opened. 

Create Line Items Indicates whether to automatically create the invoice lines items against the invoice or 
credit note. If selected the line items will be generated. If the selection is cleared then the 
lines items will not be generated, and the invoice or credit note line items will have to be 
created manually within the Review Invoice window. The default setting for this option is 
that it is selected. 

Template Name of the invoice template to be used to review and print the invoice and the selection 
defaults to the first option in the list. The entry is mandatory and cannot be left blank. 

List Inserts by 
Version 

On generation of the invoice line items, the inserts will be specified by version, with the 
correct quantities. 

Show Tax Indicates whether sales tax should be shown on the invoice or credit note. The default 
setting for this option is that it is selected. 

Include Dispatch 
Detail 

Creates additional informational line items regarding shipping detail in terms of number of 
copies going to what location. 

Include Weight and 
Pallets 

In conjunction with the Dispatch Detail setting, this displays the number of pallets and total 
weight of each shipment. 

Generate Opens the Review Invoice window. 

Close Closes the Create Invoice window. 

 

Viewing Invoice Notes for an order 
When generating a new invoice any associated notes are now displayed within the Create Invoice and Review 
Invoice windows. 

To open the Invoice Notes window, from either the Create Invoice or Review Invoice window, click Invoice 
Notes. 
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You can maximize this window to enable visibility of the Notes.  

Create an Invoice by Dispatch 
Application setting id 11 for Invoice Generation controls the default behavior of the invoice application, and when 
it is entered as 1 (True) will, by default, look for dispatches and prompt you to select dispatches or not. 
 
If selecting dispatches then the invoice quantity is replaced by the sum of the dispatch quantities selected. The 
pricing is calculated on a pro-rata basis still using the overall order quantity as the basis for the unit prices / or 
contract price band look up. 

When the invoice is selected for printing, a difference Create Invoice window will open to that mentioned earlier 
in this chapter. 

 

Field Name Description 

Summary Values  

Job Quantity Quantity for the total job as displayed on the Main tab of the order. 

Planned Quantity Quantity for the total job to be planned. 

Dispatch Quantity Quantity already dispatched to the customer. 

Invoiced Quantity Quantity already invoiced to the customer. This field displays red, amber, or green to 
indicate whether any invoices have been raised. Red equals zero invoice quantity raised, 
Amber equals some invoice quantity raised but still some quantity remaining. Green means 
that the invoice quantity meets or exceeds the planned dispatch quantity. 

Loads & Dispatches  

Split Allows you to choose the appropriate load split row to be included in the invoice. 

Load Code Load id code as entered on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Collection On Date entered within the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Address Name Name of the address for the delivery of the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Town Name of the town for the delivery of the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Postcode Postcode for the delivery of the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 
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Field Name Description 

Dispatch Displays the Dispatch name assigned to the load. This will show Unassigned if a dispatch 
has not been created within Inventory Management. 

Planned Qty The quantity of the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Dispatched Quantity that has been dispatched to date from Inventory Management. 

Invoiced Qty Quantity that has been invoiced for the load to date. 

Remaining Qty Displays the amount of quantity that remains to be invoiced. This is calculated as follows: 

Planned Quantity - Invoiced Quantity = Remaining Quantity 

Weight Weight of product included in load split. 

No. Pallets Number of pallets required for load split. 

Transport Type The Transport Type entered in the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Inco Terms The Inco Terms entered in the load on the Dispatch Details tab of the order. 

Select All/None Provides the ability to select all splits or none. 

Invoice Quantity Quantity of all Load splits selected for invoicing 

Invoice Pallets Sum of number of pallets for all Load splits selected for invoicing. 

Invoice Weight Total weight of all load splits selected for invoicing. 

Ignore Loads and 
Dispatches and 

manually enter the 
invoice quantity 

Selection of this check box allows you to ignore the dispatch quantities and enter the invoice 
quantity manually on the main tab. This function is useful for credit notes or for supplemental 
invoices where all the dispatches have already been invoiced. 

 

You need to select which load splits you want to invoice and click OK and then the Create Invoice window will 
open. It will include the quantity to be invoiced for dispatch based on the quantity entered within the load. 

 

At this stage, you still have the opportunity to change the quantity. Click Change and this opens the Create 
Invoice window by dispatch as described above.  

If the loads selected are correct the Review Invoice window is opened after clicking Generate and the values are 
displayed and calculated as per the load quantity within the Review Invoice window. 

Review Invoice 
Once the invoice details have been entered within the Create Invoice window, click Generate to open the Review 
Invoice window. This window displays all the pricing information from the order adding in any additional ancillary 
items, and dependent on how the order was created, either from an estimate or contract, will present the line 
items. 

All new invoice or credit notes are created as a Pro-Forma and you have to be manually convert it to an actual. 
There is no limit to the amount of times a Pro-Forma can be generated, reviewed, changed and printed. This 
cycle has been enabled to allow you to achieve the exact required invoice or credit note output generating the 
final actual. 
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System Generated Line Items 
The Line Items are directly influenced on whether the order was created from an estimate, or a contract, and the 
pricing method employed. 

Source Estimating 
All line items are generated in the form of Schedule Run-On/Run-Back employing the quote quantity as the 
schedule quantity. The print, ink, paper and finishing elements are always created, as are chargeable ancillary 
items.  

The Quote style determines how the summary lines are output. In the example below the quotation letter was 
generated with the following format: 

 

As a consequence, when the Review Invoice window opens, the invoice values mirror the same format: 

 

Sub-Total Line Entry 
Application setting id 28 for Invoice Generation controls whether commercial jobs (orders from estimates) have a 
subtotal added instead of the quotation breakdown. 

If this setting is entered as 1 (True) then no commercial summary lines are added, and a single subtotal row is 
added instead which is a sum of all lines on the invoice review tab. 

 

Source Contract Management – Component Schedule Run-On/Run-Back pricing 
All line items are generated employing the contract quantity range as the schedule quantity. The print labor and 
paper elements are written out according to the chosen print components and whether paper is inclusive or 
exclusive in the print price. The binding element is chosen according to the number of components unless 
overwritten on the Create Invoice form. All chargeable ancillary items are written as separate line items. 
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Example: Contract order for 25,000 copies – contract quantity range equals 10,000 copies hence the 15,000 
copy run-on entries. Paper is entered as being exclusive. 

 

Source Contract Management – Component Make Ready Price Per ‘000 pricing policy 
All line items are generated in the form Make Ready (Setup) with a quantity of 1 and Per ‘000 elements with a 
quantity equal to the order quantity. The print labor and paper elements are written out according to the chosen 
print components from the contract and whether paper is inclusive or exclusive in the print price. The binding 
element is chosen according to the number of components chosen unless overwritten on the Create Invoice 
form. All chargeable ancillary items are written as separate line items. 

Example: Contract order for 20,000 copies. The Make Ready and Per ‘000 aspect are written as separate lines. 

 

Source Contract Management – Book Schedule Run-On/Run-Back pricing policy 
All line items are generated in the form of Schedule Run-On/Run-Back employing the contract quantity range as 
the schedule quantity. The print labor elements are written out in summary form. The paper elements are written 
out according to the chosen print components and only if paper exclusive, in the book price. The binding element 
is chosen according to the number of components unless overwritten on the Create Invoice form. All chargeable 
ancillary items are written as separate line items. The Book Pricing style defines how the summary lines are 
output. 
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Example: Contract order for 50,000 copies – contract quantity range equals 10,000 copies hence the 40,000 
copy run-on entries. Paper is entered as being exclusive. The Book Pricing style of Print and Finish including 
Paper, hence the generation of the summary lines. 

 

The determination of the print price is dependent on the book pricing policy. There are three levels of book 
pricing – Print, Print and Finish and Print, Finish and Delivery. All could be inclusive or exclusive of paper.  

In the above example the print price is calculated as follows: 

Basic Print and Finish Book pricing for 10,000 copies = £3,456 with a run-on price of £335.60 per 1,000. 

Step 1    Delivery Allowance 

Delivery     = Allowance / Base Quantity * Order Quantity 

= 0 / 10,000 * 50,000 

=  £0.00 

Step 2    Finishing (Drawn from the Finishing tab within the contract) 

Finishing Base (10,000)    = 2 sections Schedule Price 

= £800.00 

Finishing Run-On (£50.00 per ‘000)  = (Quantity – Base Quantity) / Run-On Qty * Finishing Run-On 

= (50,000 – 10,000) / 1,000 * 50.00 

=  £2,000.00 

Step 3     Paper (Drawn from the Paper tab within the contract) 

Paper Base (10,000)   = Cover + Text 

     = £144.12 + £516.57 

 = £660.69 

Paper Run-On    = (Cover tonnage x rate) + (text tonnage x rate) 

 = (0.864 x £580) + (3.069 x £510) 

 = £2,066.49 

Step 4    Print Labor 

Print Labor Base (10,000)  = Book Schedule Base – Finishing Base – Paper Base - Delivery Allowance 
Base 

 = £3,456 - £800 - £660.69 - £0 

 = £1,995.31 

Print Labor Run-On (£246.861 per ‘000) = ((Quantity – Base Quantity) / Run-On Qty * Book Run-On Price) – Finishing 
Run-On – Paper Run-On - Delivery Allowance Run-On 
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 = ((50,000 – 10,000) / 1,000 * 335.60) – 50 – 51.662 - 0 

     = £335.94 

Source Contract Management – Book Make Ready Price Per ‘000 pricing policy 
All line items are generated in the form of Make Ready (Setup) with a quantity of 1 and Per ‘000 elements with a 
quantity equal to the order quantity. The print labor element is in summary form. The paper elements are written 
out according to the chosen print components from the contract and whether paper is inclusive or exclusive in 
the print price. The binding element is chosen according to the number of components chosen unless overwritten 
on the Create Invoice form. All chargeable ancillary items are written as separate line items. 

The Book Pricing style defines how the summary lines are output. 

 

Paper Pricing Methods 
For each title you can enter the various pricing methods for paper. 

Paper Priced by Weight 

 

The system calculates the allowed weight (tonnes) using figures in the print tab and then looks up the price per 
tonne in the paper tab. 

By default the weight (for price) is calculated using the following attributes: 

  

32pp Text section 

MR Sheets (or Follow On MR Sheets) = 3,500 

Run Waste% = 4% 
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Paper Waste% = 1% 

Binders Overs% = 2% 

  

Sheet Size = 870mm x 630mm 

No. Up = 2 

GSM = 65 

Quantity = 75,000 copies 

Weight per sheet: 

Sheet Width x Sheet Depth x GSM / 1,000,000 

= 870 x 630 x 65 / 1,000,000 = 35.6265g or 0.03562kg 

Number of sheets: 

(((((Quantity / No. Up) x Binders Overs%) x Run Waste%) + MR Sheets) x Paper Waste%)  

= (((((75,000 / 2) * 2%) * 4%) + 3,500) * 1%) = 43,712 sheets  

Total contract paper weight: 

Number of sheets x Weight per sheet 

= 43,712 x 0.03562 = 1,557 Kg or 1.557 tonnes  

Contract paper price: 

Total weight (tonnes) x Price per tonne 

= 1.557 x £625 = £973 

  

Note The paper requirements are calculated using Estimating Standards. 
MR Sheets = 5,000 

Run Waste% = 6% 

Paper Waste% = 0% 

Binders Overs% = 2% 

Sheet Size = 870mm x 1260mm 

No. Up = 2 

GSM = 65 

Quantity = 75,000 copies 
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Weight per sheet: 

Sheet Width x Sheet Depth x GSM / 1,000,000 

= 870x1260x65 / 1,000,000 = 71.253g or 0.071253kg 

Number of sheets: 

((((Quantity / No. Up) x Binders Overs%) x Run Waste%) + MR Sheets) x Paper Waste%) 

= ((((75,000 / 2)  * 2%) + * 6%) + 5,000) x 1.00) = 45,545 sheets 

 Total estimate paper weight: 

Number of sheets x Weight per sheet 

= 45,545 x 0.071253 = 3,245.2178Kg 

 

In the example above, the route is twin web, and so the sum of 4 x 3,245 = 12,981kg 

In the invoice, as pricing is set to MR and Price/1,000 this is displayed as follows: 

 

Using Paper MR/Run Weights: 
This setting will only work when used in conjunction with Paper Priced by Weight. It allows you to enter the 
contract weight per component rather than let the system calculate the weight, i.e. the contract paper weight is 
not calculated by the number of sheets, but calculated using the figures in the Contract Paper MR Weight, Paper 
Run Weight and Paper Run On Weight fields. It uses the following attributes: 

  

32pp text 

For 32pp 

Paper MR Weight = 200Kg 

Paper Run Weight = 100Kg (for 50,000 copies) 

Paper Run on weight = 50Kg (each additional 1,000 copies) 
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Therefore in the example provided 

200 + 100 + (25 * 50) = 1550kg 

The Paper Run Weight value should reflect the amount for quantity entered for the pricing in the contract (in the 
above example 75,000 copies). 

Contract paper price: 

Total weight (tonnes) x Price per tonne 

Note The calculated paper amount is still the same. This setting does not affect the amount of paper 
calculated for production. 

 

Paper Priced by Quantity 
The price of the paper is specified per component within the contract Print tab. The Contract Paper tab is not 
used. 

The following attributes are used when Paper Priced by Quantity is selected within the Contract Title: 

 

Paper Make ready price = £200 

Paper Run Price = £40 

Paper Run On Price = £40 

Important The Paper Run Price column is also used as the Paper Run per ‘000 price when the Contract Title 
Pricing Method is set to Make Ready and Price per ‘000. 

Contract paper price (MR & Price per ‘000) 

Paper Make Ready Price + (Quantity / 1,000 x Paper Run Price) 

= 200 + (75,000 / 1,000 x 40) = £3,200 

 

This is then displayed in the invoice as follows 
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Contract paper price (Schedule Price & Run-On) 

Paper Run Price + (No. Run-ons x Paper Run-On Price) 

= 40 + (25 x 40) = £1,040 

 

This is then displayed in the invoice as follows: 

 

Note In the above, as there are 2 x 32pp included in the order, the invoice is doubling the schedule quantity 
and run on (i.e. 50,000 x 2 and 25 per 1,000 run ons = 50,000) 

Changing Invoice or Credit Note Line Items 
Within the Review Invoice window you are able to add, remove and manipulate the generated line items.  

The extent by which the lines can be edited is controlled by the profile group permission: Members can edit 
invoice line items. If this permission has been allowed, then you have the ability to add and remove line items 
and edit all aspects of the entry. If the permission is not allowed you retain the ability to add and remove lines 
items but you are restricted from editing pricing and unit detail. 

 

Field Name Description 

Status 

Pro-Forma Indicates this is a pro-forma invoice. When selected then the Invoice No and Update Job 
Status fields are unavailable and the Preview button is available. 
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Field Name Description 

Actual Indicates this is an actual invoice. When selected then the Invoice No and Update Job 
Status fields are available and the Convert button is available. For further information see 
Creating an Actual Invoice below. 

Invoice No. Only enabled for Actual invoices.  

If the Application Setting id 3 for Invoice Generation is entered as 1 (true) then the 
application will automatically assign the invoice number at the point of conversion. The 
field will remain unavailable. If entered as 0 (False), then the field is available allowing 
you to type in the required number. 

The number entered must be unique and be >=0. If the application is set to automatically 
create the revenue batch (application setting id 1 is entered as 1 (true), then it is up to 
you to ensure the entered number is unique within the finance system. 

Update Job Status 
(mark as ‘Complete 

& Invoiced’) 

If selected, this allows you to update the order status to Complete and Invoiced at the 
point of printing the invoice. This is only enabled for Actual invoices. 

This allows you to automatically update the status for the job to Complete & Invoiced 
when converting an Actual Invoice. 

Update Sub Sites For Multi-site installations, if selected, will update the status of the sub-site job (if 
appropriate) to Complete & Invoiced (and auto-posts costs if applicable). 

Line Items 

Line Line (sequence) number. Controls the order the lines items are displayed and printed 
out. Must be a numeric value. If changed the list order will update accordingly. 

Show Output Indicates whether the line items should be output and is selected by default. If the invoice 
is for an order from an estimate or a Contract Book Priced order, the summary lines will 
automatically be selected as output, with all other lines not output. Clicking Show Output 
removes the line items from the window but will not stop the line value from being 
included in the total. Click Show All to display the output. 

Bold Checkbox to indicate if the line item should be highlighted in bold font. 

Type Invoice line type (Read only). The application will set this at the point of generating the 
invoice or the addition of a new line. 

Description Line description. Initially set at the point of generation. You can change this to any 
description, but is a required field. 

Quantity Required quantity of the line item and must be >=0. If changed then based on the Unit 
Qty, Unit Price and number of Units the Sub Total and Tax (if applicable) will be 
recalculated. 

The price is calculated as follows: 

Units = Quantity / Unit Quantity 

Price = Units * Unit Price 
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Field Name Description 

Unit Qty Quantity related to the Unit Price. Can be changed if permission is allowed within the 
profile group. 

Must be >0. If changed then the number of Units required will be recalculated based on 
the Quantity/Unit Qty and the Sub Total and Tax values updated accordingly. 

Note       Orders generated from an estimate; ALL line item quantities are in copies. 
Note      Orders generated from a contract; ONLY the print/bind labor and ancillary line 
item quantities are in copies. Paper and any other material item quantities will be in the 
material unit of consumption. i.e. kg’s/lb’s, sheets etc. Ink is ALWAYS inclusive in the 
print labor price. 

Unit Price Unit price of the line item. Can be changed if permission is allowed within the profile 
group. Must be >=0. If changed then the Sub Total and Tax values are updated 
accordingly. 

Units Number of units required. Can be changed if permission is allowed within the profile 
group. Must be >0. If changed then the Unit Price will be recalculated based on the Sub 
Total/Units and the Tax value updated accordingly. 

Sub Total Total of the line. Can be changed if permission is allowed within the profile group. Must 
be >0. If changed then the Unit Quantity will be recalculated based on the Quantity/Units 
and the Sub Total and Tax values updated accordingly. 

Tax % Tax % amount applied to the line item. Must be >=0. If changed then the Tax value is 
recalculated. 

If in the Create Invoice window you have selected Show Tax then the Default Tax % will 
be automatically applied to all line items upon the generation. If Show Tax is not selected 
then all tax amounts will be 0 upon generation. 

Tax Tax amount. Can be changed if permission is allowed within the profile group. Must be 
>=0. If changed then the Tax % recalculated based on the Sub Total. 

Footer  

Add Line Adds a new line item to the grid. The button is only available if the user has the authority 
to edit line items. See Adding New Line Items later in this chapter. 

Add Notation Adds a new notation line item to the grid. See Adding Notation Line Items later in this 
chapter. 

Add Sub Total Adds a sun total line item to the grid. See Adding Sub Total Line Items later in this 
chapter. 

Remove Removes the highlighted line item from the grid. See Removing Line Items later in this 
chapter. 

Remove Zero Removes all zero value line items. 

Seq From: / Seq 
To: 

These fields are used when adding Sub Totals line items within the invoice. Indicates the 
line number range to be included in the sub total. 

The values must be >0 and Seq To must be >= Seq From. 

The fields are only enabled against a Sub Total line type. See Adding Sub Total Line 
Items later in this chapter. 

Show Output Hides line items that are not selected for output. 

Show All Un-hides line items that are not selected for output. 
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Field Name Description 

Analysis This launches the Sales Analysis window to display the distribution of revenue to the 
appropriate analysis codes for Job Costing and Connect purposes as appropriate 

Multi Invoice Total Sum of any additional invoices drawn into the invoice displayed. See Multi-Invoice 
Processing later in this chapter. 

Add Invoices Launches the ‘Additional Jobs to Invoice’ dialog. See Multi-Invoice Processing later in 
this chapter. 

Total Items Invoice total before tax (Read only). 

Field will be highlighted in red when there is a discrepancy between output items and the 
invoice total. Field will be highlighted in amber when the discrepancy is 0.01. A tooltip 
shows the value of the discrepancy. 

Total Tax Invoice tax total (Read only). 

Field will be highlighted in red when there is a discrepancy between output items and the 
invoice total. A tooltip shows the value of the discrepancy. 

Invoice Total Invoice total including tax (Read only). 

Template Invoice template to be chosen when printing the invoice. 

Preview/Convert Displays the print preview applying the chosen template. See Previewing and Printing 
the Invoice later in this chapter. 

OK Closes the Review Invoice window. 

Financial Discount 
Financial Discount is designed to offer an incentive for early settlement of the invoice. Some countries 
have a requirement whereby if a discount is offered the Sales tax must be discounted when being entered 
into the financial system. If this is a requirement for you then the Always apply to tax check box should be 
selected. The Financial Discount can be entered within the Payment Terms configuration. 

This percentage is utilized on the Sales Invoice output document in the form of phrases as documented 
below. 

When electing to generate an invoice the Financial Discount value is based on the chosen payment terms. 
Once a valid payment term has been selected the financial discount amount is displayed. If required you 
also have the ability to set the Financial Discount within the Create Invoice window (if it has not been 
previously set). 

The fields at the bottom of the Invoice Review window display the financial discount that will be awarded to 
the customer if the invoice is paid by the due date. 

If Always apply to tax is not selected then the Tax amounts shown on the invoice line items will not be 
discounted.  

Note The calculated discount amount does not affect the invoice total. 
If Always apply to tax is selected (the financial discount is applied to the tax value even when settlement is not 
made before the payment due date), then the Tax amounts shown on the invoice line items will always be 
discounted and the invoice total uses the discounted tax value.  

The tax line values and total tax now include the financial discount %. The discount is calculated after the 
Tax amount. 
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Part of controlling the financial discount is to be able to enter which ancillary items attract the discount. You 
can select which ancillary items are to be included in the Financial Discount within Estimating Maintenance 
> Miscellaneous > Ancillary Type.  

If a Financial Discount value has been entered in the Create Invoice window, the Review Invoice window also 
includes additional information. 

 
Field Name Description 

Financial Discount 
Amount (0.00%) 

Displays the amount of discount that the customer can subtract from the total sales 
invoice value if they pay within the agreed payment terms 

Tax Linked to Financial Discount, displays the tax amount based on the discounted line 
values regardless of whether the customer pays on time 

Base discounted 
value 

Calculates the value of the invoice if the financial discount were to be applied 

Tax Calculates the value of the tax with the financial discount applied 

Adding New Line Items 
At any point when reviewing the line detail new adhoc lines can be added to the grid.  

1. Click Add Line and the Add Line Item window will open. 

 

2. Select the Line Type. 
 

3. If the chosen line type is Ancillary then the Ancillary Type and Code fields will become available to 
allow selection of the required Type and Code. 
 

4. Click OK. The new line item will appear. 
 

5. Update the Description, Quantity, Unit Qty, Unit Price, Units and tax fields as necessary. 

Adding Notation Line Items 
The notation function allows additional description lines to be added into the invoice/credit notes. The line type 
has no financial affect.  

1. Click Add Notation. 
 

2. A blank line item will be added with a default description of Notation. Enter the required description. 

Adding Sub Total Line Items 
The sub total function allows the creation of subtotal line items that are used to total a specified group of invoice 
line items. The items to be included as the sub total are controlled by entering the Seq From and Seq To values. 
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1. Click Add Sub Total. 
 

2. A new subtotal line will be added to the Line Items. 
 

3. Click the new Sub Total line item and the Seq From/Seq To fields will become available and have 
default values entered. In the example below, a sub-total for the Print element of the invoice has been 
created. The Seq From 1 and Seq To 4. 

 

The recommended use of the Sub Total function is to first sequence the lines you require, add the sub total, 
sequence the sub total line immediately after these lines, and then enter the Seq From and Seq To values.  

Note If the sequence includes another sub total line entry then the sub total value will be ignored. 

Removing Line Items / Remove Zero 
You may wish to remove individual line items, including Notation and Sub Total line items. 

1. Select the line item to be removed and click Remove. 
 

2. The chosen line will be removed and the totals adjusted. 

If you wish to remove all line items which contain a zero value, click Remove Zero and all line items will be 
removed. 

Analysis 
Launching the Analysis window enables you to review the Sales Revenue analysis linking prior to converting to 
an actual invoice. However, if there is a discrepancy users will be warned and offered the chance to resolve 
when generating an Actual invoice. 

To open the Revenue Analysis window click Analysis. 

Users can reselect the Analysis Code, Site and Department but none of the values. If changes are made, Click 
OK to save and close, or Apply to save the changes but leave the window open. 

Invoice/Credit Note History 
Every time a new version of the invoice or credit note is generated an audit history entry is made. 

The history functions allow generated pro-forma invoices to be reviewed and edited as many times as required, 
and actual invoices to be reviewed.  
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To open the Invoice History window click History from the Create Invoice window. 

 

Field Name Description 

No. Invoice/Credit Note issue number. Each time a new version is generated this number is 
incremented by 1. 

Type I = Invoice; C = Credit note. 

Actual If selected, this indicates that the version is and actual or pro-forma invoice. 

Multi If selected, this indicates that the version is a multi-invoice. 

Invoice No This field is populated with the invoice number for any actual invoices. 

Created On Date and time the invoice or credit note was created. 

Author Name of the user who created the invoice or credit note. 

Comments You can enter additional comments to help describe the reason why it was generated. 

Revised On The last revision date of the invoice or credit note. 

Revised By The user name of whoever created the invoice or credit note. 

Sales Value Invoice or credit note total, exclusive of tax. 

Tax Value Total tax value for the invoice or credit note. 

Approved By You can enter an approval name or reference. 

Cost Indicates for an actual invoice or credit note whether the details have been posted to Job 
Costing. Displays a green tick if OK or red cross if not. 

The status is only active if application setting id 2 for Invoice Generation is entered as 1 
(True). For further information see the Configuring Invoice Generation within the System 
Admin User Guide for Order Management 5.4. 

Xfer (Sales Ledger 
Interface Transfer) 

Indicates for an actual invoice or credit note whether the details have been posted to 
sales ledger interface and the details have been successfully updated. Displays a green 
tick if OK or red cross if not. If a question mark symbol is displayed then the update to 
the interface requires reviewing as the batch cannot be written. 

The status is only active if application setting id 2 for Invoice Generation is entered as 1 
(True). For further information see the Configuring Invoice Generation within the System 
Admin User Guide for Order Management 5.4. 
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Field Name Description 

Void Allows entries to be deleted from Connect and Job Costing tables, and reverts the status 
to pro-forma. This is available for actual invoices and credit notes that have not been 
marked as posted to an accounts system. 

Detail… Opens the Review Invoice window for the selected entry. 

Multi Invoice… This button is only available when an invoice has been marked as multi-invoice. It will 
open the Additional Job to Invoice window so that you may review the list of invoices 
included. 

Close Closes the Invoice History window. 

Creating an Actual Invoice 
The first stage in creating an actual invoice or credit note is to generate and confirm the pro-forma. The ability to 
review and edit the pro-forma as many times as required enables the user to get the invoice 100% accurate 
before committing the actual. 

The generation of the pro-forma is as described in above. The process of generating the actual is as follows: 

1. Open the Review Invoice window. 
 

2. Select Actual. 
 

3. If application setting id 3 for Invoice Generation is entered as 1 (True), the invoice number will be 
automatically generated by the application, and the field will remain empty. If the application setting is 
entered as 0 (False), type in the unique invoice number. 
 

4. Select Update Job Status if required. 
 

5. Choose the required invoice template and click Convert. 
 

6. The invoice or credit note is now created and displayed ready for printing. 
 

7. The invoice or credit note is now flagged as an actual, the invoice number created, and the Cost and 
Xfer selections entered. 
 

8. If there are discrepancies between the line items and the Revenue Analysis, when the actual invoice is 
converted you will receive a message. However, if application setting id 30 for Invoice Generation is 
entered as 1 (True) then you will not be able to convert the pro-forma to an actual until the 
discrepancies are resolved. 

 

9. Click Yes to resolve the issue, or No to continue and for a Revenue batch to be automatically created 
in the Job Costing application for resolution at a later date and prior to posting. 
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10. Once resolved, and if you have not already confirmed to update the status of the order to Complete 
and Invoiced, you will then receive another prompt asking you if you wish to update the status of the 
order. 

 

11. Select Yes or No as appropriate and the Document View will open so that you can print, or convert to 
PDF, or email the invoice to the customer. 

Previewing and Printing the Invoice 
The invoice or credit note output can be previewed and printed from within the Review Invoice window. Click 
Preview or Convert. 

You can then print the document, create a PDF, or PDF and email. PDF and Email will attach a PDF to a new 
email message in Microsoft email client:

 

Note If choosing PDF or PDF and Email, application setting id 7 must contain an entry. 

Multi-Invoice Processing 
It is possible to include multiple jobs for the same customer to produce a single invoice/credit note. even if the 
jobs are managed by different sites. 

To do this, the following steps must be followed: 

1. Decide which jobs are to be included and prepare their individual pro-forma invoices.  
 

2. Ensure the status of the jobs is Complete and not Invoiced.  
 

3. Choose one of the jobs to act as the master. Within the Review Invoice window click Add Invoices to 
open the Additional Jobs to Invoice window. 
 

4. A list of pro-forma invoices for the customer and where the job status is Complete and not Invoiced are 
displayed. 
 

5. Click Inc to choose which pro-forma invoices are to be included. If a Red X is displayed this indicates 
an issue with the pro-forma invoice for that order and the highlighted area indicates what needs to be 
resolved. 
 

6. The Multi Invoice Total is populated within the Review Invoice window for the master pro-forma. 
 

7. Clicking Add Invoices can change the selection. 

At this stage the invoice can be converted to an actual or previewed. If converted to an actual all the pro-forma 
invoices selected will be converted and if selected, their job status updated. 
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Within the Invoice History window the invoice will now be entered as Multi and the Multi Invoice button will be 
available. 

Open Invoices 
When an invoice or credit note has been created you can review the invoice information and also enter a New 
Payment for the invoice from the Open Invoices view. 

Note This option is only available if you have the appropriate permission entered in your User Profile Group. 

 
Field Name Description 

Inv Date The date the invoice was created. 

Type Whether the record is an invoice (I) or credit note (C). 

Invoice No The Invoice number. 

Customer Customer name for the invoice. 

Job No Job number for the invoice. 

Title The orders job title. 

Quantity The invoice quantity for the job. 

Due Date The date the invoice was due for payment. 

+/- Days Displays the number of days until the invoice is due for payment. If negative then 
payment is overdue. If overdue the entry is displayed in red. If within three days until due 
ten the entry is displayed in amber. 

Invoice Amount Value of the invoice. 

Payment Total Value of any payments already received for the invoice. 

Balance The outstanding balance still due for the payment of the invoice. 

Status This indicates the current invoice status and can be either open or overdue. Please see 
Invoice Status Codes below for more detailed description of the status of the invoice. 

Contact The name of the contact for the invoice. 

CSR The CSR who was assigned to the order. 

Connect Whether the invoice has been posted to the Connect database. 

Contract Title If the order was created from a contract, this will display the contract title that was used 
to create the order. 

Delivery Date The delivery date of the order. 

Job Cost Indicates whether the invoice has been posted to the Job Costing application. 

Sales person The salesperson associated with the order. 

Tax Value The total value of the tax of the invoice. 
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You can customize the layout of this view in the same manner as the other views in Order Management. 

Note Multi-job invoices are shown as a single entry for the total multi-job invoice amount. Double-clicking on 
a multi-job invoice shows the invoice screen with the multi-job invoice total. Receiving payments 
correctly updates the amount received to date and amount outstanding for the multi-job invoice. 

 

Note User profile permissions for access to Group/Sector/Site extend to Open Invoices and Payments 
Received views. 

Invoice Status Codes 
Field Name Description 

Open Invoice is open, awaits payment and is not overdue. 

Open – Part Invoice is open, has received part payment and the balance is not overdue. 

In Dispute Invoice payment is in dispute with the customer. 

Overdue Invoice is open, awaits payment and is overdue. 

Overdue – Part Invoice is open, has received part payment and the balance is overdue. 

Closed Invoice has been paid and has been closed. 

 

Reviewing the Invoice 
If you wish to review the invoice detail, select the Invoice and click Open from the toolbar, or double click the 
invoice and the Review Invoice window will open. 

 

Entering a New Payment 
You can add a payment receipt for an invoice to update the sales ledger balance for the customer. 

You can click New Payment without selecting an invoice record. All of the fields will be blank for you to manually 
enter. 
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However, if you select the invoice record and click New Payment from the toolbar, the New Payment Receipt 
window will open with information automatically entered. 

 
This contains all outstanding invoices associated to the Customer (for the invoice record you selected), along 
with current payments made to date. 

 

Field Name Description 

Payment Details 

Entry Date / Time Date and time of when the New Payment Receipt window was opened. This cannot be 
changed. 

Entered by User name of person creating the Payment Receipt. This field cannot be changed. 

Payment date Enter the date the payment was received. This will automatically enter today’s date but 
this can be amended if appropriate. 

Payment Type Enter the method of payment, for example, cash, bank transfer. 

Customer Enter the name of the Customer who is making the payment. This will automatically enter 
the customer name for the invoice selected, but you can change the name if required. To 
change the name, click on the Customer field and start typing the different customer 
name. If you click away from the Customer field the values in the Invoices area of the 
window will also update. 

Contact Enter the Contact name of the person who is sending the payment. The options available 
are limited to those contacts associated with the Customer already entered. 

Amount Enter the amount of the payment. 

Payment 
Reference 

Enter the customer’s payment reference. This must be entered and cannot be a 
duplicate. 

Currency Enter the Currency for the payment. The customer’s default currency will automatically 
populate but can be amended if necessary. 

Exchange Enter the Exchange rate if the currency entered above is different to the currency that 
created the invoice. 
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Field Name Description 

Amount This is the payment Amount (as entered above) but is multiplied out by the exchange 
rate. This field cannot be changed. 

Further Details Enter any additional information that you wish to be included with the Payment. 

Invoices 

Type Whether the record is an invoice (I) or credit note (C). This field is unavailable for 
change. 

Invoice No The invoice or credit number. This field is unavailable for change. 

Job No The job number for which the invoice was created. This field is unavailable for change. 

Due Date The date the payment for the job is due. This field is unavailable for change. 

Invoice Total The total value of the invoice (including any tax). This field is unavailable for change. 

Early Discount Enter the discount percentage that the invoice will now be able to include if an early 
payment is being received. 

Paid to Date The total value of all payments made to date by the customer. This field is unavailable for 
change. 

Outstanding The payment value outstanding from the original invoice value. For example, if the 
Invoice Total is 16,905.99 and no payments have been received, then the Outstanding 
field will display 16,905.99. If the customer has made a payment that matches or 
exceeds the invoice value, then the outstanding field will display 0. It will display an 
adjusted figure if early payment percentage applies. 

All Select this check box if the payment that is being received matches the Invoice Total 
value. Selecting this check box will automatically update the Received and Close fields. 

Received If you have selected the All check box, the Received field will automatically update with 
the Invoice Total value. If you are not receiving the Invoice Total value, enter the value of 
payment being received. 

Close Select this check box if the invoice is no longer Open or Overdue. This will change the 
invoice status to Closed. 

View Invoice Click View Invoice to open the Review Invoice window for the selected invoice record. 

Total on Invoices This displays the total value of all invoices raised for this customer. 

Total Outstanding This displays the total value of outstanding invoice value for this customer. 

Total Received This displays the value of payment received for this new payment receipt and will 
automatically populate based on the entries made within the Invoices area of the New 
Payment Receipt window. 

 

When a New Payment Receipt has been entered, the invoice record will be removed from the Open Invoices 
view. However you can still open the information using the Find option on the toolbar. 
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To open the Find Invoices / Payments window, click Find from the toolbar. 

 
You can filter the search results by entering any of the criteria with the exception of Payment Ref. Click OK and 
the Open Invoices view will filter the results. 

 

Payments Received 
The Payments Received view displays the invoice records that have a payment received against them. 

Upon first selection the View is empty. Click Find and enter your search criteria. 

 
Click OK and the Payments Received view will display the records accordingly. 

 
Field Name Description 

Payment Ref The customer’s payment reference. 

Invoice No The Invoice or Credit note number. 

Payment Date The date the payment was received. 

Payment Type The method of payment, for example, cash, bank transfer. 
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Field Name Description 

Customer Customer name for the invoice. 

Job No Job number for the invoice. 

Title The orders job title. 

Quantity The invoice quantity for the job. 

Due Date The date the invoice was due for payment. 

+/- Days The number of days payment was made from the due date. If late, then this field will 
display in red, otherwise it will be green. 

Payment Total Value of any payments already received for the invoice. 

Contact The name of the contact for the invoice. 

CSR The CSR who was assigned to the order. 

Connect Whether the invoice has been posted to the Connect database. 

Job Cost Indicates whether the invoice has been posted to the Job Costing application. 

Sales person The salesperson associated with the order. 

 

There are two ways to open the Payment Receipt window. Either select the record and click Open from the 
toolbar or double click the payment record. 

 
The information can be viewed but is not available for change. 

Click View Invoice to open the Review Invoice window. 

Job History 
The Job History tab provides access to the following information relating to the order: 

• Notifications 
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• PPE Errors 
 

• Attachments 

Notifications 
The Job History tab displays both active and historical notifications, both automatic and manual, raised against 
the order as well as noting certain steps and actions taken during the life cycle of the order, for example, when 
the order was created.  

The list of notifications that you can see related to: 

• Quantity 
 

• Delivery Date Change 
 

• Tombstone 

Notifications act as both a communication channel between the CSR and planner. Changes made to the order by 
the CSR that affect the planned components, for example quantity change, schedule dates change, have 
automatic notifications raised and issued by the application. Also, you can manually raise notifications from this 
tab to communicate change in order detail or instruction and pertinent information. 

Using notifications as an order change log allows all participating parties, involved in production or who have 
authority to view order detail, to remain informed.  

  

There are various types of notification: 

      This identifies a notification which is information driven. 

         This identifies a notification which is customer driven, for example change to pagination. 

             This identifies a notification which is production driven. 

When the notification has been raised but not completed a red cross flag is displayed next to the detail of the 
notification. Once the notification has been completed then this changes to a green tick. 

The key fields to check are the Applied By and Applied On fields. These indicate that the information has been 
entered and saved in the plan. 

In the above example, various aspects have been entered in the order, along with quantity changes that have 
created automatic notifications to inform the Planning application. In this example, PrintFlow integration is 
enabled and as a consequence the notification changes are automatically completed. For further information 
please see the Setup and Install Use Guide for PrintFlow. 

Click Add to raise a manual notification. The process is the same to create the notification whether manual or 
automatically created by the application except that for a manually created notification it is the responsibility of 
the user to enter the Instruction. 

You will also be able to see other changes that have taken place: 

• Order creation 
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• Status Change 
 

• WIT XML generation 
 

• Page definition created / updated 
 

• Confirmation of all print and finishing routes issued to plan 
 

• Revision of an order 

 

PPE Errors 
Changes made within the order will cause the Estimate light to change from green to red, prompting you to re-
estimate the order. On occasion the calculation will fail and prevent a successful PPE from calculating. When this 
occurs you will be presented with a warning message. When this appears, you can use the PPE Errors option to 
try to establish the cause for the failure. 

In the following example, an order is created with the following specification: 

50,000 copies 

297 x 210mm portrait 

4pp cover on 130gsm  

96pp text on 70gsm, printed as 3 x 32pps 

Perfect bound 

When the order was re-estimated the following message indicates that there’s an issue with the binding 
operation and suggests reviewing the PPE error log. 
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Select the Job History tab and click PPE Errors. The Pre Production Estimate Errors window will open providing 
details of why the calculation was unsuccessful. 

 
The window informs that Bindery Operation 2 calculation failed, as Routes do not exist…. Within the order, 
Bindery Operation 2 is for the perfect binding. Upon further investigation in Estimating Maintenance, there are no 
speeds for the mode that meets the specification of the cover component, as the maximum weight for the 
appropriate mode (paper grammage) is 115gsm. To resolve you would then need to either amend the mode for 
the binding operation in Estimating Maintenance or change the resource selected for the binding operation. 

Once any PPE errors are resolved the Pre Production Estimate Errors window is cleared. 

Attachments 
The Job History tab is also where you can manage attachments for the job.  

Adding an Attachment 

1. Click Attachments and then click Add to browse for the document to be attached or select the 
attached document to view the detail.  

Note Ability to add/view or delete attachments is controlled by user profile permissions. 

Cost Analysis 
The Cost Analysis window displays the allocation of costs to an order and is an aid to Job Costing. Further 
information is available within the Job Costing manual. 

The Baseline Estimate values will always remain fixed based on the values of the estimate upon which the 
order was created from. If the order was created from a contract these fields are not valid and should be ignored. 

The Pre Production Estimate values will be stored each time the order is re-estimated and are only valid if the 
order has a valid Estimate (the Estimate indicator light is green). 

The Actual costs will record the values as either provisional or actual costs are applied to the order. For 
example, if a Purchase Order is generated from the order, these will appear within the Provisions column in line 
with the Material or Service Types and Codes that were entered for the PO line items and will then appear within 
the Actuals column as the services or materials are received and subsequently the Purchase Invoice raised 
against them. 
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The Variance columns allows you to view how each of the different values have changed and allow you to 
compare PPE v BE (Pre-production Estimate vs Baseline Estimate), ACT v BE (Actual cost vs Baseline 
Estimate) and ACT v PPE (Actual vs Pre-production Estimate). 

 

Job Warning 
During the life cycle of an order the application automatically monitors the status and integrity of the order. 
Should the application detect missing information, mismatched quantities or over/under allocations then a Job 
Warning will be issued and are saved within the Job Warnings window for reference. 

There will be certain circumstances that require the user to enter order detail that causes a Job Warning for 
example, under/over production of a particular section where the quantity does not match the order quantity due 
to customer requirement. 

If a job warning is generated by the application or outstanding job warnings exist for the job then the  symbol 
will be displayed at the bottom of the Order form. 

To view and deal with job warnings double click . The Job Warning window will be displayed. 
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Handling Warning Messages 
There are two ways in which warning messages can be handled, they can be removed by resolving the conflict 
or ignored. 

To aid resolving the conflict by clicking on the message the application will take you to the point in the Order 
Management detail where the conflict has occurred. 

If you are able to resolve the conflict then the message will automatically be removed. 

If you wish to ignore the warning then select the checkbox and click Apply. Ignored warnings can be viewed by 
clicking Ignored Warnings… and then the Job Warnings window will be displayed as follows: 

 

 If all the warning messages are ignored then the warning triangle in the Order Detail window will change to an 
information symbol . 

Contact Details 
The Contact Details tabis used as a reference point that displays a list of customer contact and address detail 
plus Repro house detail. 

As a minimum this form will always display the full address selected for the customer upon order creation and 
main contact detail. 

Further contacts can be added to the list by clicking Add. You can only add contacts that are held against the 
customer record within the Customer application. No ad-hoc contact detail can be entered. 

If an address held against the customer within the Customer application is flagged as the Invoice Address then 
this address can be selected and displayed and will then appear when the invoice is generated. 

Repro house company and contact detail can also be added and maintained in this tab. Any Repro House 
information added is only available for output to the WIT XML 

Company Notes are also present at the bottom of the tab. If application setting id 89 is set to 1 (True), then each 
time you open the order detail window you will receive a message informing you that there are Company 
Comments available and will ask whther you wish to view them. If you select Yes, the order will open on the 
Contact Details tab.  

Note Company Notes entered against a company record in MIS Console have to be entered as High Priority 
for the message window to appear.  
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Closing the Order 
There are two options from closing the Order Details window: 

• Click the Close button (bottom right hand corner of the window) 
 

• Click the x button (top right hand corner of the window). 

Cancelling the Order 
On occasions it will be necessary to cancel the order. This is managed using Status updates. You will need to 
ensure that all production routes have been removed from the planning board and any provisional or actual costs 
have been either cancelled or transferred, then you can change the status of the order to Cancelled. 

You can also reset the status of the order from Cancelled from the Orders list. 

Restoring a Cancelled (or Closed) job 

1. Select the job from the Orders List. 
 

2. Select Tools > Restore Closed/Cancelled Job… 
 

3. The Restore Closed/Cancelled Job window will appear. Click OK to confirm the action and close the 
window. 

Printing 
For any order you can print the following documentation: 

• Quotation Letter 
 

• Order Confirmation 
 

• Order Summary 
 

• Works Instruction 
 

• Sales Invoice 

For details relating to the Order Confirmation, Works Instruction and Sales Invoice please see the appropriate 
chapters in this User Guide. 

Quotation Letter 
When the order is created from an estimate you can print the quotation letter that was produced in the Estimating 
application for you to review when managing the order. This is particularly useful if the customer is requesting the 
inclusion of an item which may previously have been quoted as an extra, for example, in addition to the original 
agreed requirement, and will provide you with the appropriate pricing information for inclusion in both the 
Ancillary Items tab and for Invoicing purposes.  
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From the Print menu select Quotation Letter, click OK and the Quote Generation window will open. Click 
Generate to display the quotation letter. 

 

Order Summary 
The Order Summary document provides a print out of the content of the order. When selected to generate the 
document you will be presented with an option of either Initial or Planned. The Initial function is no longer 
available so please ignore. Click Planned and then you will be able to generate the document.  
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Quick Guide Checklist 

Create an order from an estimate 
• Make sure the company record is entered as a Customer and not a Prospect. 

• Make sure that the estimate value and requirements match the order requirement. 

• Make sure you know the delivery date of the order and this is the date when creating the order. 

• Make sure you can create the order, and if you belong to a multi-site organization, ensure that you know 
which site will be the managing printer. 

• When the order is created, make sure that the quantity on the Main tab is the quantity that the customer 
has ordered. 

• Make sure you can estimate the order. Go to Print Routing and Finishing Details tab and ensure that all 
site and resource information is entered. 

• Make sure that the Official Order and Credit Approved data has been entered. 

• Check the status of the order and update to Forward Plan. 

• Check that the correct CSR has been assigned to the order. 

Reviewing the Order 
• Open the order and ensure that all the details included match the estimate upon which the order was 

created. 

• Make sure that the order confirmation has been sent to the customer. 

• Make sure that the Estimate indicator light is green. 

• Check that the paper demand has been created and that stock has been sourced and allocated to the 
print routes. 

• Check that the packing requirements have been entered. 

• Check that the delivery details have been entered. 

• Check the Ancillary tab and ensure that the quantities are correct. 

• Check the status of the order and update to Await Start. 

Issuing routes to Production Scheduling 
• Make sure that the Estimate indicator light is green. 

Changing the Order Quantity 
• Make sure that the quantity on the Main tab has been changed. 

• Make sure that the quantity changes have been entered for versions in the Master Version list if there 
are plate changes in the order. 

• Check the Finishing Profile quantities and make sure that they are now updated. 

• Check the ancillary quantities and update as necessary. 

• Check that the Estimate light is green. 

• Check that the planner has updated the quantity in the plan and completed the notification. 

• Check that any delivery loads are updated to the new quantity. 
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Adding Versions 
• Make sure that the quantity on the Main tab is correct. 

• Make sure that the versions have been entered in the Master Version list if there are plate changes in 
the order. 

• Click Apply Print and ensure that the correct versions are included for the print routes. 

• Click Apply Bind and ensure that the correct versions are included for the finishing routes. 

• Go to Print Routing and check that the versions have been applied as expected. 

• Go to Finishing Details and check that the versions have been applied as expected. 

• Check the Finishing Profile quantities and make sure that they are now updated. 

• Check that the Estimate light is green. 

Revising an order 
• Make sure that all print and finishing operations have been removed from the planning board or 

tombstoned. 

• Make sure that the new estimate version matches the change required to the order. 

• When the order is revised, make sure that the order can be re-estimated. 

• Make sure that the print and finishing routes have been re-issued back to Production Scheduling. 

Printing the Works Instruction 
• Make sure that the Estimate indicator light is green. 

• Make sure that additional note information has been added. 

Generating the Sales Invoice 
• Make sure that the quantity on the Main tab is correct. 

• Make sure that all ancillary items are included and have the correct quantity. 

• Make sure that the Estimate indicator light is green. 

• Click Print and generate the line items. 

• If the Sales Analysis does not match, check with your system administrator that all the line items are 
linked to the appropriate revenue codes. 

Create an order from a contract 
• Make sure the contract and contract title has been created. Check that the Schedule Quantity within the 

contract title is the average quantity for each issue. You would expect this to change on an issue-by-
issue basis, but you don’t want to be changing this by tens of thousands if possible. 

• Create the first issue. Ensure that the majority of information that will be relevant for each issue is 
entered. This may include: 

o Resources that will produce the order 

o Paper including stock items sourced and allocated 

o Ancillary items 

o Versions 

o Packing 
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o Despatch details 

o Work Notes 

• Within the Manage Issues window, select the first issue and copy forward as required. 

• Check the schedule dates within the Manage Issue window and amend if required. 
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Appendix 

Print Routing Field Definition 
Field  Description 

Cpt. Displays the component ID number and is automatically assigned by the system. 

Seq Sequence column indicates the order in which the sections are displayed in the print routing tab.  

Sig Signature code column is initially automatically assigned by the system, but can be maintained before 
being issued to plan. Defining the default within Application Setting id 25, or manually adjustment per 
order can customize the format of the characters. 

Run You can enter the order in which sections are printed and are most commonly used when versions 
are included in the order.  

Version Displays the version ID as entered in the version master and can only be entered within the Version 
Master window.  

Press Run Displays Press Run No. 

OR A visual indicator as to whether the route has any overrides assigned to it, i.e. the estimating 
standards have been overridden. If overrides are in place the column will display a Y with a yellow 
background. 

Sub Job Details the site code, job number and signature of the section and is displayed as the section record 
when issued to the Planner and cannot be changed. 

Plan Start Indicates whether the section has been issued to plan and the status of the section within the 
Production Schedule application. If the section is not issued to the plan the field will state NOT 
ISSUED and have a red background. Once issued this will change to amber when component on the 
To Do List, once planned, this will change to green with date and time on plan. If the section is 
supplied by the customer (as denoted against the component on the main tab), the plan start field will 
state Supplied and be shaded green and will therefore not be issued to the plan. 

Part Ref A unique reference for each print section (part). This is generated as the job number and signature. 
These part numbers are used when assigning print components to finishing operations, and can also 
be output on the Works Instruction to assist part tracking off press. Constructed as per application 
setting id 26. 

Description Provides the section description and can be amended by the user. 

Pag. Provides the pagination description and can be amended by the user. 

File Indicates whether the data has been received. This can be either be manually updated, or via the 
Events within Production Scheduling once the section has been issued to the plan, or via JDF link to 
pre-press systems. The field operates a toggle function between X and ü. 

O/W Indicates whether the print section is being produced in-house or is being outsourced to a different 
printer. If it is being outworked the Plan Start field will automatically update to state Outwork. Based 
on whether the outwork can be planned will determine whether it is shaded green or red. 

Site Indicates the site code of where the section is being printed (this is more relevant for multi-site users). 
However if the print section is being outworked this should always reflect the managing printer site 
code. You can select the site code from a field. 

Resource Displays available resources available at the site code selected. 

Open Checkbox indicates whether the component is based on open size as detailed on the Main tab. 
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Field  Description 

Method Displays available configurations based on the resource selected which match the specification of the 
pagination and trim size, paper and ink as entered on the main tab. 
The minimum qty specified for gravure presses now determines which routes for that press, if any, 
are displayed. 

Parallel This is for use with PrintFlow intergration. On the Print Routing tab, you can then enter that the print 
section is to be planned on a Parallel resource by entering Yes in the Parallel field. For more 
information see PrintFlow Integration Set up and Use Guide. 

Product Qty Represents the quantity as required by the customer. 

Bind % Binders overs percentage applied to the net quantity. 

Overs OR Requires application setting id 122 to be set to 1 (True) and allows you to add override quantities to 
specific press routes. 

Output Qty Represents the quantity that needs to be planned on the Production Schedule. 

Full MR Whether a section requires a full make ready or a follow on make ready, as entered within 
Estimating Maintenance. Dependent on how the standards for a follow on make ready are entered, 
this may affect the make ready time and also the number of make ready sheets and will have an 
impact both on cost and paper requirements.  
When creating an order from a contract, users can enter contract components as being follow on 
only, which means they should never incur a full make ready. 

No Up The number up as entered against the configuration/method of production selected for the print 
section. However, once the print section is planned on the production schedule, this can be 
amended by the planner and will be updated if changed but cannot be edited within this tab. 

Wait Time Wait times are calculated on order creation and can be edited in the job.  
 
They will be calculated using: 
a) the existing critical delay specified in Planning Maintenance, to which will be added: 
b) drying times for paper coats which can now be entered against resources in Planning 
Maintenance  
c) for single input finishing ops, the total required time x (inputs – 1 / inputs) e.g. folding 4x32pp 
would have a wait time of ¾ the run time as you cannot start producing the product until you have 
folded three of the sections and started on the fourth. 
 
The wait times will be inserted into the Critical Delay Minutes fields when tasks are issued to the 
Production Schedule, so they can then be used in all critical path functionality: Critical Path violation 
checking, critical ratio calculation, whole job planning and auto-scheduling. 

Plate Indicates the composition of plate changes. 

No Of Indicates the number of against the print section. 

No. Pages Indicates how many pages are being changed as part of the plate change. 

Fol. … This allows you to enter the folio layout of the finished product based on finishing style. 

Input Press operations can now have an input part assigned to them for display purposes only. For pre-cut 
routes this will be set to the output of the pre-cutting binding operation. This input part, if any, can be 
seen in the print routing tab. These will be set automatically on order creation for pre-cut routes. Pre-
cutting operations require their output to be an input for a press operation or they will give messages 
saying that they are missing. Currently these cannot be set or altered after order creation. 

File Date Adopts the date as entered on the Events tab, however this field can be amended if there is a 
variance to the data date for the order. 

Hub Imaging hub names from a field where the data is being delivered into. This is more commonly used 
for multi-site users who rather than have the data received at each individual site have a communal 
repro department. Details of the Hubs are maintained within the Order Maintenance application. 
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Field  Description 

Paper Indicates whether the paper has been received in. This can be either be updated manually, or via 
the Events within Production Scheduling once the section has been issued to the plan, or via the 
receipt function within Inventory Management application. The field operates a toggle function 
between X and ü.  

Paper Date Denotes the date when the paper is expected. This can be either be updated manually, or adopts 
the date as entered on the Events tab, or when paper is scheduled for delivery in Inventory 
Management. 

Cpt When the section is complete on press. For users with SFDC this will automatically update when the 
section is denoted as complete. 

Collate Indicates whether the print route is a collated route Yes/No. Most commonly used for Book Printers 
using Digital print processes. 

Coll. Pages When Collate is set to Yes this enables you to enter the pagination (rather than using the Override 
function) in this field. Once entered, a suitable method of production has to be set and then the order 
will estimate and be issued to plan as required.  

Cells Enables you to enter the number of cells required for the print section. 

Fold 
Catalog 

For use with the Cylinder Planning licensed module only. Based on the combination of the 
component Folding Style and pagination the system will choose the fold catalogue thus retrieving 
the page fall information. A different Fold Catalog can be chosen if you wish to change the page fall 
information. 

Finishing Detail Field Definition 
Field  Description 

Op. The operation ID number, which is automatically assigned by the system. 

Split Indicates a sub-division of the operation by quantity. 

F/S Finishing Style of the operation. 

Version Version ID as entered within the Version Master list. 

Sub Job The site code, job number and Op and Split number of the operation and is displayed as the section 
record when issued to the Planner and cannot be changed. 

Plan Start Details whether the operation has been issued to plan and the status of the section within the 
Production Schedule application. If the operation is not issued to the plan the field will state NOT 
ISSUED and have a red background. Once issued to the production schedule this will change to 
amber when component on the To Do List, once planned, this will change to green with date and time 
on plan.    

Description Operation description and can be amended by the user. 

O/W Indicates whether the finishing operation is being produced in-house or is being outsourced.  

Bought In Indicates if the operation is derived from the Bought In functionality. It is a non-editable field. 

Site Indicates the site code of where the operation is being finished (this is more relevant for multi-site 
users). However if the finishing operation is being outworked this should always reflect the managing 
printer site code. Users can select the site code from the field. 

Resource Displays relevant resources available at the site code selected. The resource is chosen from a field. 

Parallel This is for use with PrintFlow intergration. On the Finishing Details, you can then enter that the 
finishing operation is to be planned on a Parallel resource by entering Yes in the Parallel field. For 
more information see PrintFlow Integration Set up and Use Guide. 
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Field  Description 

Cells Number of cells required for the finishing operation. 

No Up Number up binding and is automatically populated with the number up as entered within the 
estimating calculation. This field can be amended by users either within the Finishing Details tab and 
also by the Planner. 

Size Enables you to select the mode and speed for the associated size to be calculated for the operation. 
The size is entered within the Mode table in Estimating Maintenance. It enables you to have 
overlapping modes so that within Order Management you are able to choose the appropriate size. 
Application setting id 53 can be set to 0 if you wish to hide the warning message when binding modes 
overlap. 

Product Qty Represents the quantity as required by the customer. 

Overs % Percentage overs that need to be produced. Overs percentages are used to ensure that extra copies 
are produced to generate enough waste for subsequent operations.  

For example, an order contains two finishing operations: Cutting and Perfect Binding (PB). If the PB 
operation requires a Waste % of 2.50, then the cutting operation will automatically require an Overs 
% of 2.50. 

Output Qty Represents the quantity that needs to be planned on the Production Schedule and cannot be directly 
edited. It is calculated as follows: 

Product Qty * Overs % 

Waste % This field is populated if the order is created using BOR and shows percentage waste copies between 
operations. The Waste % field can be amended and, if changed, will back calculate the Overs % 
values for any previous operations and print routes that supply the operation. 

Waste Qty Waste value that can be entered as number of copies rather than a percentage. If a value is entered 
it is added to the Waste % to calculate the Output Qty for any previous finishing operation or print 
route, 

Input Qty Represents the quantity that will be input to that operation from the preceding operation. 

Wait Time Wait times are calculated on order creation and can be edited by you in the job.  
 
They will be calculated using: 
a) the existing critical delay specified in Planning Maintenance, to which will be added: 
b) drying times for paper coats which can now be entered against resources in Planning Maintenance  
c) for single input finishing ops, the total required time x (inputs - 1 / inputs) e.g. folding 4x32pp would 
have a wait time of 3/4 the run time as you cannot start producing the product until you have folded 
three of the sections and started on the fourth. 
 
The wait times will be inserted into the Critical Delay Minutes fields when tasks are issued to the 
Production Schedule, so they can then be used in all critical path functionality: Critical Path violation 
checking, critical ratio calculation, whole job planning and auto-scheduling. 

Issued Indicates if the operation is issued to the plan. 

File Copies Indicates if any file copies are required. 

Fields available within the Master Insert List 
Field  Description 

Insert ID Must be unique and can be no longer than 4 characters. 
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Field  Description 

Type Additional operation types as entered within Estimating Maintenance. 

Name Name of insert manually input by the user. 

Batch No. The receipt batch number and is used for stock identification. If application setting id 112 is not blank 
then the Batch No is set according to the rules in the setting. If blank then the generated ‘SUP’ ID will 
be assigned upon receipt or as chosen using the Find Stock. 

Qty 
Booked 

The input of the number of inserts booked by the customer. 

Date 
Expt. 

Records the date the insert is expected to be available onsite. If a planning event is linked to the insert 
event in Order Maintenance then the system will attempt to update it with the date expected field and 
set it as a required event for any operations that incorporate the insert. 

Qty 
Allocated 

A system generated field that sums the total number of inserts allocated to binding operations. 

Qty 
Received 

Allows you to manually input the number of inserts physically received at site. 

Dated 
Received 

Allows you to state the date the inserts were delivered to the site. 

 

Act qty 
Inserted 

Enables you to record the actual number of inserts which were inserted  

COI 
Ready 

If the check box is selected this enables you to print out the Certificate of Insert document which is 
within MIS Console. 

Depth Application setting id 104 needs to be entered as 1 (True) to display and allows you to enter the Depth 
of the insert. 

Width Application setting id 104 needs to be entered as 1 (True) to display and allows you to enter the Width 
of the insert. 

Pag Application setting id 104 needs to be entered as 1 (True) to display and allows you to enter the 
Pagination of the insert. 

Weight You can enter the Insert Weight that is then used as part of the final product weight calculation. 

Thickness Application setting id 104 needs to be entered as 1 (True) to display and allows you to enter the 
Thickness of the insert. 

Orientatio
n 

Allows you to enter whether the insert is Landscape or Portrait. 

Adv 
Copies 

Indicates whether Advance Copies are required. Default is No. 

Balance 
Action 

Provides a list of actions set up within Order maintenance (Misc2 Tab) indicating what to do with the 
remaining balance of inserts.  

Expiry 
Days 

Allows you to enter the number of days any remaining insert stock is to be stored onsite prior to 
disposal or shipment back to the customer. 

Notes Allows you to enter any additional information which can be displayed on the Works Instructions. 
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Select Insert Stock Window Field Definition 

Material Details Field Definition 
Field 

Name  
Description 

Type Material Type description as entered in Estimating Maintenance > Materials  

Item Material Item description as entered in Estimating Maintenance > Materials.  

Site Site material details relate to. 

Operation Operation with which the materials is associated 

UOP Unit of Purchase as specified against the material in Estimating Maintenance > Materials > Material 
Item > Consumption and Costs 

Quantity Quantity of materials required 

Required 
(date) 

Finishing Materials from Finish Date in Job Events, Printing Materials from Print Date in Job Events 

Stock 
Code 

Stock code assigned to the material Item. Can be selected from field or populated from Inventory 
management upon stock assignment. 

Direct 
Cost 

Flag to indicate whether the material items is flagged as Direct Cost 

Assigned Quantity assigned  

Field Name Description 

Description Filters the list where the item description includes the entered text. 

Owner List where either the customer’s name can be chosen or House (internal). 

Supplier List where either supplier’s name or site name can be chosen. 

Include 
FG/WIP 

Parts 

Indicates whether to show the FG Parts in the list. 

Order No Order number can be selected from the list. 

Part ID List of supplied items that are flagged as belonging to the chosen job or FG parts of the job. 

Include Zero 
stock  

When selected, includes items where the available stock is 0. 

Date 
Received – 

From 

Date from which supplied items were received or order start delivery date for FG parts. 

Date 
Received – 

To 

Date to which supplied items were received or order start delivery date for FG parts 

Apply Filter Filters the find criteria and displays results accordingly. 
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Field 
Name  

Description 

Expected A user editable field, it is populated with the same date as Date Req (by default). 

Received Populated from Inventory Management when materials are received 

PO No Populated from Inventory Management once PO raised in inventory 

Supplier Populated from Inventory Management once PO raised in inventory 

Comments Comments are stored against the stock assignment, can only be edited in Order Management and 
comments saved upon apply 

Fields available within the Ancillary Items tab 
Field Name  Description 

Operation 
Type 

Type of the ancillary entry, i.e. Print or Packing. These are selectable from a   drop down list. 

Code/Reason The sub-set reason within type, i.e. if Type = Packing then could be Cartons or Bundles. This is 
selected from a drop down list. 

Description Enables you to enter the ancillary. It is defaulted by the system when reason has been selected but 
can be overridden by the user. The additional button allows users to enter in a more detailed 
description. 

Part Ref The part ref assigned to the part to which the ancillary is being applied e.g. packing would be 
assigned against the Final part created. This is optional information 

Required Qty The quantity the customer has ordered and not necessarily the net quantity of the order/ancillary 

Planned Cost The physical in-house cost of production, process or service. 

Charge Defines whether the cost is to be passed to the customer (Yes or No) by selecting the appropriate 
command from the drop down list. 

Extra Defines whether the ancillary is to be shown separately on the invoice. 

OW Indicates if the process is performed in-house or outworked and is present to allocate costs 
correctly on the Cost Analysis window. 

Contract Is the price based upon a pre-entered price within a contract (True – ticked, False – unticked) 

Raise 
Dispatch 

If ticked, enables a load to be created for this entry within Inventory Management 

Outworker The name of the outworker, if OW is set to Yes 

One Off Price Set price, regardless of quantity, to be charged to the customer.  

MR Price Make Ready price 

Qty Quantity relating to price per quantity 

Price/Qty Price per quantity where the quantity to be multiplied by is entered in the Qty field 

Total Price Automatically calculated based on one of price or MR and Price/Qty 

MU% Percentage difference between Planned Cost and Total Price. 
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Dispatch Import Field Reference 
The following tables list the column names and descriptions for the standard CSV import fields allowing the 
Order Management version, finishing profile, packing and dispatch load areas to be populated. Inserts are 
covered in the following section, as the number of inserts requires a more dynamic field naming convention. 

Version Master 

Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 

VerCode Varchar(4) Yes Typically, this field would contain a four character reference to the 
print/finishing version. If only one print/finishing version is required, 
this field can be left blank as the import will automatically create a 
standard common version (COMM). 

VerName Varchar(50) Yes Detailed description of the print/finishing version to be imported 
and created within the order 

VerQty Int (not null) Yes The quantity requirement of the print/finishing version specific to 
the finishing profile being created. If many finishing 
profiles/dispatches are being created that use the same 
print/finishing version, Order Management will intelligently pick up 
on this and will total up the quantity of the version across all line 
entries within the document (assuming that the references are 
entered exactly the same against each line entry within the 
document) 

VerFilm Varchar(50) No This information is stored at Master Version level and would 
generally indicate the color of the shrink-wrap film for the bundles 
of copy 

VerTape Varchar(50) No This information is stored at Master Version level and would 
generally indicate the color of the strapping for the bundles of copy 

 

 

Finishing Profiles 

Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 
FinalPart Boolean No Available in 5.1 and higher. This field can be used to denote that 

the profile part is for work in progress purposes by entering 0 = 
False/No. If omitted or set to 1 = True/Yes then the part will be 
assumed to be a final part. 

PartWeight Float (Null) Yes This field defines the final part weight of the product and is used to 
determine the load weights for deliveries. Please note, if left blank, 
the load weights will not calculate and will be shown as zero in 
each case. 

ProfCode Varchar(50) No Allows the ability to set the part reference or profile code for the 
finishing profile. 

ProfDesc Varchar(50) No Allows the ability to set the part / profile description. 

ProfFilm Varchar(50) No This information is stored at Finishing Profile level and would 
generally indicate the color of the shrinkwrap film for the bundles 
of copy 

ProfFinStyle Varchar(2) Yes This information defines the Finishing Style of the Finishing Profile 
in order to try and correctly assign the Finishing Profile line entry 
to the appropriate finishing operation within the order. 

ProfFix Boolean No Available in 5.2 and higher. This field will set the ‘Fix’ attribute at 
the profile level to indicate that the profile is fixed and will not be 
reset or removed when using the ‘Recreate Dispatch Profiles’ 
function. 

ProfTape Varchar(50) No This information is stored at Finishing Profile level and would 
generally indicate the color of the strapping for the bundles of copy 
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Packing Details 

Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 

PackName Varchar(50) No A descriptive name of the packing style to be used for the 
finishing profile. The associated packing attributes for the 
packing name will then be automatically used in subsequent 
lines if the PackName is repeated. For subsequent lines 
where the PackName is repeated, the associated packing 
attributes can be left blank. 

PackType Varchar(50) Yes The import will link to entries within the ‘Packing’ details 
form within the Packing Details tab. The data to enter in to 
this field of the import document is specific to application 
strings entered within Information Console. Please see the 
section of this document title ‘Packing Types’ for more 
details. 

PackInSuit Boolean Yes Defines if the packs of copy should be packed in suitable 
quantities i.e. the number of copies per pack isn’t known 
and therefore the finishing staff can pack to suit. If 
PackName is used, enter detail only once (1 = True/Yes, 0 
= False/No) 

PackPackCopies int No If the number of copies per pack is known, the quantity 
should be entered within this field. This information is at 
Finishing Profile level. If used, enter detail once (this must 
be a numeric value) 

PackTurn Int No If the quantity of copy within a pack needs to be turned in 
steps, the turn quantity can be entered in this field. 

PackPacksPerLayer int No If the number of packs per layer on a pallet/skid is known, 
the value should be used within this field. If PackName is 
used, enter detail only once. 

PackPacksPerPallet int No If the number of layers per pallet/skid is known, the value 
should be used within this field. If PackName is used, enter 
detail only once. 

PacksTurnPattern Varchar(50) No If the packs on the pallet are to be turned in a specific 
pattern, this field should be used to record this information. 

PackStretchWrap Boolean Yes If the packs of copy are to be shrinkwrapped, this can be 
indicated within this field (1 = True/Yes, 0 = False/No) 

PackInkJet Boolean Yes If the packs of copy are to be inkjetted, this can be indicated 
within this field (1 = True/Yes, 0 = False/No) 

PackPolywrap Boolean Yes If the copies are to be polywrapped, this can be indicated 
within this field (1 = True/Yes, 0 = False/No) 

PalletType Varchar(50) No Allows the type of pallet to be specified. The value must be 
a valid estimating material maintenance Pallet type entry. 
Please note this field is only available in Order Management 
5.1 and higher. 

 

Dispatch Load Details 

Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 

LoadCode Varchar(50) Yes This field is used to describe the load name to be 
dispatched. 

LoadHaulier Varchar(50) No Specifies the haulier/freight/trucking company that will pick 
up and deliver/ship the load. If specified must match the 
company name within the CRM of a Company that ‘Can 
Ship/Deliver’. 

LoadTrackingNo Varchar(50) No Specifies the tracking number field for the load. 

LoadNotes Varchar(255) No Allows the load notes to be populated. 
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Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 
LoadAddressName Varchar(50) Yes This would be used to describe the name of the delivery 

address to be dispatched to 
LoadAdd1 Varchar(50) Yes First address line of the delivery address 

LoadAdd2 Varchar(50) No Second line of the delivery address 

LoadAdd3 Varchar(50) No Third line of the delivery address 

LoadTown Varchar(50) Yes The town name within the delivery address 

LoadCounty Varchar(50) Yes The county name within the delivery address 

LoadPostCode Varchar(50) Yes The post code/zip code of the delivery address 

LoadCountry Varchar(50) No The Country name within the delivery address 

LoadTelephone Varchar(50) No The telephone number for the delivery address 

LoadFax Varchar(50) No The fax number for the delivery address 

LoadEmail Varchar(50) No The email address for the delivery address 

LoadCollectAddress Varchar(50) No Used in conjunction with LoadCollectType and 
LoadCollectEntity. Based on the LoadCollectType specified, 
the LoadCollectAddress should be specified as: 

   I (internal) = the address name of the site location 

   C (customer) = the address name of the customer. If 
omitted then the default customer address will be used. 

   D (dispatch) = not applicable (address set via 
LoadCollectEntity) 

   S (supplier) = the address name of the supplier/vendor. If 
omitted then the default customer address will be used. 

   Note that any address names are not case sensitive but 
require an exact match. If no match is found then the 
default site address, customer address and supplier 
address will be used. 

LoadCollectEntity Varchar(50) No Available in OM 5.2 and higher. Used in conjunction with 
LoadCollectType and LoadCollectAddress. Based on the 
LoadCollectType specified, the LoadCollectEntity should be 
specified as: 

   I (internal) = the 2 character site code that the address 
relates to 

   C (customer) = the company name that the address relates 
to 

   D (dispatch) = the address name of the dispatch location 

   S (supplier) = the supplier/vendor name that the address 
relates to 

   Note that any site codes, company names and address 
names are not case sensitive but require an exact match. If 
no match is found then the collection address will fail to 
import. 

LoadCollectType Varchar(1) No Available in OM 5.2 and higher. Used in conjunction with 
LoadCollectEntity and LoadCollectAddress. If specified 
MUST be one of the following types: 

   I = internal site address location 

   C = customer address location 
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Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 
   D = dispatch location 

   S  =supplier address location 

LoadContactName Varchar(50) No The contact name for the delivery 

LoadContactTel Varchar(50) No The contacts telephone number 

LoadContactEmail Varchar(50) No The contacts email address 

LoadDelDate Datetime Yes The date that the delivery needs to take place. To ensure a 
successful import, use the following format. 

   Date and time = 31 12 2011 0930 

   Date only = 31 12 2011 

LoadSplitQty Int Yes This would be used to detail the quantity to be dispatched. 
The sum of this value for each version must total up to the 
total version quantity entered within the order. If the 
quantities do not match, the import will fail. 

LoadCost Float (Null) No Estimated/expected cost of the load. 

LoadPrice Float (Null) No Estimated/expected selling price of the load (excluding tax). 
The load mark-up% will automatically be calculated using 
the LoadPrice and LoadCost fields. 

LoadSellPrice Float (Null) No Total estimated/expected sell price of the load inclusive of 
tax. 

LoadTax Float (Null) No Used to indicate a tax percent. Do not use this field if tax 
codes are enabled within the Company Management 
application settings. Instead use the LoadTaxCode field. 

LoadTaxCode Varchar(5) No Used to indicate a tax code when tax codes are switched 
on. If tax codes are switched on within the Company 
Management application settings then this field should be 
used instead of the LoadTax field. 

 

Inserts 
Inserts are treated slightly differently in terms of their column formatting. The standard CSV file contains column 
descriptions for up to 4 different inserts but these are dynamic and can be added to if more inserts are required. 

Each column heading starts ‘Ins’ plus a number. The number indicates the insert number. 

For example, for insert number 1, add the four columns detailed in the table below in to the Import CSV file 
replacing the ‘X’ with 1 i.e. Ins1Name, Ins1Weight, Ins1Qty, Ins1Type. For each additional insert, repeat but 
change the insert number i.e. Ins2Name, Ins2Weight, Ins3Qty, Ins3Type, Ins4Name, Ins4Weight, Ins4Qty, 
Ins4Type etc. These column headers must be exact and should be entered in to the first row of the import CSV 
file. 

*’X’ indicates the insert number. 

Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 

InsXName Varchar(100) Yes* Descriptive name of the insert requirement 

InsXWeight Float Yes* The weight of each insert (in grams/ounces). For each insert name, 
this value only needs to be populated once as Order Management 
will treat all other entries for this insert as being the same value. 
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Field Name Type Mandatory Description/Data requirement 

InsXQty Int Yes* The total quantity of the insert requirement for the finishing profile. 
Order Management will reference each occurrence of the insert and 
will total up the quantity for entry in to the master insert list 

InsXType Varchar(20) Yes* The insert type. Use the same values as entered within the Inserts 
types set up within the Miscellaneous tab within Estimating 
Maintenance. For each insert name, this value only needs to be 
populated once as Order Management will treat all other entries for 
this insert as being the same value. 

InsXDate Datetime No Date that the insert is expected. Can be used to create an expected 
delivery within the finished goods module. 

InsXPag Int No Pagination of the insert. 

InsXDepth Float No Size of the insert (depth/height) specified in millimetres (metric 
installations) or inches (imperial installations). 

InsXWidth Float No Size of the insert (width) specified in millimetres (metric installations) 
or inches (imperial installations). 

InsXThick Float No Thickness of the insert specified in millimetres (metric installations) 
or inches (imperial installations). 

InsXOrient Varchar(50) No Insert orientation. Must match one of the values within the 
InsertOrientation table. 

InsXNotes Varchar(50) No Additional notes about the insert. 

InsXAdv Boolean No Whether or not advance copies of the insert (1 = True/Yes, 0 = 
False/No) 

InsXBal Varchar(50) No What to do with the remaining inserts after use. Must match a value 
within the InsertActions table. 

InsXBatchNo Varchar(25) No This is the Batch number or Part Reference for the inserts that have 
been received. 

 

* indicates that this field is only mandatory if inserts are being added to the import document. 


